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Abstract 

Thrn drnser1H1mn 1s mtemled to serve two goals. At first, it has the purpose to act as a 

gnide 1o 1he sleps involved m 1he spec.i hr.nhnn mid i!pplicntion ot il com1mtnhk~ 

general equilibrium model. Secondly, it is intended to provide insight into the cmrent 

domestic tax structure and the impact of recent tax policy reform. The research is 

based on the premise that the multiplier analysis of changes in Jina) demand under 

the fixed price mo<lel is not snfficient for am1lysis of impncts of tm,es hecm1se the 

rcallol'.:aliun ui 1csourl'.:os botwom1 industlios 10:-mlting from lax pulky drnngcs has 

implications for both the demand and supply sides of the economy. The results of the 

Malta General Eqmlibrium Tax Mo<lel (GETM) contained in this study confinn that 

tax rnte r~<l1ictions boost cmnomic nctivity. The results also suggest that the gains 

arc likely to be higher when the measures implcmcntc<l arc in the fonn of a reduction 

in consumption tax rates rather than income tax rates. On the other hand, investment 

appears to be more sensitive to changes in income tax. From the perspective of 

generating tax revenue, income and consumption taxes appear to be equally 

effective. In light of behavioural responses, results showe<l that while tax payer 

behaviour can offset substantial portions of estimated revenue loss, any tax rate cut 

that coul<l completely pay for itself woul<l be unusual. The robustness of the results 

was confinned by means of sensitivity analysis, allowing for a significant degree of 

conficlence in policy recommendations. 
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(~hapter One 

INTRODlTCTION 

Malta's tax system is continuously changing as the government tries to align the tax 

system with evolving political and economic conditions. Successive government 

documents published ove1 the past decade have considered the role of the local tax 

structure in terms of generating sufficient revenue for the government as well as its 

contribution towards - in one way or another promoting economic growth. Though 

there is a longstanding debate as to the n:lativc mc1il::; and dcmciit.-, of difftT1:nt t11x 

slrnclrnes, ve1 y few studies have investigated the economic impact on welfare and 

the widespread reallocation and rea<l1ustment 111 both demand and supply ot goods 

and factors explicitly. The majority of studies either use a partial equilibrium 

approach for simplicity or leave the general equilibrium analyses only at the abstract 

theoretical level. 

The multiplier analysis of changes in final demand under the fixed price model is not 

sufficient for analysis of impacts of taxes in an economy. The reallocation of 

resources resulting from tax distortions has implications for both the demand and 

supply sides of the economy and distorts commodity pnces and returns to factors of 

production. On a delegation visit to assist Russia's transfonnation from a planned to 

nrntkct c;r,onomy, Greenspan (2007) writes: 

WPstPrn Prnnnmists generally considered input-output matrices to be of limited 

use because they fazled tv captw e the dynamism vf an ecvnvmy - in the real world, 

the relationships between inputs and outputs almost invariably shift faster than they 

can be estimated. Gosplan '.s1 input-output model had been elaborated to Ptolemaic 

paf Pr:tinn. Rut judf{inf:{ hy the top aide 's remarks, I couldn't see that any of the 

limitations had been solved ... Without the immediate signals of price changes that 

make capitalists markets work, how was anyone to know how much oj each product 

1 Gosplan was the Soviet authority that set the type, quantity, and price of every commodity produced 
at every single factory and plant across 11 time zones. 
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tn mrtnujarturP? With nut thP hP/p nj n mnrkPt pridng mPehrmism, soviPt P-mnomic: 

planning had no effective feedback to guide it. " 

A complete mrnlysis therefore require~ n lnrge ~cnle genernl e(p1ilihrimn nppronch 

capturing the numerous relationships hetween all interconneC'teci markets with prices 

providing the common flow of information needed to coordinate the system. 

Seen in this light the study is intended to serve two goals. At first, it has the purpose 

to act as a guide to the steps involved in the specification and application of a 

Computable General bquililnium l Cub) model. Second, it is intended tu prnvide 

insight into the current domestic tax structure and the impact of recent tax policy 

reform in Malta. Modelling rn about estabhshmg causal relationships between 

variables while analysis involves the examination and mterpretat10n o1 data '1ml other 

information to provide insight to improve the formulation of policy. Rigorous 

analysis and modelling are thus in the best interests of all decision makers if they 

would like to know which one of these taxes hurts the least and is a more efficient 

way of raising revenue. 

The present study formulates a fairly standard static General Eqmhbnum Tax MoJel 

(GETM) for the Maltese economy. It is built in the tradition of applied general 

equilibrium models as in Harberger (1962), Shoven and Whalley (1972, 1984, 1992), 

Bullard et al. (1985) and Piggot and Whalley (1985). It incorporates the economic 

behaviour of households, industries, government and the foreign sector. All 

economic agents are assumed to adopt an optimising behaviour under relevant 

budget constraints and all markets operate under the perfect competition assumption. 

In line with Shovcn and Whalley (1992), model construction and analysis follows the 

steps presented in Mow Chart 1.1. 

More formally, the study attempts to analyse the impact of tax measures 

implemented by the Maltese government since 2001 (the year of the benchmark 

dataset). These mainly include an increase in taxes on consumption and changes in 

income and import fflxes in the opposite direction. The Malta GETM is used to 

capture the widespread redistribution and reallocation in both demand and supply of 
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goods arnl factors by households and indushies in the p101.~ess of sh1 llmg the burden 

of taxes until it settles down to the ultimate payers of these taxes. 

There are obviously significant data limitations and any estimates on behavioural 

rc:-ipon:-ic:-i and U:i:-iociatcd measures of wclfme dumgos 1oquho strong m.isumptions to 

he macle. It must also he acknowledged that there is a danger that estimates may be 

int111encecl more hy apparently pragmatic assumptions than by the data. However, the 

scope of this study is to contribute to the tax policy debate by, as far as possible, 

making all assumptions explicit, stressing the qualifications and limitations of the 

analysis, and examining the implications of adopting alternative value judgements 

instead of simply i ep01 ting one sd of results. 

In an attempt to learn how CGE models have been used to study the affects of 

different tax policy measures, Chaplet 2 gives an overview of the fundamentals of 

general equilibrium theory and its use in generating quantitative results for tax policy 

evaluation. It does so by providing a review of literature of studies addressing the 
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is~rn~ of t:n rnlim11 and farther chscusses the strengths and weaknesses of these 

models. 

The database in t.he fmlll of a Social Accountin~ Matrix (SAM) is prepared for 

convenience ot model estimation in Chapter 3. Une of the merits of CUE models is 

that necessary data for model estimation are input-output tables and national 

accounts dat.a for only a single yeai. However, due to the unavailability of the former, 

the chapter deals with the construction process involving the transformation of 

Supply and Use Tables (SUT) into n Symmetnc Input-Output Tahle (SIOT) and in 

tum the transformation of the SIOT into a balanced SAM. This represents a static 

ovG1 viGw of M<lllmm cco1mmy and i~ a.~~umcd to provide the benchmark equilibrium. 

A detailed analysis of the structure of the Maltese economy and the existing tax 

policy in the year of the benchmark SAM is presented in Chapter 4. This is intended 

to provide insight into the varying shares in expenditure of difforent commodities as 

wdl n~ foctor intensity use hy the vmious institutions. The second part of the chapter 

estimntes the effective tax rates on five <lifferent tnx hases (income, cons11mption, 

imports, labour and capital) which represent the basic ad valorem tax rates in the 

benchmark economy. This invaluable information enables better understanding of 

results obtained at a later stage of the study. 

Chapter 5 specifies the structure of the Malta GETM and its functional forms. Each 

institution's optimising behaviour is used to derive the delllanrl and supply equations 

which are then used to generate the numerical solutions to the model. Since 

equilibrium in all markets is not necessarily guaranteed, the chapter also specifies the 

market cknring conditiom in line with the constrncto<l <lntnsot 

Relying on the benchmark SAM, the process of calibrating the Malta GETM is 

explained in Chaplet 6. This is unJorntooJ as the rnquiromcnt that the entire model 

specification be capable of generating the benchmark equilibrium observations as the 

model solution. The mathematical conditions necessary for the estimation as well as 

the implementation of the Malta GETM in the algebraic optimisation software 

(GAMS) are also discussed. 
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Tn l'hapter 7, the MAlta GFTM is nseci to <prnntitAtively anAlyse the distortiomiry 

impacts created by the presence of taxes in the Maltese economy and the affects of 

major tax policy measures implemented by the Maltese government since 2001. As 

most of the models to which reforcnce has been made above, the nnalyms earned 011t 

uses a comparative static framework. As the name suggests, 1t 1s the mere 

compArlson of the initiAl ecp1ilihri11m s1:-i1e with the final equilibrium state (Chiang, 

19811). The robustness of the results obtained is then tested by means of sensitivity 

analysis with respect. to exogenous elasticity values. 

The final chapter concludes by providing a constrnctive commentary on the results 

obtained and how they can be used fo1 tax polh::y and plmming in Malta. 

Identification of the limitMions of the study is also provided with the aim of 

suggesting how the Malta GETM can be improved upon, and to encourage forther 

1eseurch in relation to tax policy analysis from a general equilihrium perspective. 
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(:haptcr Two 

GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM T~X MODELS: 

LITERl\.'l'Ullli llliVIEW 

The tra<lition of genen1l eq11iHhrh1m st;:irtecl with W;:ilrns' "RMments cP~conomic 

politique pure" (Elements of Pure Economics, 1847). lt is nowadays understood that 

Walrasian equiliblium prevails when suµply equals demand across all interconnected 

markets in an economy. Issues of existence and stability of general equilibrium were 

tack.led thrnughout the 40s-70s pciiod ofthc twentieth ccntmy, mainly by Airnw and 

Debreu. This enabled analysts to solve numcncally tor levels ot supply, demand and 

prices that support the equilibrium across a speciiied set of markets. Smee then, COE 

modols have become a standard tool of empi1ical analysis and arc widely used to 

analyse impacts of policies whose effect may be transmitted through different 

markets. 

This chapter lays the foundations of general equilihrium theory in Section 2.1 and 

treats its applied aspects in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 reviews studies dealing with tax 

reform from a general equilibrium perspective and proceeds to discuss the 

techniques' utilisation within Malta's policy debate in Section 2.4. Section 2.5 

reviews the strengths and weaknesses of CGE models. 

2.1 GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM THEORY 

In an economy, there is something of a halance between the amount of goods and 

services that some individuals want to supply and the amounts that other individuals 

want to buy. Whilst the balancing of supply and demand is far from perfect, when all 

due allowances are made, the coherence among the vast number of individual and 

seemingly separate dec1s1ons about the buymg and sellmg ot commodities 1s 

remarkable. For example, prices of oil lead to lower American interest rates because 

the money the Saudis and the Russians make from crude oil is spent on American 

Treasury bonds. Similarly as income rises and demand shifts, say from food to cars 

to housing, the labour force follows suit. These phenomena show that in general the 
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economic system aclj11sts with a consiclernhle degree ol smoothness nm! mdeed ot 

rationality. 

ln the 1870s, l .eon Wnlrns, gave a reasom1hly de::ir ::inswer with rep;nrcls to the 

problem of economic coordination amongst the infinite number of sellers and buyers 

in enr,h mnrket. Tt is the fact that all agents in the economy faced the same set of 

pricc8 that provided the common flow of infonnntion netxled lo coonlinale tlrn 

system. Thc1c is a set of prices, one for each commodity, which would equate supply 

and demand for all commodities, and if supply and demand were unequal anywhere, 

at least some prices would change while none would change in the opposite case. 

The lallc1 is what is nowu<lny~ n:Jcm::d to cm 'cquililnium'. The adjective 'r,cnernl' 

rctcr8 to the argument that we cannot reasonably speak ot equilibrium wlth respect to 

one commodity since supply and demand in any one market depends on the pnces of 

other commodities. 

Hicks (1939) and Samuelson (1947) fonnalised Walras' general equilibrium theory 

ns a system of clifferential ecprntions, sm:h that a general ecp1ilihri11m rnoclel of an 

economy is one in which consumers maximise utility subject to their budget 

constraint (leading to the demand-side specification of the model) and where 

producers maximise profits (leading to supply-side specification). In equilibrium, 

market prices are such that supply equals demand for all commodities, and the 

constant returns to scale zero-profit conditions are satisfied for each industry. 

ronsicler the c11se of n pnre exr-hnnge economy where each consumer is described 

completely by his preference and his inifoil enclowrnent of comrno<lities W;. The 

arn01mt ot goocl j that ngent 1 hol<ls will he <lenote<l hy xiJ, the consumption hun<lle 

will be denoted by X; and a feasible allocation is one that it physically possible, 

Each consumer takes the prices as given and chooses the most preferred bundle from 

his consumption set, that is, Max U;(x;) such that px; = pw;. Given the consumer's 

demand function x;(P;,pw;) it shall be assumed that the consumer's wealth is the 
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mi:irket vi:ih1e of his initi:=tl enilowment The representAtion 11seil for cons111ner; ci:in he 

used to represent aggregate <leman<l LX; (p;, pw;) and aggregate supply ~ w; . 

This mr.nns thllt the mrnit preferred hundlc then l:i u Jlmction x1,;{p1 ••• p 11
) or ull 

prices. From this point of view, all prices enter into the determination of demand for 

any one commodity. For one thing, the rise in any one price clearly diminishes the 

residual income available for all other commodities. More specifically, however, the 

demand for some commodities if closely interrelated with others. l'or example, the 

demand h.n pctrnl 1s perhaps more mllucn(;cd by the use o 1 ilUtonwbilcs and 

therefore by their price than it is by its own price showing the interrelation of all 

dP-nrnrnls. 

further assumptions arc for market demand functions to bo non negative, continuous 

and homogenous of degree zero in prices. The latter implies that doubling all prices 

doubles incomes and hence the physici:il qrnmtities ilem1mileci Fire imchF1n3eci, therehy 

allowing an arbitrary normalisation of prices, ordinarily set as LP; = 1. 

Based on Walras' law, there will be a set of prices such that each consumer is 

choosing his most preferred affordable hundle and all consumers' choices are 

compatible in the sense that demand equals supply in every market, 

L x;(p, pw;) = L w; , that is, the value of market excess demands equals zero at all 

p1ices, L px; (p, pw; )- pw; = 0. This condition must hold for any set of prices. 

Extending the general equiHhrium model to an economy with production requires the 

specification of a production tochnology. Assuming a number of fim1s that have a 

finite number of constant returns to scale activities, each denoted by au, indicating 

the use of good i in activity j. A negative sign indicates an input and a positive sign 

an output. The vector x = x1 ••• x N denotes levels of intensity of operation associated 

with each activity and is non-negative. Production is assumed to be bounded, that is, 

infinite amount of outputs from finite inputs are ruled out, such that l:auxj + w; :2: 0 

for all i. 
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A general eq11ilihri11m for this morlel is given hy ::t set of prices p
1 
* ::tnd 1:1ctivi1y 

levels x1 * such that demand equals supply I(p"pwJ= IauxJ +w1 and no 

productive activity make positive profits, I p 1au S: 0. 

Numerical applications of general equilihrium models of this form began with the 

work of Harberger (1962) and Johansen (1960) H::trhereer rn;erl ::t morlel with two 

prochiction sectors, one corporate and one non-corporate, calibrated to U.S. data from 

the 1950s, to calculate the incidence of the U.S. corporate income tax. Johansen used 

a model with nineteen sectors, calibrated to Norwegian data from 1950, to 1dent1fy 

so11n·.es of economic growth in No1w::iy over the periorl 1948-19'\1. Roth lenemiserl 

and solved lhc model analytically wilhoul analysing whether an equilibrium of the 

originnl non lincnr mo<lcl actually existed. Neither study raised the possibility of 

multiple equilibria or attempted to check for multiplicity in any way. 

It is essential knowing that equilibrium actually exists before attempting to compute 

it. Arrow and Debreu (1954), Debreu (1959) and McKenzie (1959) used 

mathematical general equilibrium theory to demonstrate the existence of W alrasian 

equilibria by showing the applicability of mathematical fixed point thennos to 

economic models. Further proof of the existence of equilibrium for cases with taxes 

is found in Shoven (1974). The application of fixed point theorems provides logical 

supp01 t f01 the subsequent use of this framework for policy analysis. 

Arrow, Debreu and McKenzie also gave a careful definition of competitive 

equilibrium and a characterisation of equilibrium. The latter refers to the two 

fim(Jmnentnl theorems of welfare economics. The first established that the set of 

competitive allocations is a subset of Pareto efficient allocations. The second 

theorem shows that with lump sum redistributions, any Pareto efficient allocation can 

he s11st<1inerl ::is ::i competitive eq11ilihri11m Frlgeworth (1881) rleveloperl the icie<1 of 

the core as the set of allocations upon which no coalition of agents in the economy 

can improve, in the sense of making better off all of its members by an alternate 

allocation in the economy. The core is obviously a subset of Pareto efficient 

allocations. Debreu and Scarf ( 1963) proved a deeper result by showing that the core 

converges to the set of competitive allocations as the economy is replicated. 
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2.2 APPLYING GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM 

The basic general equilibrium framework together with proofs of existence and 

dunacte1isalio11 or eq11ilih1 him, h<we set the stnge for ft11ihcr comp11tational 

uuvanG~~;. Th~ breakthrough was the introduction of an ulµ;otithm for the ~olution of 

the general equilibrium problem which was developed by Scarf (1967). He thought 

that computation of competitive equilibria could be found by finding allocations in 

the core of un economy und then replicatin~ it. It was the first ligorous approach to 

developing a computational algolithm that guaranteed to tind equilibria, that is, to 

compute the p1 kes thnt clen1 iii! mm kds and dctc1mi11c the 111loc11tion of re~ourccfi 

and the distribution of incomes that result from this equilibrium. 

The first applicat10ns of computable general equilibrium models usmg Scarf's 

algoritlnn were by Shoven and Whalley ( 1972, 1977 and 1984) and addressed policy 

issues in the area of tax refonn and international trade. They developed calibration 

and computation techniques for an applied multi-sector general equiliblium model. 

The Jevelopment of these models progressed from disaggregate production structure 

lmscd on the Lcontid (1941) input output upprnu0h, tu ilcxiblc prnuuvtiun anu 

consumption strncturcs, disaggregation of the hornieholrl sector to h:mdl~ 

distributional issues, the introduction of labour-leisure choice and the consideration 

of issues of expectation as well as departures from prefect competition. 

Building on the Harberger model, but usmg for the first time a full general 

equilibrium approach, Shovcn und Whalley (1972) identify the conditions under 

which capital bears the burden of the additional tax on corporate capital in the U.S. 

as opposed to the conditions under which the burden falls on labour. The demand 

si<le or the model was delived from a Cobb-Douglas utility fo11d1011 using ten 

rural/urban income groups, government and the rest of the world, whilst the 

production side was modelled in the form of constant-elasticity-of-substitution (CES) 

product10n functions tor two industries. ln subsequent versions ot the model they 

studied proposals for the integration of capital income taxation with personal income 

taxation and evaluated the gains and the distlibutional consequences of each 

proposal. 
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The worl< of Whalley (1980, 198?.) in inte111rtlio1rn] trade policy also contributed 

important results. Assessing the consequences of trade liberalisation as proposed in 

various rounds of GATT nt'goliutions, he iinds tlrnt g:iins :ire fairly s1rn1ll nnd 

oonoh1dcs thot non tnnff hnmers nre far more import::mt thnn t<1riffa He nlso 

1dent1ties gamers and losers for each ot the liberalisation scenarios studied. 

Other researchers developed models with properties similm to the Shoven-Whalley 

versions. Three main lines of research should be mentioned in this context. The first 

one is the multi-sector energy model of the U.S. economy, dcwP.lopP-d hy Hl1dson nnd 

Jorgenson (1984) and later improved and extended by Jorgenson. Although initially 

not as dose to the oiiginal Walrn::iitlll moLld, it mmfo two ~mlrnlimt.inl contribution~: it 

introduced more sophisticated functional forms and thereby representing a better 

approx11nat1011 oi reality, and 1t was based on full economet1ic estimation of the 

parameters of the various sub-modch. 

An interesting utilisation of Jorgenson's model was to study implications of energy 

prioc ohnngcs He cmphnsised the degree of m1hstit11t::ihility hetween energy ::md 

labour, and of complementarity between energy and capital, which is reflected in the 

parameter estimates he obtains from his production sub-models. He then argued that 

higher energy prices reduce the demand for capital, and increase the demand for 

labour, leading to lower rates of return on capital and higher real wages. Within this 

framework, he then studies the long term impact of these changes in relative prices 

on l'Conomic t,rrowth, concluding tlrnt the lower rote~' of ret11111 to cnpitnl rnny he one 

of the most impo1iant consequences of higher energy prices, leading to slower 

emnomir. erowth. 

A second line of research was initiated by Manne (1983) and was also applied to the 

energy policy area. Its main novelty was the comprehensive treatment of dynamic 

issues, by basing the solution to the model on full intc1-tcmp01 al optimi:ialion anu by 

specifying the constraints and costs associated with partial adjustment on part of the 

economic agents. His work was later extended to other areas but maintained simple 

functional forms and parameterisation, a low level of disaggregation and strong 

emphasis on dynamic issues. In particular, a three region model of trade and 

economic growth of Manne and Preckel (1983) stands out, which is based on a very 
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simple strnctnre h11t which provicies m:my insights into key issues in trade hetween 

developed, less developed and oil-producing countries. 

The third line of research which hus contrib11ted <>igmticrmtly to the npphed genernl 

equilibrium approach has evolved from multi-sector planning models. The initial 

approach was based on extensions of the Leontief model, complemented with more 

or Jess sophistkAt~ci models of consumer expenditures and intem1.1tional trade. To 

achieve a fully consistent framework the research evolved the concept of social 

accounting matrices, a methou of representing all transactions among every type of 

economic agent in a country. A comprehensive review of the development of social 

accounling mah ices is gi vcn in Pyatt and Round ( 1985). 

Since the 1980s, applications of CGE have broauened, mainly by building on the 

three lines of development mentioned so far. They include tax policy, international 

trade, development, energy, climate change, environmental policy, finance and 

business cycles. Ilowever, in light of the disse1iation hypothesis, the next section will 

focus exchl"ively on reviewing stndies reJ::iting to tax reform 

2.3 CGE MODELS FOR TAX POLICY ANALYSIS 

The first general equilibrium approach addressing tax refonn remains Harberger' s 

seminal paper on the distortionary effects of taxation. Whilst extremely simple in 

approach, it set the stage for more complex models. As pointed out earlier, Shoven 

and Whalley (1972, 1973) were the first to analyse taxes using a full general 

equilibrium computational procedure. The study used a method of simultaneously 

i11101>1p011:11inp, several tax distort10ns and was used by Whalley (1975) to examine the 

impact of the 1973 tux changes in the U.K. This work was forther developeci hy 

Piggott and Whalley (1977, 1985) into a thirty-three product and one-hundred 

household-type model that has been used to evaluate strnctural characteristics of the 

U.K. tax/subsidy system. 

Two models closely related to the Shoven-Whalley work are those by Piggott (1980) 

on Australia and Serra-Puche (1984) on Mexico. Piggott's model differs from the 

other tax models in using two-stage Constant Elasticity of Substitution (CES) 
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proch1ction timctions with clilforing types or cnpital mid Jabour. At one stage, 

different types of labour 'produce' the aggregate fabom inp11t ancl, corresponclingly, 

di J'forent type•; o I' c.npi t n I servk.es 'prorh1ce' the aggregnte c::ipit::i I inp11t At the seconrl 

st::ige, c::ipital ::incl J::ihour combine to produce value added. Serra-Puche analyses tax 

incidence in Mexico in a model with three factors. Subsequent work by Kehoe and 

Serra-Puche (1983) has used a similar approach to analyse the 1980 fiscal reform in 

Mexico, incorporating unemployment generated hy an exogenously spedfied, 

downward rigid real wage. 

Keller's (1980) tax model for Holland differs from Shoven-Whalley work in using 

lol.'.:ttl linetUiLnlion prncL1durn ltJ ::HJlvc fot the lnx drnngc cq11ilih1in. Bnllcn1inc nnd 

Thirsk (1979) use the same approach m thclf tax general cqmhbnum model on 

( :nnadn. ;\n intcm1ting teature ot the latter is the attempt to inc01vorate a degree of 

factor mobility, both domestically among regions and internationally. 

The Ballard, Fullerton, Shoven and Whalley (1985) model of the U.S. is a good 

ex::imple of a farge srale moclel of ta"' policy analysis It incorporates all major 

distorting taxes and uses a sequential equilibrium approach to study dynamic 

behaviour in the economy, that is, a number of commodities and industries appear as 

in static models, but saving decisions in any period are made by households based on 

myopic expectations regarding the future rate of return to capital. 

Perhaps, the most comprehensive effort in this urea has boon the work of Jorgenson 

(1997). TTc demonstrated the favourable effects of unifying corporate and personal 

income tax in the U.S. and of replacing capital taxation with consumption taxation. 

Rather than the simplistic approach of the stylised modds, he used dynmnic, multi

sectoral, multi-household model. The U.S. tax policy did move in this direction, but 

it has done so more slowly than the Jorgenson analysis would have deemed optimal. 

Bovenberg's (1987) analysis of the difference in zero-rating and exemptions in a 

Value Added Tax (VAT) regime, and its implications for tax incidence had an effect 

on tax. refouns in numerous counllies, including Thailand. In the early nineties, the 

Philippine government, despite a looming budget deficit, was reluctant to increase 

energy taxes because the poor spent a larger fraction of their income on energy than 
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the 1id1 Howt-wer, ri r:OF. mrnlysis hy Devrirnjm1 mid Hossriin (1998) showed that the 

rich actually consumed more energy intensive goods, rendering the overall incidence 

of energy taxes broadly neutral. Jn the event, the Philippine government rniserl 

energy tnxes nnrl proceerlerl to enjoy ::m imprecerlenterl periorl of economic growth 

Computable general equilibrium models have been influential even when they 

represent a second generation o[ a well established model. 111 Australia, the ORANI 

model was first developed in 1977. Dy tho lato 1990s, its successor, 

ORANVMONASH and derivative models have played an 1mportant role m pubhe 

debates on sales taxes and many others (Dixon 2001). 

Similarly, Bhattarai and Whalley (1998) have worked on general equilibrium tax 

modelling as part ot a wider project on "Ueneral Equilibrium Analysis of UK Policy 

Issues". Bhattarai has since published extensively on the effects of consumption, 

income and capital taxes and their effects on variables such as labour supply (sec for 

example Bhattarni, 2003 and 2004). 

General equilibrium tax modelling is nowadays the foremost tool for tax policy 

analysis, typically applied by ministries of finance. Overall, it can be said that CGE 

models have had a modest, but significant influence on policy in the area of tax 

reform. They have, in some cases, played the role of uncovering particular 

mechanisms that had not been apparent before. Whilst the early models were 

essentially static and good for comparative static unulysb, u<lvunces in compututionul 

technology in the 1990s (GAMS/MPSGE/PATH, Rutherford, 1995) have made 

possible the transitional affects of policy analysis on long run growth, investment, 

S<tvings <.md (1.lpiti.11. 

2.4 CGE ANALYSIS FOR THE MALTESE ECONOMY 

The only CGE analysis relating to the Maltese economy addressed issues ot EU 

membership (Bayar, 2003) and the effects of EU membership on tourism (Blake, 

Sinclair, Sugiyarto and DeHaan, 2003). 
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Raym"s C'GF model fo1 Ma11a has <ls its 1~en1rnl fo<l1me rin inp111-1rn1p111 11:1hle 1lrn1 

explicitly links industries in the value added chain. Consumers' <leman<l for final

good sectors is generated from n rcpre~entutive regional household with Cobb 

Donglos preferences over scctornl composites Fof'.h seC'tor C'.onsisterl of rlifferentiaterl 

products and consumer and firm demand for these were generated by CBS 

preferences. Each region's output is assumed to he differentiated. The model 

supports two-way trade in all traded sectors. Regional labour supplies are assumed to 

he fixed, hut regional capital stocks arc endogenous. Taxes in the model were 

included in the theory of the model at several kvcls. Production taxes were placed on 

intermediary or primary inputs, or on 011tp11t. Taxes were also placed on exports, on 

primary factor income, and on final co11slm1plio11 when~ rdevrinl. The overnll 

conclusion of the EU-membership simulation analysis was that Malta's gross 

domestic product (GDP) would record significant increases per annum m the 

medium to long tcm1. 

In contrast with Bayar's model, Blake et al modelled aggregate consumption as a 

1 jnerir Fxpenrlinire System (T .FS) Fstim::ition is t::iken for the short nm, in whkh 

factors are assumed to he in fixed supply, and the long run, in which there is factor 

mobility, with unemployment adjusting between the two periods according to a 

Phillip's curve relationship. The results showed that following EU membership a 

significant proportion of the effects of an increase in tourism demand would be 

crowded out through higher pnces m the short run. In the long run, crowdmg out 1s 

lower hnt the incrcnses in nnr nn"1 wclfnrc ore nlso lower than in the sho1t nm 

because of the constraints on labour availability. 

The significance of these types of models within Malta's policy debate is dependent 

on the user's ability to interpret the model correctly. This cannot be the case without 

prior knowledge of the strengths and weaknesses of CGE models, which are the topic 

of the next section. 

2.5 STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES 

Tn general, the theoretical superiority of the general equilibrium approach has been 

accepted. However, as new applications and extensions are proposed, the results 
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;:iren't ;:iJw;:iys in line with expectations, and the fact that the approach has some 

limitations must not be overlooked. 

ln p,ontrn8t with mnoro(:)oonomic models, CCJF mo<lels concentrate on the underlying 

structure ot production, shedding light on long term repercussions ot things such as a 

hie tnx reform or climate change. Lucas (1976) argued that it is naive to try to predict 

the effect of a policy experiment based purely on coJTdalions in histrnicnl 1hlt<l, 

cspc1.:;ially high-level aggregated historical data, bocumio if the parameters of the 

model are not structural they would necessarily chnneo whoncwor polioy wn8 

changed. Any policy advice would then be potentially misleading. This argument 

1.:;alkd into question the prevailing hngL·i SL";1.1lc Lil!Olllmrntric model::; thnt lacked 

foundations in dynamic economic theory. The Lucas Critique implies that if we want 

to predict the e11ect oi a pohcy experiment, one must model preferences, technology 

and resource constraints that govern individual behaviour. We can then predict what 

individuals will do conditional on the change in policy, and add up individual 

behaviours to calculate the macroeconomic outcome. 

Indeed, computable general equilibrium models explicitly take account of optimising 

behaviours of consumers subject to budget constraints and of producers subject to 

technology constraints. Allocation of resources in such general equilibrium models is 

determined by the relative prices that are uniquely detennined by the equilibrium 

mechanism. By bmldmg on a Symmetric Input-Output Table (SIOT) or a Social 

Acc:ounting Matrix (SAM), CGE models eompuro the initial 0quiliblium 0ondition 

with other e:cp1ilih1i11111 indm:cd hy changing exogenous shocks to the model. 

John Maynanl Keynes obsc1 vcd that "hunum decisions nffocting the future, whether 

personal or political or economic, cannot depend on strict mathematical explanation, 

since the basis for making such calculations does not exist" (The Economist, 2006). 

Though not pc1fcd, COE models will often give a bctto1 duo than no model at all. 

The possibility of including all interdependencies and feedbacks among the variables 

in a single model is obviously mm e attiadive than the cete1 is pm ibus assumption 

which is inevitable in partial equilibrium analysis. A good example of the 

importance of analytically integrating all aspects of policy decision is provided by 
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the st11cly of winclfall profits tax in the l J S TJsing their moclel of 1he TJ S economy, 

Borges, Goulder and Shoven (1982) study the distributional consequences of a tax on 

'windfall' profits uccrning to owncr:3 of energy re~ource~ n~ world prices increase. 

Since the trrx foils oxch1sively on prot1ts, 1t rn expecterl th:it its imp:ir.t on income 

distribut10n would be progressive. The general equilibrium approach, however, 

highlights the fact that the distributional effects depend on how the government uses 

the a<lclit1onal revenue. Jn fact, given that on average, American government 

expcmlitmes me quite L;apital intmsivc, if the additional revenue is spent in the snmo 

way as all government expenditures, it will tend to increase the demand for capital 

and hence price of capital and may in the end worsen the personal distribution of 

inL;ome. This type of analysis is impossible undc1 pmtial cquililnium tl~~mmptiom. 

Typically, a general eqmhbnum model spec11les the behaviour ot all economic 

agents. The model will usc the standard methods to describe all relationships 

amongst the variables, which precludes ad hoe specification and makes the strncture 

more transparent in this sense. The various interdependencies and feedbacks among 

the variables mAke it cliffic11lt to cletermine in advimce whi:tt the res11lts of a partic11lar 

simulation will look like. This has led some economists to label these models as 

'black boxes'. But the theoretical foundation of such models makes it possible to 

trace back the simulation results and determine which factors are crucial in 

explaining them. As with any other model, the results generated by CGE models will 

not go beyond what has been built into them, either in terms of assumptions or 

stn1ct1irc 

Advances in general equilibrium modelling have made possible the development of 

highly disaggregakd mouels, whid1 also ~onhilmtes to thei1 piadicill.l usefulness. It is 

well known that many policy actions or exogenous shocks will have an overall 

impact on the economy which is much smaller than their effect on the structure of the 

economy. In othc1 words, focusing on the overnll impad on output ncgkds the 

important and substantial changes in its structure which are induced by a policy 

decision. The interest in strnctural issues has led to general equilibrium models 

which often have many sectors of production, groups of consumers, types of goods, 

etc. The type of strnctural issues analysed include changes in the composition of 
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0111p111, with the necessary shift of resources from declining sectors to expanding 

sectors, ch::mp;es in relative prices and their consequences, distributional issues, etc. 

Disa~~regated general equilibrium models also make possihle the indnsion of 

structural aspects which correspond to distortions or market failures when the 

economy is specified in some detail. Consider the case of taxes. Their impact is 

sometimes crncial ll' othm µolky analysis, even those not related to taxes. This is 

because inofficioncics and distortions internet with each other in ways which are not 

obvious. It could very well he the case that removing one source of inefficiency does 

not necessarily lead to an overall improvement of the <1llocation of resomces in the 

eco111Jmy if nth er distortions persist. In fact, when many sources of inefficiency exist, 

the effects of some ot them will tend to caned out, and removing any one of them 

may actually worsen the situation. A case in point is the conclusion of a study by 

Ballard et al (1985), where they rn;eci a p;enernl equilihrium model to study the 

introduction of value added taxation in the U.S. They argue that the value added tax 

is loss distorting than an income tax, and that replacing the latter by the former 

sh011lrl improve the efficiency of resmlfce allocation However, they ;:i]so t;::ike into 

account that any realistic value added tax will probably include different rates for 

different products, given the usual attempt to use indirect taxation also to pursue 

redistributive objectives. Specifying a structure of rates similar to what is common in 

European member states they find that all efficiency gains arc lost, and that the 

distortions caused by different rates for difterent products actually outweigh the 

gnins inherent lo the value added tax. 

Another factor contributing to the attractiveness of the general equilibrium approach 

for cninin type~ of 'lt11rlic'l i'l tho fact thnt thoy nro :oiolvorl m1moricnlly not 

analytically. The approximation implicit in the use of calculus is acceptable if the 

policy changes contemplated are small. But very often policy issues involve 

substantial dmngc::i in nb::iolutc aml rclative terms. The numerical solution of general 

equilibrium models can handle these situations easily, since it does not depend on 

assumptions of small change. 

A final advantage of CGE models is the possibility of deriving better measures of 

welfare, especially when distributional measures are associated with a new policy. 
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For exmnple, 1he i11c1et-lse of labour income tax will typically reduce after tax wage 

rates. People will be induced to make less effort and total income will fall If 

howt'Vt'I 1he e:x 11 n )t'lisnre time hn~ .o;omc. w1h1c., the impact on wd fore will he :;mailer 

thnn what is meas1irecl hy 1he fall in income. Another example relates to indirect 

taxation. ln principle it leaves the income ot consumers unchanged, but by changing 

the relative price of goods they buy, they may have a very substantial impact on the 

pattern of theii cornmmption tl111l hr,nr.c 1m 1hc welfare they derive from it. 

One of the main weaknesses of C<JE models is the lack of empirical validation of the 

models, in the sense that there is no measure of the degree to which the model fits the 

data 01 ht11.:l1..s the histmit;nl foct::i. Tnrlccd, these models include a substantial number 

ot parameters which are usually estimated independently, and then calibrated to a 

single data pomt, which 1s chosen to represent a situation close to general 

equilibrium. In light of these wealmesses, the results obtained from CGE models are 

not intended to forecast economic variables, but rather to indicate long term 

tendencies around which the economy will fluctuate. Its results should thus be 

interpreted in this context. 

Ex-post performance evaluations of applied general equilibrium models are essential 

if policymakcrs are to have confidence in the results produced by these models. 

Kehoe, Polo and Sancho (1995) compared a static applied general equilibrium's 

predictions with the actual data on how Spain was atfocted on entering the European 

Community between 1985 and 19862
• It was found. that, at least when exogenous 

effects arc included, the model performed well in capturing the changes that actually 

occurred. However, Kehoe quickly points out that these models are not perfect. 

Whilst these models emphasise the impact of rcnlloc.nting rcsomccs nr.ross sectors of 

the economy, they fail to capture the effect of a policy change on the dynamic 

aspects of an economy. Policy changes such as the North American Free Trade 

Agrccnwnt (NA.PTA) aro likdy to Jilcdly affod Jyuamic phenomena., such as 

capital flows, demographics and growth rates. Indeed, Kehoe found that static 

2 The results of the actual analysis were issued as working papers or published in a variety of outlets 
(Kehoe, Mamesa, Noyola, Polo, Sancho and Serra Puche, 1985, 1986a, 1986c; Kehoe, Mamesa, 
Noyola, Polo and Sancho, 1988; Kehoe, Mamesa, Polo and Sancho, 1989). 
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llppliecl genernl eq11ilihri11m models.J hllve drns1icrtlly 11nderes1inrn1ed the impact ot 

NAFTA on North American trade. Thus, good as they are, static applied general 

equilibrium model~ have their limitation~. 

3 The actual models were constructed by Brown, Deardorff and Stem (1995), Cox (1995) and Sobarzo 
(1995). 
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Chapter Three 

CONSTRlJCTION ()F DENC:IIMAl{l( DATASE'l' 

This chapter presents the construction of the benchmark dataset used to calibrate the 

Malta GETM. It is based on the circulat llow caplming the genciation of income by 

industries in producing commodities, the mapping of these income payments to the 

factors of production, the factor and non-factor mcomc to ho11schol<ls, nn<l the 

subsequent spending of households on commodities. These patterns of payments are 

mtmifr,stcd in the strndmc of <1 SAM nrnl illC modelled illlillogomlly to the input 

structure of activities. 

Since the detailed information published by Malta's National Statistics Office (NSO) 

is largely a by-product of the process of assembling macro-aggregates it docs not aim 

at consistency in the various areas of detail that general equilibrium analysis requires. 

Tf ecp1ilihri11m is to he reflecteci in im nssemhleci SAM, fo11r major set of ecp1ilihri11m 

conditions must be satisfied: demand must equal supply for all commodities, non

positive profits are made in all industries, all domestic agents have demands that 

satisfy their budget constraints and the economy must be in external balance (Shoven 

and Whalley, 1992). Thus adjustments, modifications and additions to major blocks 

of data were necessary such that income equals expenditure in every account. This 

s111dy mes the r.ross entropy nppronr.h to hnlnnne tlrn Mnltn S/\M. 

The chapter proceeds by highlighting the link between the circular flow and 

Walrasian equilibrium in Section J. l, dcscribc.s thc. SAM charactc1istics in Section 

3.2, gives an overview of the data compilation process in Section 3.3 and describes 

the balancing process in Section 3 .4. 

3.1 THE CIRCULAR FLOW 

The fundamental starting point for a CGE model is the circular flow of commodities 

in the economy (shown in Figure 3.1). Equilibrium of economic flows is given by the 

conservation of both product and value. Conservation of product reflects the 
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principle of material halance Tn other words, the <prnntity or R li-H~tor with which 

households are endowed (or commodities which are produced by firms) must be 

completely absorbed by the film:..i (01 hou:.Yd1old!l) in tho 11";1•.;t or tht;i economy 

r'omcrvntion of vnh1c reflects the ncc01mtmg pnnrnple of hurlgetary halance that for 

each activity m the economy the value of expenditures must be balanced by the value 

of incomes, and that each 11nit of expen<liture has to purchase some amount of some 

type of commodity. The implication is that neither product nor value can ilJ>JH~nr 0111 

of nowhere. These mks lay the foumlations ofWalrasian general equilibrium (Wing, 

2004). 

Assuming a closed economy for simplicity, conservation of product implies the 

market clearing condition that firms' outputs are fully consumed by households, and 

that households' endowment of plimmy fodurs is in tum fully employed by fiuns. 

Thus for a given commodity the quantity produced must equal the sum of the 

quantities that are demanded by the other firms and households in the economy. 

Similarly, for a given factor the quantities demanded by firms must exhaust the 

aggregate supply endowed by the households. 
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The rnnserv::ition of vnl11e implies that toti:il reven11e from the proch1ction of goocls 

must be allocated either to households as receipts for primary product rentals, to 

other industries as payments for intermediate inputs, or to the g;ovcrnmcnt !V3 tnxcs. 

The vnl11e of n m1it of each commoclity in the economy m11st then ec11rnl the m1m of 

the values of all inputs used to produce it, including payments to primary factors of 

production. The principle of conservation of value thus reflects mnst::mt retl1ms to 

sc.a]e in prod11c.1ion m1cl perfectly competitive mnrkets for prorlucerl commorlities. 

This implies that in equilibt ium prndul.'.-ers npl.'.-tale unJc1 the Lem prnfil 1.xmJiliun. 

The returns to households' endowment of primary factors accrue to household as 

itwome that households exhaust tu pun:hasc goods. This n.:flcds the pdndpk of 

mcomc balance or balanced hml3ct. 

The three corn.litiuns of mmk.et demam:e, Lero profit and income balance (presented 

above and extended by the open economy assumption) are then employed by the 

geneial equilib1ium model to solve simultaneously for the set of prices and the 

nllocntion of goocls nncl foctorn thnt s11pport genernl ecp1ilihri11m Tn conformity with 

these conditions, the database presented in this study is in the form of a SAM 

describing all transactions in the economy between the various institutions. 

3.2 SAM CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE MALTA GETM 

A SAM is an invaluable tool for bringing together available data giving a 

quantitative descliµtiun of the 1111llal (static) cqmhbuum position of the Maltese 

economy. It is a matrix representation of transactions in an economic system. More 

ted111ically, a SAM is a square matrix in which each account is represented by a row 

::mcl n mh1mn. Each cell shows the payment from the account of its column lo the 

account of its row. Thus the income accounts appear along its rows and expenditure 

along its columns. The underlying principle of double-entry accounting requires that 

for each account in the SAM, total revenue equals total expenditure. This 1s the mam 

reason why the Malta GETM uses data organised in the fom1 of a SAM as a 

representation of its initial equilibrium. 
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Fm111 <t 111<wm perspec.live the SAM shows the haste torms of economic activity 

corresponding directly to the flow chart shown in Figure 3.1. These include 

production, con~umption, investment and trnns::iotions with the rest of the world. The 

d1stmottons between the commodities account and the industries account, between 

the factors account and the institutions account, and between the taxes account and 

the government account were thought necessary to draw a clear distinction between 

the different types of income of 1he vari011s ;ige11ts resnlti113 fl·om the redistributive 

process within the Maltese economy. Each account is discussed in detail in Chapter 

Four. 

Because of the equality between 'rnw total' and 'column total' in the matrix, the 

SAM explicitly portrays some of the most important clearing conditions in the 

economy. Market clearmg m the commodity market will be reflected in the 

commodity accounts, that is, the value of commodities supplied by industry has to be 

equal lo what is demanded by the various demanders. The quantity of column total 

and row total of factor aeeount!J in the SAM also records market clearing in the 

m::irket of the factors of prochwtion In arlrlition, the other fc::it1lfes of st::inrl::irrl genernl 

equilibrium models are also satisfied by the SAM. The zero profit condition is met 

by the equality between industry costs and sales, and the household budget constraint 

is also satisfied. The SAM thus has the basic and necessary ingredients for a general 

equilibrium model. Technically, before any simulation is conducted, a balanced and 

consistent SAM ensures that all agents' income is spent, which in tum guarantees 

ec111ilihrimn, cfotnhn'.le hnlnnoc nnrl norninnl hornogtmeity 

3.3 DATA COMPILATION 

ln constructing a benchmark SAM for the Malta UETM various adjustments were 

necessary to blocks of data that were available separately. The starting point was 

provided by the SUT simply because they contain the most detailed information on 

separate industries and products available in the system o± national accounts. As 

SIOT are thought to be the most ideal source of information for the construction of a 

SAM, SUT were transformed into an industry-by-industry SIOT. Other sources 

included publications of Government Finance and calculations by Malta's NSO. 
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13.1 The Supply and llse Tables (SUi') 

In 2004, the NSO published for the first time Sl JTs for the year ?.OOO, followed. hy 

:mother in '?00'5 with ciata relating to '.?001 The lHx policy analysis <'Hnfod 0111 in lhis 

st11ciy w::is thus hase<l on <lata relatin~ to the latter publication. 

The SUT framework mainly consists of two tables, namely, the supply table and the 

use lahle The s11pply lahle lists a]] commodity outputs per production unit. It 

contains a matrix (92x60) of domestic production broken down by commodities and 

mdustncs m ha<;ir prirr>.s, ns well as vectors for imported goods ~ ClF), imported 

services and expenditure of Maltese abroad. The supply table also includes data in 

llrn fm m of voctors for V !\ T, imp01i duties, import levies, taxes and subsidies on 

products and trade and transport margins, thereby enabling the hansfounation of 

supphes from basic into purchasers' prices. On the other hand, the use table is in 

purchasers' prices and gives the input requirements of the varim1s institutions. It 

includes a matrix (92x6 l) ot intermediate consumption of domestic and imported 

goods and services by commodities and industries. Othc1 vectors (92x 1) included in 

the t(lb)e are private ho11seholci cons11mption, government consumption, Gross Fixed 

Capital Formation (GFCF), exports or goolls, re-exp01ts, tomism expenditure and 

export of services. The table also includes rows showing value added, broken down 

into compensation of employees, operating surplus, consumption of fixed. capital an<l 

other taxes and subsidies on production. 

The two me dosoly link.ed in the sense that the supply of every product must be 

equal to the use of that product when measured in the same price, and the output of 

an industry must be equal to its cost of production (that is, total supply of an industry 

at basic p1iccs must equal total industry use at purehusor's prices). Upon purchasing 

goods and services an industry pays a price including taxes and trade margins, whilst 

the industry's available revenue is equal to the price it charges upon the sale of its 

prnduds not of taxes and trnJo margins. This makes the SUT an ideal framework for 

the compilation of a SIOT for Malta. 

3.3.2 The Symmetric Input-Output Table (SIOT) 

In similar fashion to a SAM, the SIOT presents a static image of the economy as 

originally developed by Wassily Leontief in 1936. The last SIOT for the Maltese 
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economy was published in the 'National Statistics 1998' and related to 1996 data. 

However, the tahle focused mainly on direct production and is not in line with 

Furostat class1f1cat1ons. Fmihem1ore, developments in the Maltese economy since 

I QQ6 mnst he frnmecl in context of the restnwt11ring process thflt the economy h:=is 

been undergoing for a number of years. Given the circumstances, a new SIOT for the 

Maltese economy for 2001 was constructed from SUT. 

The conversion from SUT to SIOT was undertaken in two main steps. First, 

pmchnscrs' pnccs of mes wern rlecomposecl into hnsic prices, taxes (including VAT, 

import duties and levies, taxes and subsidies on products) and trade and transport 

margins. Rccond, the rows and columns of SUT were expressed in an industry by 

industry SIOT. 

Box 3.1 - Rcllltionsbip bctwcrn different price~ 

Purchasers' prices (excluding deductible VAT) 

- Non-deductible VAT 

- Trade and transport margins 

=Producers' prices 

- T11xcs on products 

+ Subsidies on products 

- Basio prioes 

Sirn.:e the SUT are v alucd in different prices, conversion into similar prices was 

necessary (see Box 3.1). Valuation at basic prices was preferable because it is a more 

homogenous option. The differences between the valuation of the 11se table at 

purchasers' prices and its valuation at basic prices have been bridged by means of 

valuation matrices Jbr trade and transport margms and product taxes less subsidies. 

Box 3.2 shows in more detail the list of all use-side valuation mallices compiled. 

Each element in these matrices shows the amount that needed to be deducted from 

pmch::isers' prices in orcler to ::ichieve :=i v:=ihrntion nt h:=isic prices. 
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Rox 1.2 - J ,isi of use-side valuation matrices 

i. Use-side valuation matrix for trade and transport margins 

ii. Use side valuation nrntrix for w1lue added tax (VAT) 

iii. Um ~;iuo vuluutiou matrix. for taxes/subsidies on products 

iv. Use-siue valuation matlix. fo1 1111µ01 t kv1cs anu unport duties 

v. Use-side valuation matrix for FISIM allocation 

(1) Ust?-sidP 11111t1 h fm t111d<' 1u1d t1t1n.\710rt margin<; 

Since a tiade margin is defined as the ditforcncc between the price realised on a good 

pnrnhrrnc<l for resale and the price paid by the traucr to repla<.:e it at the time it is sold 

(Eurostat, 1995), there are trade mareins on most goods (not on services). 

Wholesalers an<l retailers are treated as supplymg these services. The supply table 

p;ives only lhe Iota] trade margins for each commodity without finiher distinction. It 

is also noticeable that transport margins in the Maltese economy are negligible. Thus 

this subsection will focus on the compilation of a trade margins matrix. 

This matrix has the same dimension of the use table. For each good, it gives the trade 

margins paid by its purchasers. Due to the lack ot data availability about trade 

margins paid by irnlust1 y, the calculation of the matrix has been based on a number 

of assumptions and balanced with the estimated total supply of the trade margins. It 

has been assumed that in intermediate consumption only wholesale trade services are 

involved, whilst almost all retail expenditure has been allocated to private 

consumption expenditure. Wholesale services have also been connected with private 

consumption and GFCF. 

(ii) Use-side valuation matrix for Value Added Tax (f~4T) 

According to Eurostat t 1995), VAT in the SUT has heen recor<led 'net' in the sense 

that output of goods and services and imports are valued excluding invoiced VAT 

and that purchases of goods and services are recorded inclusive of non-deductible 

VAT. VAT is recorded as being borne by the purchasers, not sellers, and then only 

by those purchasers who are not able to <leuuct it. Thus it is assumed that the greater 

part of VAT is recorded as being paid on final uses, mainly household consumption 

and tourism expenditure. A part of VAT, however, is paid by enterprises and other 

institutions which are exempted from charging VAT. 
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Thus, the calculat10n of non-deductible VAT required the identification of those 

industries and final users that are exempted from VAT and to relate the various VAT 

rates to the products. This was based on the Value Added Tax Act ns at WO! The 

identification of industries exempt from VAT was based on the ass11mplion 1ha1 hirge 

businesses are allowed to deduct VAT frnm thd1 purd1ascs but arc not ex.empt from 

charging VAT on their sales, whilst small businesses arc not allowed to deduct VAT 

from lheii pmdrnses hut are exempt from d1ai ging VAT on their sales. Thus, when a 

portion of revenue fi:om VAT was allocated to industry, this was charged to those 

mdnstnes with n significnnt mnrket share of small businesses. Commodities exempt 

from VAT were easily identified by a zero entry in the VAT vector of the supply 

h1hlc. Taxes charged on non exempt/non zero rated commodities were identified as 

per legislation. 

Mainly the VAT has been allocated on the following rules: final consumption 

expenditure of households and tounsts arc fully taxed (unless the actual VAT 

collected from that product is lower than applicable rates); exports were not taxed at 

all, except in 1"he case of financfal services; intem1ediate llSes were mostly exempt, 

but where applicable (that is, in cases when a residual results following the allocation 

of VAT to private household and tourism) tax has been allocated on a pro-rata basis; 

and some VAT was alloci:iterl to GF\'.F Jn orrler to obtain the use tahle at basic 

prices, the use-side valuation matrix of VAT has to be deducted from the use table. 

(;;0 Use side valuation matrix ji>r taxes/subsidies on products 

Taxes/subsidies on products are taxes/subsidies that are payable per unit of some 

good or services produced. The tax/subsidy may be a specific amount of money per 

unit of <prnntity of a goorl or ~crvicc, or it mny h<"l m1lrn1lnt<"lrl nil vnlorcm ns n specific 

percentage of the price per unit or value of the goods and services. The attribution of 

each product tax/subsidies to the respective product items is given in the supply 

tabl0. Mainly, tlrn tax0s included arc licences of motor vehicles and motor vehicle 

registration tax, duty on documents and airport tax. Subsidies were given on products 

of agriculture, water distribution and supporting and auxiliary transport services. 

Allocation across industries and final users of major taxes was attributed to the 

respective uses and allocated on a pro-rata basis between industries, private 
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households and tourists. Other taxes were mainly allocated on a pro-rata basis 

between private honsehokls nn<l tourists. Suhsidies were allocated either on industry 

or mns11mers, or hoth. The use valuation matrix for tnxes/snhsiclies on pro<lucts was 

also rlecliwte<l from the nse tahle lit pnrchm;ers' pri<~es 1o oh1riin 1he use 1ahle at basic 

prices. 

(iv) (Tse-side valuation matrix for import levies and import duties 

Import levies and import duties are attributed to the respective products in the snpply 

tnhlc. The use-side valuation matrix for import levies and imp01i duties was 

constrncted by allocating duties and levies on imports across industries and final 

u::icrn for the various products. These were in most cnscs n11oC'ntcrl on n pro rntn hnsis 

according to uses by private households and tounsts. ln exceptional cases duties and 

levies were allocated to particular hlllushies. As with all othei valuation mah ices, the 

use valuation matrix of irnp01i levies and duties was deducted from the use table at 

purchaser's prices. 

(v) T!<;e-side matrixfnr PTSTM allnratinn 

The Financial Intermediation Services Indirectly Measured (FISIM) enter the use 

table as a single element. Because the aggregate matrix should have a symmetric 

dimension these services were nllocate<l across industries along with other financial 

intermediation services. The allocation was based on ratios for the various imlushies 

and final users provided by the NSO. 

After all use valuation matrices were deducted from the use table at purchasers' 

prices, the use table at basic prices was obtained. The database for the transformation 

of STOT from ~l JT wn:'l th118 mmplctc. 

SIOT are obviously square and can have either a product-by-product (PxP) or an 

indu.shy by industry (IxI) dimension. The intcnncdiatc part of the former describes, 

for each product, the amounts of products that were used to produce this product, 

irrespective of the producing industry. An industry-by-industry table, on the other 

hand, describes inter-industry relations. Because the product-by-product SIOT is 

theoretically more homogenous, ESA 1995 requires Member States of the European 

Union to transmit product-by-product SIOT. However, because the issue being 
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tackled concerns a ma1or tax reform, an industry-by-industry SlOT has been 

preferred. The main advantage of this approach is that it preserves to a high degree 

the micro-macro linl< so tlrnt cmTent national accounts data and detailed basic 

statistics can be used in combination with the SlOT. 

However, it should be noted that the more secondary production is reported in the 

SUT, the larger the difference between product by product tables and industry-by

industry tables, because the latter becomes more heterogeneorn For Malta a 

relatively low level of secondary production is reported in the supply table f01 2001. 

The share of secondary product output in total output of industries stood at 5.7 

percent, whilst the EU avcrngc, which i~ nlso relntively low, stood ;;it 6 1 percent 

lnsofar, the difference between the product-by-product SIOT and the industry by

industry SIOT would be relatively small. Thus both transfonnations can be regarded 

as valid options for impact analysis. 

The industry-by-industry SIOT was derived by transferring inputs and outputs over 

the rows. The product classification of the rows was transformed into the industry 

classification of the columns. The transformation was done by assuming a fixed 

industry sales structure, whereby each industry has its own specific sales structure 

irrespective of its product mix. The more homogenous a product F1cttrnlly is the easier 

it will be to determine the allocation of its uses. The term 'sales structure' indicates 

the proportions of the output of a product in which it is sold to the respective 

int~um:diatc and final users. This model is widely npplieci, notnhly in Denmark, 

Hungary, the Netherlands, Finland, Canada and Norway (Eurostat, 2008). 

The trnnsfommtion from SlJT to SIOT was done by detmmg the vanous sections ot 

the SUT as matrices and then making the necessary mathematical calculations by 

means of transformation models based on the fixed product sales structure 

assumption as shown in Dox 3.3. 
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Rox :t:~ - From S\JT to SIOT 

This box describes the mathematical relationships for the transformation of SUT into a SIOT. The 

methouology proposi:id here is h.~scd of the 'fixed product sales stmcturc' U33utnption (3cc Euro3tut, 

7008) 

Transformation Matrix 

Intermediates 

Input Coefficients (mtermedianes) 

Final Demand 

Value Added 

Input Coefficients (value added) 

Output 

T - V(diag(q)t 

B=TU 

A= TU(dtag(g)) 
1 

F-:: TY 

W-W 

R = W(diag(g)t 

g=(l-A)-1y 

where T is the transformation matrix, Vis the transpose of the supply matt ix, q is the colunm vect01 

of the produd uutput, B is the matlix of intc11ncdiatcs in tho indust1y by industry SIOT, U is the use 

matrix of intermediates, A are input coefficients, g is the column vector of industry output, F is the 

final demand matrix in the industry-by-industry SIOT, Y is final demand matrix in the use table, W is 

the vnhw n<i<icvl mntrix, T i11 rin icicntity mritrix rin<i J' is the v<'rtor of fini'll OE"m:mci 

The industry-by-industry SIOT was derived from the supply and use system by pre

multiplying the use matrix and the final use matrix with the transformation matrix 

reflecting the fixed product sales structure. The transfom1ation matrix reflects the 

inverse of the product-mix of an industry. An advantage of the fixed product sales 

:.itructurc nssumptiou is tlrnt it d1.itis nnl r,'111~1 al~ any negative cnh ics in the input-

011tput table, unlike other assumptions. Once completed, it was the major source of 

information for the compilation of the Malta SAM. 

3.3.3 Deriving the Unbalanced SAM 

The Malta SAM includes all the accounts specified in Section 3 .1. Since the ultimate 

aim is gcucrnl cquililnium tax. policy auulysis, the SAM i11c01p01atcs substantially 

more detail on taxes. Using data available in SUT and SIOT for 2001, the data were 

allocated to the various blocks of Table 3.1. 
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2 Industries h F 

i 
Capital G H 

Labour l J ,, 
llouschohl K L 

J Government M 
TaxPs on 
commodities N 
Taxes on labour 0 

6 
Taxes on~apltal p 

Taxes on imports Q 
Taxes on income R 

I••~-

7 Saving~ s 
8 Rest of the world T 

Total 

Data for blocks A, B, C and D of the SAM were obtained from the intermediate 

matrix and the final demand vectors of the SIOT, respectively. Supply data (block E) 

wns ohtaine<l hy subtracting the value of indirect taxes (taxes on products, including 

VAT, specific taxes on products net of subsidies, import duties and import levies) 

and imports from the value of gross output. Data for exports (block F) was 

reconciled from the export demand vector of the Mnltn STOT 

Blocks G, H, I and J represent data on labour and capital used by the vanous 

inchrntries and hy the government, data for which was obtained from the value added 

matrix of the Malta SlOT. Labour data relates to compensation of employees reduced 

by the amount of tax on labour, whilst data for capital consists of consumption of 

fixed capital as well as operating surplus. Since each industry's opernting surplus is 

net of income tax charges on companies, the entire value of operating surplus was 

included. Government use of labour and capital sterns from the inclusion of public 

administration in the government account. 
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Hom;eholds' income from lildors or prnduchon was assumed to equal the sum of 

total payments for the factors of production by industries and government. Thus data 

for block K wa~i equul lo lhe sum ol' G, H, I and ./ l )nt::i for other h011sehol<l mcome 

m the form ot tnmsfors from government w::is oht::iine<l tfom Oovernment Finance 

data published by the Malta NSO. 

Government's income is represented by block Mand is the sum of tax revenues from 

(;ommoditics, labour, capital, imp01is and income. The blocks relating to the various 

tax accounts arc five. Data for taxes on commod1tw!3 !l!3 repre~cntc<l hy hlook N wns 

obtained from the use table. It is an aggregation of VAT and taxes on products net of 

subsidies. Data for block 0 (showing taxes 011 ll'lhour) was ohta.ined from the 

Uovcmment Finance publication and includes social security contributions paid by 

the employer and the employee. Jn light of the government's passive role in the 

circular flow of income, social security contributions paid by the government have 

not been included. Data for tax on capital as given by block I', was partly obtained 

from the value added matrix of the SIOT in the foim of other taxes/subsidies on 

products, and partly from the Government Finance pub)ic(ltion in the form of inc.ome 

tax paid by companies and corporations. Since no sectoral breakdown was available 

for labour and capital taxes, these were assumed to be proportional to labour and 

capital use respectively. Datu for block Q was obtained from the vectors of import 

duties and import levies in the supply table. Data for block R was also obtained from 

the Government Finance publication and relates to income tax paid by individuals. 

Data for block S was <lssume<l to equal the summation of block D as savings are 

(lSsume<l to ecprnl investment, with both government and foreign savings amounting 

to 21:rn. Afte1 the compifotion of the unbalanced St\ M wns romplctcrl, the rcrnnining 

inconsistencies in the dataset required major data blocks to be readjusted so as to 

satisfy the equilibrium conditions. 

3.4 BALANCING THE SAM 

Since the principle of a SAM is nothing more than that of double-entry bookkeeping 

in accounting, what is incoming into one account must be outgoing from another 

account. However, because the data used to compile the SAM for Malta was 
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ohtaineci from ciiverse so1ir~es, the c.olnmn tol::-i]s rind thP- row tot;.-i]s d1<l not 

necessarily match. This study uses the cross-entropy approach, first applied to SAM 

balancing by Robinson (Robinson und El Said, 2000) tu balance the Malta SAM. 

Whilst it is a natural desire to make the model as detailed as possible in the belief 

that it will increase its realism, much of it may prove superfluous to the issue at hand. 

Tn particular, one would want to manipulate the data with relative case. Therefore, 

the six.l y-by-sixt y ( 60x60) intc1111cdiatc pmt of the original industry-by industry 

SIOT uevdoped for purposes of this study was aggregated to a nine-by-nine 

industry-by-industry SIOT, such that the entire matrix dimension was thirty-by

thhty. 

It was assumeu that the nnllal macro and square SAM 11110 was made ot several 

elements au with i""l ... 30 (rows) andj--1 ... 30 (columns). F.ach clement aou con:ii:its 

of a tiansfe1 from an acwunt j o[ uses (column) to a resource (row) account i. The 

final balanced SAM M 1 is regarded as a matrix estimated by the method of entropy. 

Tt is fllso macie of several elements with n 1u where ; = 1 ·w (rows) anci j = 1 W 

(mh1mns). The hrilm1ce hetween the totals in rows and columns is represented 

mathematically by equation (3.2) below. 

The Entropy method applied to the unbalanced SAM consisted of minimising the 

objective function of the entropy between Mo and M1 subject to the constraint of the 

ccprntion of the equality principle. This i:i represented mathematically by: 

Minimise 45 45 ( [ a 1 .. ) J 
2 - °" °" a0 u log 1J 1 L.,;L"' o 

i=I .i=l . a I} , 

(J.1) 

45 45 

Snhjed to: L::a1
;; =l:a';; (3.2) 

i=I J=l 

The optimisation problem was solved using the mathematical software GAMS which 

stands for 'Generalised Algebraic Modelling System'. To give a clear overview of 

the aggregate transactions governing the circular flow in the Maltese economy, the 
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res1111s are presented in Table 3.2 in the ii.nm of a ma1:,10 SAM. The disaggregated 

SAM for the Maltese economy used as a database for the Malta GETM is shown in 

Table A.1.1 in Appendix 1. 
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Table 3.2 - Balanced Macro SAM Lm mi/li9n$ 

"' ., 
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"' "O "' "' = :a ., c = § = = = = "' : 

0 •t: -; ~ ..= = 0 0 0 0 e ...... e - = ., 
t "" "' "' "' "' - 0 "' -e = c. 0 "' <:.I "' "' ... "' "' = ., 

~ "O .c = .. l"i .. .. .. .. ;. -0 .: .: ~ 8 ~ .: ~ <II ~ 
... .: u .s ...., .... ..... E-< .s .::::: 

Commodities 1344.0 l !07.6 267.6 315.0 3•)34.: 

Industries 1732.5 1133 9 2371.4 

Capital 715.7 15.8 731.5 

Labour 569.0 80.6 649.6 

Household 731.5 649.6 1:34.5 1515.7 

Government 121.1 119.0 -.23.7 4!.o 93. l 4o;;8.5 
Taxes on 
commodities 121. l 1:2L 

Taxes on labour 119.0 I 119.0 

Taxes on capital 123.7 1:23.7 

Taxes on imports 41.6 ~1.6 
i 

Taxes on income 93.1 03.l 

Savings 315.0 315.0 

Rest of the world 1138.9 1E8.9 

Total 3034.l 2871.4 7:3 1.5 649.5 1515.7 498.5 12L 119.0 123.7 4.5 93.l 315.0 :138.9 

Source: A!ithor's calculations 
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Chapter Four 

TIIE STRUCTURE OF THE M1\L TESE 

ECONOMY AND ITS rf 1\X POLICY 

The scope ot this chapter is to provide a stati~ overview of the strnctnre of the 

Malte::>e economy and its lax policy as pn~se111ed in 111~ M<t.11a SAM (see Table A.1.1 

in Appendix 1). Since the benchmark data has been obtained with respect to the year 

2001, the analysis relates to this specific year in view of its role in the calibration of 

the Malta UETM. lt should also be noted that the data presented in this chapter arc 

the author's own cakulations aml shouhl be inteipreteu with care. Since the dataset 

has heen balanced using the cross-entropy method (see Chapter 3), calculations 

based on the Malta SAM might differ from calculations based purely on national 

accounts data. 

A detailed overview of relative shares in oxpcnditmo ns well os the intensity with 

which the various factors are used is important for the tax policy analysis conducted 

at a later stage of the study and reported in Chapter Seven. Hence, Section 4.1 

presents a detailed overview of income and expenditure of the different institutions 

in the Malta SAM. At the same time, the direct impact of changes in taxation has to 

be evaluated in terms of Implicit Tax Rates (ITR) for the various tax bases. Thus, the 

subsequent section gives an ovei view of the h1x. policy governing the Maltc.'>1~ 

economy during the benchmark year and provides insight with respect to 

developments in the local tax strncture since 2001. Comparisons with the FU iwernge 

were based on Durostat data. 

Numerical references to sectors and commodities in this and subsequent chapters are 

detined according to 'l 'able A.1.1 in Appendix. 1. 

4.1 THE STRUCTURE OF THE MALTESE ECONOMY 

Following a deep recession during the eighties that was provoked by falling 

international demand and inward-looking economic policies, during the nineties the 
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Maltese economy cxpenenced strong economic growth with real Gross Domestk 

Product (GDP) changes ranging between 4 percent and 6 percent. This was the result 

of heavy government expenditure, invrnitrncnt nnd export activity. Hnwovor, tho 

impuct of the general economi0 tiluwJown in wmlJ ~cunomic growth after the year 

2000 and the impact of the September 11 th attacks on the tourism industry 

contributed to a marginal contraction in real GDP in 2001. The slowdown was 

mostly reflected in terms of exports of goods and services, largdy ch1e lo a 

si311ificrmt slowrlown in demand for electronic components produced by one of 

M,111a's largest l':mploycrs. Thus, any analysis of data presented in the benchmark 

SAM must be framed within this context. 

A detailed description of the data relating to the accounts of the various institutions is 

given in Box 4.1. Using this data, Malta's GDP amounted to around Lm 1.6 billion, 

with a per capita GDP estimated at around 55 percent of the EU-15 average. 

Box 4.1 - Accounts constituting the Malta SAM 

Thi)! ])I)~ •k* iih<'i! 11K ,,.,, •lllll1i! l)f tlw vr11fon~ imitit11ti•111i! indwicai in the MnltA SAM Thm rfatA 

relates to Table 3.2 in Chapter Three. 

The Commodities Accounts ( 1'1 row, 1'1 column) 

The first row corresponds to the resources of the products account which is composed of intermediate 

consumption paid from the industries account (Lml .3 billion), household consumption paid from the 

household account (Lml .1 billion), government consumption paid from the government account 

(T mO 1 hillion) nrnl invrn;tment llemarnl paid frnm the investment S<lVings dl.<.:ount (LmO.J billion). 

Tho first column corresponds to the uses of the account of the commodities and is compo1>ed of 

payments to the accounts of the industries (Lml. 7 billion), imports paid from the rest of the world 

Accmmt (T ,m 1.1 hill ion) and the government account in the form of taxes on c::ommoditie8 and import8 

(T mO ? hillion) 

The Industries Institution Account (2"d row, 2"d column) 

ThE' seronrl roh1mn OE'srrihE's; thE' llSJE'SJ of thE' inrlnstriE's :icr.01mt whose totnl corn~sronrls to the tot:il 

cost of production. In other words, this account translates the behaviour of the producers in the 

Maltese economy. They carry out payments for intermediate consumption to the commodities account 

(Lml.3 billion), factors of production (Lml.3 billion) and payments to the government account in the 

form of taxes on labour and capital (Lm0.2 billion). The second row, describes the resources of the 

industries account which corresponds to total domestic production. These resources amount to the 

value of products sold on the domestic (Lml.7 billion) and foreign market (Lml.1 billion). 
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The Factors o.f Production Account (3rd row, 3rd column) 

The third rnhmm rorresponds to paynwn1s made to households with labour and capital cmlowmcnts 

(Lml .4 billion), whoreas the third row reprei-;.;nts payments to fa~ tm~ of prod11rtion from the vnrion:> 

irnhis1des (1.ml .i h11lll)11) as well ns government {Lml.O billion). 

The Household Institutinn An:ount (41
" row, 41

" columr~) 

The fourth row show<; mrome received hy households Jn the form of total sectoral wages of the wm k 

poured by the labour account (Lm0.7 billion), of rl'lpitl'll yield poured hy the capital account (Lm0.7 

billion) aml of tlansfcrs from the govcmmont (LmO. l billion). The fourth column shows the 

household's im:ome broken down by expenditurn on goods and sc1 vkcs (Lml. l billion), Jmiut taxes 

paid on income paid to the government account (Lm0.9 billion) and savings (Lm0.3 billion). 

The Government Institution Account (51
" row, f" i:olumn) 

A shown 111 row tive, the financial resources of the government consist of revenues from the valious 

taxes in the Maltese economy (LmO.'.l billion). These arc then utilised for purchases of goods and 

services (Lm0.3 bllllon), payments fm the fadors of produdion (Lml.O billion) rmd trmrnfor to 

households (LmO. l billion). 

Th·• Ttn 1•.1 .4 •. ,.<111111.1· (61
" row, f/'' ('0{1111111) 

The taxes accounts simply show the collection of taxes either from the commodities account in the 

form of taxes on commodities (LmO.l billion) and taxes on imports (Lm0.04 billion), or from taxes on 

industries correspondmg to taxes on labom (LmO. l billion) and capital (LmO. l billion). Other taxc:> 

include taxes on income (I.m0.09 hillion). The column relating to the taxes account shows that total 

tax revenue collected, which in tum constitutes the government's entire income (Lm0.5 billion). 

The Saving Investment Account (t" row, 71
" col1111111) 

The row representing the s:wings flr.ro1111t contflins Sflvings of the household institution (Lm0.3 

billion). The seventh column represents the uses of this account which consist of investment Jemaml 

for the various commodities (Lm0.3 billion). 

The Rest of the World Institution Account (81
" row, 81

" column) 

The resources of the rest of the world account are represented by row eight and are solely composed 

of imports pfliri hy the commodities account (T ,m 1.1 billion). The uses of the rest of the world are 

shown in column eight, consisting of payments related to exports by the various industries (T ,m 1.1 

billion). 

The supply side of Malta's economy was fairly diversified, with a sound 

manufacturing base and services sectors which were expanding rapidly albeit 

accounting for only small shares of GDP (see Figure 4.1 ). Primary activity, consisted 
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of 'agiicultmc, fishing anJ quan ying' , contributed less than 10 pcrcont of GDP. The 

manufacturing sector accounted for around half of GDP, with 'manufacturing of 

food , beverages and Jt)bacct) ' con1J ilmti111J anrn11d 1 ') peH'ent, 'rna1m factrn i11g of 

textiles and wearing apparel' contributinl,!; 5 percent and ' other rnanufacturing' 

sectors contributing around 30 percent. In the services sector, 'wholesale and retail 

trade (including hotels and restaurants)' contributed around 7 percent of GDP while 

thl: 'llu11sp01t unJ 0ommu11ic11tions' sector and the ' financial services (including real 

estate services) ' each contributed around 6 percent. Meanwhile, the share of 

'ed1wation, he<llth olld St)l',iaJ WOlh ' in <lf)P stood il1 i'll"Olllld J 8 ]W':J'CCllt. 

Fiaore 4.1 - upply of commodities 

O Aariaulture, filhiag and minina 

• Mmufilcturing of food, bmnges ad tobacco 

D Manafac:turina of textiles ad weaim, llPJlllRll 

D OdJer 111811u&c:turiD& 

• E1-.C11y, ps IDd wll« supply 

tJ Whol..Je ad nlli1lnlde;Holelsmd11111mD'mlll 

• TnlllpOl't, llOniC IDd~ 

0 FimmcW inlmnediation; Rell Ellllle Services 

• EdDcatioo, health IDd social work 

From a demand-side perspective, household r.ons11mption expenditure constituted 

over 60 percent of <iJW, with m:mnfactming of ' food , h~v~rng~s ::md tohar.r.o ' 

prnJucts aL-e-ounting fm 23 pcn;,cnt of total consumption expenditure. Othc1 

significant shares were accounted for by 'other manufacturing' commodities (19 

percent) and ' financial intermediation (including real estate services)' (11 percent). 

The remaining commodities accounted for approximately a share of 9 percent each 

with the exception of 'electricity, gas and water supply' (1 percent). The 

government's dominant role in the Maltese economy was attested by the share of its 

expenditure in GDP which stood at a hefty 17 percent. Almost 75 percent of this was 

accounted for by expenditure on commodities of 'education, health and social work'. 
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Mermwhile priw1te investment acco1mterl for only 19 percent, most ot 1t ctirected 

towards 'other manufacturing' products. 

It is evirlcnt that immlnrity rmrl n general lnck ot nntim1J resonrces hiwe macte the 

Maltese economy highly dependent on transactions with foreign economies to eam 

income and meet the demand for goods imcl services. Indeed, exports and imports 

each amo1mterl to armmd 70 percent of GDP. The larger part of Malta's inte1111eJiate 

co11sumplio11, household cAmsumµtion anJ investment nrc imp01tcd, with the higher 

marginal propensities belonging to the 'other manufacturing' sector. Meanwhile, )() 

percent of total exports were also accounted for by the 'other manufacturing' sector, 

mostly ddven by ex.pm ls of ck1:,tnmk wmpuncnts. 

In spite of the poor growth performance registered throughout the year, the 

unemployment rate stood as low as 5 .1 percent. Overall, Malta registered an 

acceptable rate of employment, with the larger shares being accounted for by the 

'education, health and social work' sector (27 percent), the 'other manufacturing' 

soctor (23 percent) rmrl the 'wholesale anrl retail trade (incli1rling hotels anrl 

restaurants)' sector (16 percent). The sectors with the highest capital-labour ratio 

were 'agriculture, fishing and mining' (3.4 percent) and 'financial intermediation 

(including real estate services)' (2.5 percent). Meanwhile, the 'education, health and 

social work sector' and the 'manufacturing of textiles and wearing apparel' sector 

had the lowest capital-labour ratio standing at 0.5 and 0.8 respectively. 

The overall tax. burden in 2001 stood at JO. 7 percent of GDP, substantially lower 

than the EU-25 average. The M::iltese economy has since experienced major tax 

rofo1m such thut Malta's ovmall tax. bmJen lrns now converged to tlrnt of the PTJ 

Since the Malta GETM is intended to address specific issues relating to tax policy, a 

detailed analysis of tax data is presented separately in the next section. 

4.2 AN OVERVIEW OF MALTA'S TAX POLICY (2001) 

Like most tax systems in the world, the Maltese government relies on revenues from 

direct taxes on income (including social security contributions) and indirect taxes on 

consumption. The latter accounted for around 32.6 percent of total taxation whilst 
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direct taxes n.ccountmi for 67.4 percent. 8tudics have shown that Malta tends to rely 

more heavily on indirect taxation than the rest of the EU. llowcvcr, it should be 

poin1cd oul 1hal as the Maltese are on the whole, relatively lightly taxed, indirect 

taxes absmbcd a prop01 tio11 of GDP comparnblc lo the EU avcrngc (]Jurnpcan 

Commission, 2005). On the other hand, direct taxes absorbed a proportion of GDP 

much lower than the EU average, mainly retleeting the lower proportion of social 

security contributions. 

M01e spec.iJic<:llly, lhe Mi:ll1ese gov~11mH':lll cnll~ct:<; nwt~mm from personal income 

tax, corporate income tax, value-added tax, import duties, import levies and social 

security contributions. The main ±caturcs ot each ot these taxes arc discmiscd in Box 

4.2. The multiplicity of tax instruments results from a set of multiple objectives of 

the tax system. Though the most important objective of any tax instrument is to raise 

revenue for the government while affecting the optimal d1okes of households and 

industries as little as possible, each tax is often designed to meet specific objectives. 

Household income taxes aim to raise revenue while correcting income distribution as 

laxes fmm high inwnu; lwusoholds iinau(.c lrnnsforn to low i110omc households. 

Similarly, some excise duties have the additional objective ofreducing consumption 

of "harmful" commodities as well as consumption spending of households. More 

recently attention has been shifted towards the stimulation of personal initiative and 

economic growth. 

Box 4.2 - Ii'caturcs of Malta's tax system 

This Dox gives a brief overview of the foaturcs governing Malta':; tax :;y:;tcm in 2001. lt mcludcs a 

short description of when and how personal income tax, corporate income tax, VAT, excise duties and 

social security contributiom; :ipply 

Personal income tax 

Personal income tax was levied on eve1y individual's worldwide income from business, profession, 

employment, interest, pens10ns, annmtles, rents, royalties, capital gams and d1v1dends. lt was levied at 

progressive rates applied by means of brackets with rates ranging from 15 percent to 35 percent. A 

basic personal relief ofLm3,100 was allowed for every individual. 

Corporate income tax 

With a rate of 35 percent, Malta exhibited a high corporate tax rate relative to EU countries. Corporate 

capital gains were also taxed at a 35 percent rate. Tax incentives in the form of reduced income tax 
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mt<-s, arr0Jemt0d d<-preri:oition, relief from st:imp d11ty Hnd investment t:ix cn~dits wern 11v11ifable for 

enterprises involved in shipping, targeted industrial sectors and Freeport activities. 

VAT and iLYcise 

Thr. s1arn J,irrJ VAT rnk·, wag I) percent with rcdumxl rnto:J ol 5 percent and 0 percent. VA 1 was 

introduced in 1995, replaced with sales tax following a government change, following which revenues 

dropped by more than 1 pF.rcent of GDP A further ch<1n3e in government, led to its reintroduction in 

1999. Since then repeated modifications have attempted to widen the base and reduce the list of 

exempt goods. Excise duties were moderate on focls and light alcoholic beverages, but relatively high 

on Btrong liquors and tobacco. Both VAT and excise duties take in <1 proportion of GDP romp<1rnhle 

with 1lw FTJ nwrngt', but 01lw1 indireit 1.n.t>~ ;m· wdl in ex• t·~s This W•lS dw 1<l high kwh of impo1t 

duties, stamp duty and car registration tax. By contrast taxes on energy and pollution were quite low. 

Social security contributions 

Malta has a social soounty system under whid1 the employee, the employer and the govPmment e;w.h 

contribute 10 percent of an employee's basic salary. The self employed contribute at a rate of 15 

percent, which is matr.h!"d by the govl"mment, with contributions capped H1 H nrnximum ofLmG,750. 

In order to improve the understandmg ot the tax burden and to facilitate the 

Applir-Ation of the Malta GETM, taxes have been dassiiled in teuns ol live ma101 

resource hases on which they are levied, that is, consumption, hihonr, r-Apital, inmme 

and imports as presented in the Malta SAM. This classification has inevitably Jed to 

certain simplifications and hybrid categories. A numher of horrlerline cAses anrl 

approximations had to be taken into account to arrive at the final classification of 

taxes. Two key problems to the reclassification process were the insufficient detail to 

identify individual taxes to allocate them to the c01Tesponding categories and the 

relation to multiple tax bases of some taxes. 

Taxes on consumption are defined as taxes levied on transactions between tlnal 

consumers and producers on the final consumption of goods. They therefore include 

VAT and taxes on products (including excise duties), such that they accounted for 

around 24 percent of total tax revenue (see Figure 4.2). 

Taxes on labour, which compromise another 24 percent of total tax revenue, are 

taxes directly linked to wages (mostly withheld at source) paid by the employers and 

the employees. Thus, these were assumed to be made up of social security 
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contributions paid by both the employer and the employee. However, persona.I 

income tax paid by the employee npon n~c.eipt of his sHh1ry was no1 included with 

laxes 1m lahl)lll 

Capital taxes include taxes on business income in a broad sense, that is, not only 

taxes on profit but also taxes and lovios that could be regarded as a prerequisite for 

earning profit. It was thus assumed that they include corporate income tax as well as 

other taxes on production, such that they accounted for another quarter of total tax 

It'Vl;'fHll;' 

Taxes on imports were treated separately from taxes on consumption so as to enable 

a distinction between marginal tax rates paid on domestic consumption and marginal 

tax rates paid on foreign consumption. They were assumed to include import chities 

and import levies, thereby accounting for around 8 percent of total tax revenue. 

While income tax is usually assumed to include the income of both individual and 

lm:;inc:;sc:-i, 1111,; Malta SAM di!.'ltinguislH.:~ between the two types of n~wm1c lrnse:;; 

Taxes on businesses' income were included with the taxes on capital. Taxes on 

income are thus composed of any personal income tax paid by individuals (that is, 

excluding income tax paid by companies and corporations) and accounted for 

approximately 19 percent of total tax revenue. 

The distinction between taxable bases had as its major objective the calculation of 

lTR on consumption, labour, capital, income and imports, such that these are used in 

both the calibration of the Malta GETM and to act as benchmark (initial) effective 

tax rates for the tax policy simulations. They we1e computeJ as the iatio oi total tax 

revenues of their respective category to a proxy of the potential tax base defined by 

the production and income accounts in the Malta SAM. 
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Figu1-e 4.2 - Shares in Total Tax Revenue 

DTIXCS on ~es 

• T- oa lebour 

OT.- rm Olpitml 

OT- oa impar1I 

• T-oa._ 

ln other words, ITR measure the actual or effective average tax burden directly or 

indirectly levied on different types of economic income or activity that could 

potentially be taxed. However, it should be noted that the final economic incidence 

of the bnrdcn of'1axa1ion can often he shifted from one tax-payer to another through 

the interplay of demand and supply. For example, when firms increase sales prices in 

response to a hike in corporate income tax, to a certain extent, firms ' customers end 

up bearing part of the increased tax burden. The ITR cannot take these effects into 

account. These behavioural effects can only be captured in a general equilibrium 

framework, which is after all the scope of the construction of the Malta GETM. 

Revenues from taxes levied on consumption, labour and capital each accounted for 

more than 7 percent of GDP. However, the ITR for consumption was significantly 

lower (12.3 percent) than the lTR on labour and capital (18.3 percent and 19 9 

percent respectively) . The rate remains very low by EU standards, a function in part 

of the high ratio of consumption to GDP. The ITR on labour was amongst the lowest 

in the EU, driven by low rates of social security contributions reflecting the fact that 

tht>. Maltr:sr: tax system has its origin in the former British system. On the other hand, 

the ITR on capital was quite high relative to the EU average. Taxes on income have 

an ITR of 6.1 percent, marginally lower than the EU average, whilst the ITR on 

imports was significantly high at 3.7 percent. 
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Table 4.1 - Taxes classified hy Resource Base 

Tnxc~ on r.ommorhtw•; 

Taxes on labour 

Taxes on capital 

Taxes on imports 

Taxes on income 

Source: Author's calculations 

%ofGDP 

7.5 

7.3 

7.6 

2.6 

5.'l 

ITR (%) 

12.3 

18.J 

16.9 

3.7 

6.1 

It wn:;i noted thut ITR fell more he•wily 1m ce11'~in sectors fi'or cxnmpk, the JTR on 

consumption was highest on products produced in the manufacturing food, beverages 

and tobacco, the manufacturing of textiles and wearing app::irel flncl other 

manufacturing sectors but non-existent for commodities procl1wecl in the llgrknltme, 

fishing and mining, electricity, gas and water supply, wholesale anJ retail tiaJc anJ 

transport storage and communication sectors (see A.1.1 in Appendix 1 ). Similarly, 

the ITR on imported commodities were higher for products from manufacturing 

food, beverages anJ tobacco, manufacturing of textiles and wearing apparel and 

other manufactunng sectors. These have <liftcrcnt implications for the behavioural 

responses observed when conducting tax policy simulations. 

The Maltese government has since the year of the benchmark SAM - recognised 

that much could be gained from tax reform that improves the structure of the tax 

system. In light of Malta's standing vis-a-vis the rest of the EU, throughout the last 

decade, the government has embarked upon a tax reform programme to shift taxation 

from income to consumption with a number of measures implemented within a 

couple of years (see Table 4.7). Since ilt the time Malta was a prospective EU 

member, the Maltose government also to eliminate all the existing import levies by 

2004 (the year Malta joined the EU). 
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Tll42M" t . tl M It t t" t 2001 a>e ... - .. .. ~J~>!' .~~ ~-~~11ges m .1e a ese a~.?~1on sys em smcc - - .. - . 

l' f'fll' Trn· fl!stru111c11t M1:mSllt'I! % 1~/ Ul>P 
·-· ~· 

Taxc~ on incomr R1wision of personal income tax rntes -0.11 

?00? T11X•'~' on lmpl)J1~i Plrn~ing nut ol 1111µm t l11;v1"~ 0 71 

Taxes on commodities Revision of ex.else duty paid on tobacco 0.10 

Taxes on income Revision of personal irn.:ome 1ax i a1es -0.42 
2003 

Tax.e~ on imports Phasing-out of import levies -0.19 

Taxc3 on commodities Revision of excise duty paid on tobacco 019 

l ax.c,s on commoditie3 Rtimoval or VAT on EU impot tH -0.78 
7004 

Taxes on commodities Withdrawal ot levies -ll.18 

l nxes on rnmmodities Revision of VAT rate from 15 percent to 1 8 peri.;ent 1.09 

~OO'i rm:e~ on eommoditk9 Rt>vf<Jlon or e~··l•i@ d111y Oil k<"H>'S<"llf" 010 

2006 Taxes on commodities Revision of excise duty on petrol and electricity 0.12 

Taxes on income 
2007 

Revision or pc1~onal income tax brackctg 0.52 

Taxes on uornrnoditics Realigmmml Oil t'X<:i~<" duty on pctrokmn prod11ct9 0 'i? 

Souri:e. Authors' calculations 

Table 4.2 shows lhe estimated increase or decrease in government revenue assuming 

no behavioural response by the payer. Basing calculations on this assumption, 

reductions on personal income tax since 2001 would have amounted to more than 1 

percent of GDP, while increases in consumption tax have exceeded the l percent 

mark. The government has reduced taxes on income on three occasions and has 

promised further personal income tax reductions in the near future (see Budget 

Speech ?.008). Meanwhile, changes in laxes on commodities were bi-directional. 

Reductions were forced by Malta's entry into the EU (such as the removal of levies 

an<l VAT on imports), whilst increases reflected the shift from lax on income (and 

indirectly on labour) to tax on commodities. Assuming no behavioural response, the 

removal of import levies hetween 2001 and 2004 should have amounted to a loss in 

tnx revenue of approximately OJI percent of GDP. Simulations of li.'lX policy 

con<lucte<l for purposes of lhis stuJy anJ Jiscussed in Chapter Seven build upon this 

background. 
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Chapter Five 

A GENERAL EQUILIDRilTM TAX MODF.I, F<lR 

THE MALTESE ECONOMY 

The rnotlelling platform of the Maltese economy is represented by a static 

computable general equilibrium model based on a SAM for the year 2001 (developed 

in Chapter Three) It is n representntion of the circular flow which exists between 

industry, institutions and markets in the Maltese economy and has been modelled in 

this cht1p1c1 M'l a 1'ystcm of equations governing these relationships. In its 

mathematical form, the Multu GETM is u system of sunultaneous, non-lmear 

equations. However, when we consider general equilibrium of an economy, lhe 

derivation of demand equations alone is not sufficient to guarantee the cleaiing of all 

markets. Thus, this chapter also specifics the market clearing conditions for the 

Mnltn GFTM. 

The chapter proceeds by giving a mathematical representation of the GFTM for the 

Maltese economy in Section 5.1 and specifies the general equilibrium conditions in 

Section 5.2. 

5.1 THE SP.E~lFICATION OF THE MALTA GETM 

In the GETM of the Maltese economy there an;! markets io1 ea1.:h ol lhe n 

commodities and consistent optimisation occurs as part of equilibrium. Consumers 

maximise utility subject to their budget constraint, leading to the demand side 

sµedlkation of the model. Producers maximise profits (or minimise costs) leu<ling lo 

the production side specification of the model. ln equilibrium, market prices are such 

that the required equilibrium conditions hold. Demand equals supply for all 

commodities, and in the constant return to scale case zero prollt conJHions are 

satisfied for each industry. 
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Table 5.1 Institutions :mrl markets in the Ma1ta C.F.TM 
Institutions Markets 

Hn111mhold Commodity 'i' 

i:inn '11 I ;ihnur 

Oovcmmcnt Capital 

lnvf'~tmr-nt 

Re~l of the W01hl 

Like in traditional general equilibrium tux muuels 0unsumers have initial 

endowments and demand functions can be derived from the optimising behaviour of 

all institutions (sl.:c Ti.lbk ).1 ). 

The olher markets relate to 0apital anJ labum. Both arc assumed to be mobile across 

sectors, such that in equilibiium each factor receives the same net of tax wage across 

sectors. Factor services will flow to a sector with higher marginal revenue product 

from one with a lower marginal revenue product until the net of tax wage is equal 

across sectors. Demand and supply of goods and factors readjust until all excess 

demands and excess supplies are eliminated through changes in prices. The forces of 

perfectly competitive markets guide the allocation of resoun.:es in the economy. Tt is 

nmmmed, howeve1, that the economy 1s dist01icd by taxes and trnnsfors. The former 

appear in the model in ad valorem form, that is, they are proportional to their tax 

hF1ses. All markets are assumed to clear, except for the labour market because of the 

presence of unemployment in the model. 

Government and investors are other agents in the model. The government has heen 

modelled as an agent that optimises its own utility function under a balanced budget. 

This means thnt the government is trenterl ns n sep1:1rnte consuming agent. Tts income 

is P.ntirdy made up of tax revenues, and spends it eithe1 on public consumption or 

makes transfers to households. Investors use aggregate saving from households to 

purchase investment goods. 

The model operates under the 'small open economy' assumption, whereby the 

demand for domestically produced commodities is allocated over the domestic 

market and exports. The domestically produced commodities delivered to the 
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dnm~stic 111<11 kd <111d import~ are combmcd into a composite commodity acting as a 

source of supply. The balance of payments is assumed to be in equilibrium. 

An important feature relating to the specification of the vmio11s agents m the moclP.J 

relates to the choice of functional forms. Bhattarai and Whalley ( 1998) claim that the 

major constraint on the choice of demand and production functions is that they be 

consistent with the themy and me analytically tractable. Thus, functional fonns in the 

Ma1ta GETM have boon selected on the basis of which form best allows the key 

parameter values to be rncorporntcxl m the mo<lel while retaining tractability. These 

are the Cobb-Douglas, the CES, the LES and the Leontief functions. In general, a 

thcurdicnlly consist rn1t demand ~y~tcm permits imposition of the general restrictions 

of classical <leman<l theory, namely, that the value of total demands equals total 

expenditure, that demands are homogeneous of degree zero in total expenditure and 

prices, that cross-price derivatives of the Hicksian <lem:mcls are symmetric, and that 

direct substitution effects are negative for the Hicksian demands. 

5.1.1 The Honseholrl Institution 

The model assumes that the economy consists of a representative household, 

receiving a share of capital income, labour income, unemployment benefits and other 

transfers from government. Taxable income is derived by tRkinr; into accmmt the 

share of income that is subject to personal income tax. Households pay the income 

tax to the government and save a fixed fraction of net income as given by equation 

(5.1 ). The remaining in0ome is used by the household to maximise utility by 

consuming goods and services. The various income and expenditure flows togethe1 

with the behavioural functional equations of the household are shown in Figure 5 .1. 

SH =mps(l-ty)Y (5.1) 

where SH are household savings, mps is the marginal propensity to save, ty is the 

income tax rate and Y is the household's total income. 
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Consumer utility has been incorporated m the Malta UETM by a simple 

geneiahsat1011 of the Cobb-Douglas function in the form of u LES. Tho choioe of the 

LES 1s, m part, due tu convention and because it allows representation of subsfatcnce 

(that is, minimal) consumption. However, the T ,ES function is also more flexible with 

respect to the values of elasticities when compared to the Cobb-Douglas function. 

Whilst Cobb-Douglas utility functions are easy to work with, they have the 

restrictions of unitary income and uncompensated own-price elasticities, and zero 

uncompensated cross-pike elastkitlcs. Emphkal litcrnturc ~how~ that tlmse 

assumptions are not always very realistic. 

The optimal allocation between the consumption of commodities is thus given by 

optimising the Stone-Geary utility function in the context of a LES, which represents 
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a set of coml1mer <lem::in<l eq1rntions linenr in tot::il expen<litllfe (Genry, l 9SO; Stone, 

1954): 

II 

Max Urr = 11 (C; - ,uH;)"11
; (5.1) 

i=I 

II 

Subject to L rR = L (1 + tc;)Pc/7; (5.3) 
i~I 

(5.'1) 

where UH is the utility level of the household, Ci is the demand of consumer 

rnmmo<lity i hy the ho11sehol<l, ;1Hi is the s11hsistenc.e level, rxH; is the mnrginnl 

budget shflre of the ho11sehol<l 's r ,FS 11tility fnnction (where L/XHi = 1 ), CR is the 

consumption budget, tc; is the tax rate on consumer commod1t1es and Po 1s the price 

of commociities. 

Writing the constrained optimisation problem in the form of a Lagrange function and 

<lillcn::ntiuting with r~sp<:ct lo its ,ugumenls ykkls 1hc lirs1 onk1 nmdiliom wi1h 

respect to the various commodities4
. This makes i1 eHsy to <lerive <lemarnl functions 

shown by equation (5.5) for the various commociities inclucie<l in the mo<lel. 

C; =µH; +aH;((l+tc;)P;t(cB-fJ1+tcJ~1-LH1 J 
;-1 

(5.5) 

showing that expenditure on commodity i consists of two parts: pH; is the minimum 

cxpcn<liture on commodity i to which the consumer commits himself in order to 

oh1 ain a minimum subsistence level, so that µII; can be interpreted as the minimum 

required quantity which the consumer purchases first. Then, there is also a minimum 

expenditure on the remaining commodities "jjlHi, so that (CB-2.,(1 +tcj)P1µHj) is the 

income th::it remains after the consumer has purchased the minimum required 

quantities of all commodities. This income is called the "supernumerary income" and 

4 A mathematical representation of the derivation of the demand for commodities is given in Section 
A.2.1 in Appendix 2. 
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is 3]]0~\ltecl ::icross the vmio11s commodities according lo lixed liHdrnns Hs given hy 

the marginal budgetary shares (aHi). 

:i.1.l Thfl Jmlnstrks Institution 

The model distinguishes nine perfoctly competitive production sectors consisting of 

both private and public enterprises. For clomestically produced output, each industly 

m11~;t ll'le inp11ts of factor services and intermediate goods. What di~linp,11ishes 1he 

Malta OETM pn)dl!GI ion stmdure from a simple input-output model, is that value 

added factor usage is responsive to factor costs and intcnncdiatc goods nrc pric~ 

responsive. In order to allow different treatment for intermediate consumption and 

factor cost, gross output for each sector is assumed to be <lete1111ined from a nested 

structure as shown by Figure 5.2. At the first level, output for each sector is 

represented by a Leontief input-output production function that represents the non

:mbstitutubility between intermediate goods and value added. 

where VA; =g;;(Ki'L;) and IO; =gji(_txnj;J 
j=l 

(5.6) 

where XDi is gross sectoral output of commodity i, VAi is value added, !Oi is the 

intennediate consumption, Ki is capital demand by firms, Li is labour demand by 

firms, XDu is the quantity of its own commodity that fnm i uses in its production 

process (intermediaries) and XDu is the quantity used of firm j 's commodity. 
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At the secoml level prouuccrs are assumed to choose intem1ediate inputs according 

to a Leontief production function as given by equation (5.7), while the optimal level 

oflabom anJ capital is chosen according to a CES function representing substitution 

possibilities amongst the primory fnr.tors ns cidineci hy equation (5.8). 

(5.7) 

vn P( K -pF (1 ) T -PF· )-I/ p F; 
11 ' I = r F; . I , + - r F; 'i , (5.8) 

where XDi is gross output, ioii is the technical coefficient of the inter-industry flows, 

F is the efficiency parameter, yr; is the distribution parameter of capital and p is the 

elasticity paiamele1 in the CDS prnduction function, which is in tnrn ~ffocting the 

elasticity of substitution, oFi ~ 1/(1 +µF1) (Vaiian, 1992). 

Capital and labom aic the only value-added fodms induJcd in th0 moJol. Shovm1 

and Whalley (1992) state three reasons that seem to account for the popularity of this 

representation. First, if the major contribution of the study is to move from 

qualitative to quantitative analysis it is natural to retain the same basic theoretical 

structure. Second, the data are based in a form consistent with two factor models, 

such as national accounts data which identifies wages and salaries and operating 
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surplus as ma.Jor cost components. Thircl, it allows simplifie<l comp11tation :m<l 

significantly reduces the costs ofrepeated equilibrium solution. 

The films me 1hcn oss1m1L~rl 10 maximi~c their profit~ by minimising their totnl c:ost 

subject to a given level of output: 

Minimise re, (1 1 tk )r/\. K, + (1 + tl)r, L1 
( ') 9) 

Sul>jcd tu 

(1.11) 

where TCi is the total cost for each sector, tk 1s the tax rate of capital use and the tl 

is the tax rate on labour use. 

Utilising the same procedure us in the household's case, the constrained optimisation 

problem is expresse<l in the form of n T .agrnnge function ::in<l <lifferenti::iting with 

respect to its arguments yields the first order conditions with respect to capital and 

labour5
. This facilitates the derivation of the demand functions with respect to K as 

given by equation (5.12) and Las given by equation (5.13). 

K. = r' "F; (n +tk.)P )-"F; v"r;/(1-crp;)(XD./F) 
I f'; , I K I I 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

5 A mathematical representation of the derivation of the demand for capital and labour is given in 
Section A.2.2 in Appendix 2. 
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5.1.3 The Investment Institution 

Figure 5.3 shows the inve1iors' decision strncture within the Malta GFTM. The 

hou::id10ld ~•wing~ (S 11), the g1wemmen1 savings (Su) mid 1he foreign snvings Uh) me 

nllnc.nlerl over thr: invc~tmcnt dcman<l for the variorn; commodities. Totul suvin1~'.3 nrc 

thus given by equation (5.14): 

s - s H + ( 1---:PT)S,, I ( F,R)S T' 

t (1 + tc/ )?;' c/i 
where CPI' =-i-'=

1
'-------

I(l 1 tc;o)P;oC;o 
where t = 0,1 

i=l 

where Sis total savings, Su are government's savings, Sr are foreign savings, CPI is 

the Consumer Price Index (CPI) of the Laspeyers type and ER is the exchange rate. 

To this end, the investment institution is assumed to maximise a Cobb Douglas 

utility function with respect to investment demand for every commodity subject to 

the constraint that savings are equal to total investments. This is represented 

mathematically by: 
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11 

:rvrax u1 =IT 1/11 (5.15) 
; l 

II 

Subject to i. s ..... LI'D/1 (5.16) 
it 

ii. 1>a1, > 0 (5.17) 

whc1c U1 is lhc utilily from investment, 11 is the demand tor mvestrncnt commorlitic'.'l 

and an is the share parameter of the bank's utility function. 

Using the same approach as that used for the consumer and producers, the 

(,1.mstiaincd optimisution problem for the investment institution is represented by a 

I ,agrange function and difforcntiatine with rmpcct to it8 arguments yields the first 

order conditions6
. This makes possible the derivation of the demand functions for the 

various investment commodities included in the model: 

-l 
J. =a1 P S 

I i I 

5.1.4 The Government Institution 

(5.18) 

The government levies taxes on the consumption of every commodity in the form of 

taxes on consumption, capital, labour, imports and household income. On the othe1 

hand, the government pays unemployment benefits to the household at the going 

roplaoormmt rate and also transfers money for other purposes. Transfers arc made 

nominnl hy using a CPL These decisions are shown in Figure 5.4 and represented 

mathematically by equations (5.19) and (5.20), respectively. 

TAXR = i:&c1C1Pc, +tk1K 1PK +tl1L 1PJ+tyY 
i=l 

TRANSF = (replc)PLUN +(CPI)OTR 

(5.19) 

(5.20) 

6 A mathematical representation of the derivation of the demand for investment commodities is given 
in Section A.2.3 in Appendix 2. 
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where TAXR me tot.al tax revenuc::s, TRANSF arc lolal liansfcrs, 1epli: 1s the 

replacement rate and OTR are other transfers to the household. 

It is assumed that the government maximises a Cobb-Douglas utility function with 

government consumption of the various commodities, under a balanced budget. The 

problem can thus be written as: 

Max UG = [I(coiaca, )KoaKG T,GaLG 
i-1 

Subject to i. TAXR = TRANSF -(CPI)SG 

ii. 1 > aCG; > 0; 1 > a KG; > 0; 1 >a LG; > 0 

(5.21) 

(5.22) 

(5.23) 

where UG is the government's utility, CG; is the demand of consumer commodities 

hy government and acGi is the Cobb-Douglas power of commodities bought by 

government. 
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Writing the government's constrnined opt imisatlon prnhlem in the fo1111 of a 

Lagnmgc tiirn~tion nml <litforontrntmg with respect to its arguments yields the first 

orde1 c,omlitions with rcspcd to the vanous conunoditios7
• The derivation of demnn<l 

functions for the various commodities demanded by the government ls then given hy 

equation (5.24): 

() ?4) 

5.1.5 The Rest ol the World Institution 

The rest of the world in the Malta GETM is modelled in three steps. First, the 

relationship hctwccn imports nnrl rlomest1c. snpply is mo<lellecl hy means of <1 < 'FS 

i'unction based on the Annington assumption. Second, the cxpoti nnc1 rlomestic 

markets are inco1vorated into the model by mcm1s of u constant elusti0ity of 

transtormation t CE l') function. And third, the rest of the foreign sector is mouelled 

on the assumption of a small open economy, that is, the country has no influence on 

world market prices. The production structure of the firms incorporating the rest of 

the world is shown in Figure 5.5. 

According to the Armington assumption8 the tinn produces a composite commodity 

using the domestic commodity supplied to the domestic market and imports of this 

commodity. The firm is assumed to minimise its total cost subject to the CES 

prorlndion fonction: 

Subject to 

ii. 1 > r A; > o; 1 > p A; > o 

(5.25) 

(5.26) 

(5.27) 

where PMi is the price of imports, Mi are imports of commodities, PDDi is the price 

of domestic commodity supplied to the domestic market, XDD1 is the domestic 

7 A mathematical representation of the derivation of government demand for commodities is given in 
Section A.2.4 in Appendix 2. 
8 The assumption that products traded internationally are differentiated by country of origin. 
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commodity supplied to the domestic market, Xt is the composite connnodi1y, Ai is the 

efficiency parameter of the Annington timction, YAi i~ the clrntnhution parameter of 

lmpn1 ls, and PAi is thv parn1110t01 ailc0ti11g the dastieity oi subslltut1011. 
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Writing the constrained oplimisatfon pmhlem in the f01m of a Lag1augc function, 

optimising fln<l ohtnining the <lemand equations for imports and domestic commodity 

supply in similar fashion us with all other institutions9
, we cet: 

(5.28) 

h a p 1-a (l )o 1. p 1-o· W ere f< - r .I; A; + - r '' •I; 
A; M; A; IJIJ; 

(5.29) 

where H = r IT,1; p l IT,1, + (1- r )"·'; I-' l-n-,,, 
A1 M; A1 DD1 

where O"Ai (= 1/(1 +pAi))is the elasticity of substitution parameter of the A1111ington 

function. 

On the demand side of the foreign sector the firm has the choice between selling its 

commodity on the domestic market or on the foreign market. It is assumed to 

maximise its revenues snhject to a CRT function: 

Subject to ' xv 1' ( E -Pr· '1 )XDD f'T· ) l/ P1
; 

i. i = ;\YT, i '+( -rT, i ' 

ii. 1 > Y?; > O; 1 > P 7: > 0 

(.S.30) 

(5.31) 

(5.32) 

where Ei are exp01ts of domestically produced commodities, I'Hi is the export price 

in loc:::il currency, )'r; is the <listrihntion prirameter of exports, T; is the efficiency 

parameter and Pri is the parameter affecting the elasticity of substitution. 

9 A mathematical representation of the derivation of the demand for imported commodities is given in 
Section A.2.5 in Appendix 2. 
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Adopting a similar approach to the one used in the A1 mi11gto11 sp~(,ifkation, the 

demand equations for exports and domestic commodity supplies to the domestic 

market are obtaincd10
: 

(5.33) 

)(Dl>.=(1- r1;P, -rr1;(/,"1;r, I "1; +il-· )"';P. l-ir,;\r'ij(l-0"1;l(X./T) (5.34). 
I . r 1j DD1 } 1; M; \ r 1j DD1 } 1 1 . 

where CJri (= 1/(1 +pTi))is the elasticity of substitution. 

Given that the Maltese economy is thilt of il small country, it. is assumed that 

Jomestic demand and supply do not influence world prices of exports and imports. 

Therefore, prices Rre exogenons It is nlso nssume<l that Malta's balance of payments 

is in equilibrium. The import and export price in local currency and the balance of 

payments are represented mathematically in equation (5.35), (5.36) and (5.37) 

respectively: 

PM = (1 + tm; )(ER)P,vM 
' ' 

(5.35) 

(5.16) 

Jl 11 

LPwM,M; = LPrff:,E; +SF (5.37) 
i=l i=l 

where ER is the exchange rate, PwMi are the w01lJ p1ices of imports and I'wr:i arc the 

world prices of exports. 

5.2 GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM 

The demand equations derived in the previous section are the building block from 

which a computable general equilibrium model is constructed. However, the 

10A mathematical representation of the derivation of the demand for exports is given in Section A.2.5 
in Appendix 2. 
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institutions' optinrnl behaviour does not guaiantee that supply is equal lo demand in 

qmmtity nnrl price. What hinds these elements together are the general equilibrium 

conditions outlmcd m Chupter 3, nnmely, mnrket deming, income halance and the 

J,t!rn pm 11 t condition. 

5.2.1 Market Clearance 

Market dearnm:e implks tlrnt the quantity of each composi1e 1:1>mmndlty prnd11r.1~d 

must equal the sum of the quantities of that commodity demanded by the producers 

111 the economy ilS intcrmcrlintc inp11t to prorlrn~tion, hy the representative householcl, 

by government and by the investment institution. This is represented mathematically 

by: 

xi = 'i:(io1ixvi)+c<J; +C; +1; (5.38) 
1-l 

Market clearance is also assumed in the case of the capital market, where the capital 

used by all prnduccrs must sum up to the rcprcscntati vc agent's t.mdowmcnt of 

capital: 

:t(K;)= KS (5.39) 
i;l 

where KS is the capital supply. 

The market clearance in the case of the labour mark.et is less straight fo1ward because 

ot the presence of 11nemployment It is incorporateo into the model with a Phillips 

curve relationship between real wages and unemployment. This means that on the 

labour market there is a negative relationship between the rate of change in real 

wages and the rate of change in the unemployment rate. The Phillips curve 

relationship reads: 

(5.40) 
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where Pr.°ICPl1 is the benchmark real gross wage rate, PLI/CPTI is the post

simulation real gross wage rate, UN° !L:fi is the benchmark unemployment rate, 

UNI /LSI is the post-simulation unemployment rate and phi/lips is the value of the 

Phillips parameter. 

Thus, the market clearance condition for the labour market can be written as: 

II 

L(Li)-LS-UN (J.41) 
i=l 

where LS is the supply oflabour. 

5.2.2 Zero Protlt Condition 

At the optimal level of output, firm's i profits are equal lo zero. As a c.onsequence the 

supply equation cannot be <lerive<l. However, given that under perfect competition 

there are no supernormal profits, this problem i:,, overcome by utilising the zero profit 

condition ralhc1 lhun cxpli0il supply fundions. 

PDiXD; -(1 1 tki)PKKi +(l+tlJPLL; +(P;iou 1 IP1io1iJxni 
j=I 

(5.42) 

As in the domestic sector, in the foreign sector industries are also assumed to 

maximise their profits by choosing the optimal level of 011tp11t. Given that no firm 

can make any supernormal profits under perfect competition, this level of output can 

be expressed in terms of the zero profit conditions: 

(5.43) 

(5.44) 
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5.2.3 Income Balance 

Income balance implies lhal the income of the rcprcscnlalivc household must equal 

the value of producers' payments lo the household itself for the use of the primary 

factors that the household owns and hires out plus any transfers from the 

government. The consumption budget is then expressed as total income less income 

tax paid by the household to the government, less household savings. These are 

represented mathematically by: 

( .).46) 

wh~r~ rR is the consumption budget of the honsehokl 

The general equilibrium conditions together with the demand equations derived in 

the previous section allow for the specification of the supply side of the economy. 

The ability lu incorporate the supply side reactions in the model i::i in foct one of 1.ht:" 

major advantages of computable general equilibrium models. 
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Chapter Six 

CALIBRATION AND CLOSURE OF THE MALTA 

GETM 

The implementation of the Malta GETM relics on the principlo ot cahbrat10n. lt 

consists ln determining the nume1ical values of the vmious panunctcrs ot' tlmct10ns 

compntihle with thCl ecp11hhn11m ot the initial SAM. ln the cases of the representative 

household, industries and the rest of the world institutions, information contained in 

the SAM w::is in::iclequate for calibration ol all parameters. lndeed, in cases where 

functional forms such as CES and LES were selected, estimates ot parameters other 

than those presented in the SAM were necessary. 

Additionally, it is required that the model has an equal number of equations and 

unknowns for it to produce a numerical solution. The principle of fixing a number of 

vnrinhles to ensure that this condition is met is known as 'closnre'. Once this 

condition is s::itistiecl ancl the model has been calibrated, the benchmark SAM can be 

replicated. 

The chapter proceeds by explaining the numerical calibration of the model 

parameters in Section 6.1. Issues relating to model closure are discussed in Section 

6.'.'. and the model solution using the Generalisecl Al2ehrmc Modelling System 

(GANIS) is discussed in Section 6. 3 

6.1 CALIBRATION OF MODEL PARAMETERS 

Parameter values for the functions used in the model are crucial in determining the 

results of simulations for the various tax policies. As in traditional GETM, the 

procedure used in the Malta GETM is 'calibration' as defined by Mansur and 

Whalley (1984). Under this approach the economy is assumed to be in equilibrium in 

the presence of the existing input-output transactions, value added, final demand and 

tax policies. Calibration is then understood as the requirement that the entire model 
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spedikation be capable of gcncrnting the ba~o year equilibrium observation as a 

mo<lel soh1tion 

The rcquirc<l parameter values were calculated using the model equilibrium 

conditions, assuming that the benchmark data represent equilibrium for the Maltese 

economy. It should thus be noted that the procedure used for calibrating the 

parameter values from the constructed equilibrium observation is non-stochastic. 111 

contrast to econometric work which oilen simplities the structure ol the economic 

mocfol to allow for substantial richness in statistical specification, here the pro~ech1re 

is the opposite. The richness of the economic structure allows only for a much cruder 

statistical model that, m the case ot calibration to a single year's data, becomes 

deterministic (Shoven and Whalley, 1992). 

Because the data in the Malta SAM 1s pro<luce<l in value terms, units had to be 

chosen for goods and factors so that separate pnce and quantity observations were 

obtained. A commonly used convention, originally adopted by Harberger (1962), is 

to assume units for both goods and factors such that they have a price of unity in the 

benchmark eqmlib11um. Therefore, the nominal values of the elements arc equal to 

the real one. 

Calibration of the household institution parameters 

Since the representative household institution is specified by a LES, exogenously 

specified elasticity values were required. The bendmrnrk SAM provided only price 

and quantity observ;:itions ;:issociate<l with a single eqmhbrium observation. 

Consequently, the system ha<l more p;:irnmeters that needed to be estimated than 

equations, making the calibration problem of the household institution under

determined. Thus, the use of the LES meant that data for the income elasticities of 

demand were obtained from sources outside the model (see Section 6.1.1). 

A closely related concept is the Frisch parameter, measuring the sensitivity of the 

marginal utility of income to income/total expenditure. It establishes a relationship 

between own-price and income elasticities. Its importance in the calibration process 

of the Malta GETM stems from the lack of price data to provide good estimates of 
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ow11-p1 ice daslkities. 111 lad, puce elasticities of demand arc dctc1mincd simply by 

the in<:'ome ehistidty in ~onj1mc1ion with the Fiisd1 paiametei. 

As is common in most general equilibrium models, the estimates for income 

elasticities and the Frisch parameter were obtained from literature estimates (see 

Section 6.1.1 ). Using the income elasticity of demand for commodity i and the 

budget constraint as given by the values in the benchmark dataset, aHi could be 

calilnatcd as shown by equation ( 6.1 ). 

(6.1) 

where R(Ci,CB) is the elasticity of demand for commodity i. 

Algebraically, the Frisch parameter rp was obtained by substituting equation (5.5) of 

the Malta GETM into the first order condition 11 with respect to consumption of good 

i of the household's Lagrange function, and then solvmg for A. 

CB 
(6.2) tp = - II 

CB - '"f)l + tc; )PcJ'H; 
1=! 

The formula used to derive the Fris~h parnmeter is simply the negative ratio between 

the household's total expenditure and the supernumerary income. The subsistence 

level of commodity i could thus be calibrated by rearranging equation (6.2) in terms 

of µHi as shown below: 

(6.3) 

11 See Section A.2.1 in Appendix 2 for the first order conditions of the household's utility function. 
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<--:althratton 1>/ the indu.o,t1 y institutiun pa1 i:mzeteus 

The industry instit11tion is reprnsc-~ntcd hy a nested prnduclion function, whc1cby al 

the first level, the choice between value a<l<le<l and inleune<liate output is given by a 

Leoutief input-output production function. At the second level intermediate 

consumption is also governed by a Leontief production function and the demand for 

factors of production is defined over a CES function. For Leontief functions, the 

benchmark dataset uniquely identities a set of parameter values. This is not the case 

with r.ns hmdions. 

The elasticity values in the Malta GETM specify the curvature of the isoquants and 

indifference c11rves, with their pos1t10n given by lhe equilibrium benchmark dataset. 

Because the curvature of the CES indifference curves and isoquants cannot be 

infeued from the bencl1111c11 k <l<lta, cxtrnncous values of substitution elasticities were 

required (see Section 6.1. I) The capital-lahour suhstitution elasticities were obtained 

from literature estimates (see Section 6.2.1), so that the values of YFi could be 

calibrated: 

(6.4) 

Having obtained the values of YFi and using equation (5.8) in the Malta GETM, the 

value of Fi was c::ilihrnted· 

XD. 
F =. I 

' ( K.-(1-<JF; )/or; + (1- )L. (I a,., )ja,..; ) "1··;/(l a,..;) 
YF; I YF; I 

(6.5) 

Calibration of the investment institution parameters 

The investment institution is specified by a Cobb-Douglas function. Thus lhe only 

unknown parameter was the share parameter of investment in each commodity of 

overall investment. Given that the level of investment and savings were provided by 

the SAM and assuming prices are equal to one in the base year, then the computation 

of the share of each commodity in overall investment is a simple inversion of the 

demand equation as given by equation (6.6). 
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(6.6) 

Calibration of the government institution parameters 

A Cobb-Douglas function is also used to represent the government institution. The 

share parameters of the government's Cobb-Douglas function were thus determined 

in a similar manner to those obtained by the investment institution. This is done by 

rearranging the equation for government's demand tor commodity z in terms ot rxcGi· 

P;CGi 
aCG "" 

I TAXR TRANSF ( CPJ)SG 
(6 7) 

rnlfhmtinn n.f thP rest rf the world institution paranrnters 

The rest of the world institution has been moJ.dled by means of thr.: Am1inJ3ton 

assumption, defining the relationship between imports and domestic supply, and a 

CET function, incorporating the export and domestic markets. 

Given the Armington assumption (specified in the form of a CFS fon~tion) anci 

assuming price normalisation, the volumes of demand for both domestic and 

imp01ted prnduds are prnviJ.cJ. J.ircctly by the SAM. Tho only parameters that 

required calibration were therefore the share and scale parameters, whilst the 

elasticity of substitution was obtained from literature estimates (see Section 6.1.1 ). 

The share parameter was easily computed by inve1iing the import demand ecprntion 

as shown by equation (6.8). The scale parameter was then obtained by a simple 

inversion of tho Armington function us given by equation (6.9). 

1 
(6.8) 

(6.9) 
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The same prne-c:s:s was applied fo1 tlrn e-alibration of the CDT function. By letting 

prices e<prnl onP. in the henehmark yem and obtaining the estimate for the elasticity 

of substitution from literature estimates (see Section 6.1. l ), the distributive 

parameters of the cxp01t offer function were derived as shown in equations (6.10) 

and (6.11). 

1 
(6.10) 

(6.11) 

Whilst dnt;i from the hcnchmnrk SI\ M hw; been disc1mserl m Chapter Pour, the 

exogenously obtained estimates are the topic of the next subsection. 

6.1.1 Estimates for Exogenous Parameters 

Exogenously detcnnirnxl parnmeters relate to those estimates mainly clustieities of 

substitution - which were obtained from literature searches rather than being 

determined within the Malta GETM from information provided by the benchmark 

SAM. Other parameters that required exogenous estimates included the Frisch 

parameter and the Phillips parameter. 

Elasticities of Substitution 

The elasticity of substitution specifies how easily tedmological process~s c<ln he 

changed in order to use more of one input and less of another i111t!sponse to a change 

in wages or prices. For example, the elasticity of substitution between labour and 

capital specifics how industries' demands for labour and capital will change 

following a change in the wage rate of either factor. A high elasticity means that an 

increase in the wage rate of labour will have a greater effect on capital, such that 

firms will use more capital and less labour. A lower elasticity, on the other hand, 

dampens the ability of industries to respond in this way to price changes. At the 

extreme, an elasticity of zero means that industries will not respond to changes in 
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pikes. In this case, an inc1cusc in tho wage rate of labour would not change the 

1noustry's rlemand for capital. 

In line with reference made to elasticities of substitution in Section 6.1, the elasticity 

parameters of the Cobb-Douglas function could be calibrated using data from the 

benchmark SAM. However, when LES and CES functions were used to define the 

behaviour of particular agents in the economy the eqmhbnurn conditions weie not 

sutlicicnt to idcntiiY the mod1.:l. ln :md1 dn:um.~tawcs, <ldditlo1rnl p11111mdc1 vnliios 

were exogenously specitied until the MaltH CiFTM WAS identified. As in trnditional 

general equilibrium tax models, heavy reliance was placed on literature searches for 

elasticity estimates. The economellil'.- approach to calibration (us in Jorgenson, 1984) 

could have been an alternative. However, such processes tend to be data intensive 

and would have required u time series of social accounting matnces which are not 

available for Malta. 

Exogenous estimates were mainly obtained from Piggott and Whalley (1985) for the 

basic calculation. These elast1c1tles <lre p;iven in T ah le 6.1, showing the degree of 

price elasticity of household demand functions, the elasticity between labour and 

capital in the CES production function, between domestic supplies and imports in the 

Anninglon h111Cforn and the ela:1ticity of transformation betwtJen domestic supplies 

and exports. These elasticity values are commonly used in CGE models and are 

based on econometric estimates. The influence of the choice of these variables on the 

results obtained from the Malta UETM has been tested in Chapter Seven by means ol 

sensitivity analysis. 

Albeit not treated in this chapter, it should be noted that the elasticity of substitution 

between intermediate inputs and value added as well as between intermediate 

consumption, are set to zero. These are common values in computable general 

equilibrium models reflecting the fact that it is dlihcult to implement technological 

change that uses different intermediate inputs. 
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Tobie 6 1 ~~lnsticity parameters used in Malta GF,TM 
Imlusti y/Commodity 

1. Agriculture, fishing and mining 

2. Manufacturing of food, beverages and tobacco 

~. Manulacturing of textiles and wearing apparel 

4. Other manufacturing 

5. Electricity, gas and water supply 

6. Wholesnle nnd retnil trade; Hotels and restaurants 

7. Transport, storage and communication 

8. Financial mtennediat1011; Real estate services 

9. Education, health and 3ociul work 

F(('1,('R): pri<'c- t>]n~ti<'ity ofhou~ehol<l <l<'mnn<l 

<Yfi: elasticity ol substitution between lalmm anJ 1.,apllal 

crAi: elasticity of substitution between domestic supplies and imports 

1JT1; elasticity oftran>fonnntion hetwee!! 1~~~!i~ ~!.![>[>lies and exports 

Source: Piggott and Whalley (1985) 
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lt shoulcl nlso be noted that when usine, exogenous elasticity values it is seldom 

guarnntccd that the budgetary share parameters in the LES function used for the 

specification of the iepresentative household institution add up to unity. Thus, the 

calibrated values of the share parameters were scale<l such that their sum is equal to 

one. 

Other parameter estimates obtained from literature 

The estimation of the subsistence consumption level required exogenous estimates of 

the Frisch parameter. Frisch (1959) himself argued that the parameter would vary 

with income, that is, one would expect that a higher Frisch parameter exists in poorer 

countnes given the presumption of i'l <lcclinine marginal utility of money. He went so 

far as to state the following values as being applicable: -10.0 for the very poor, -2.0 

for the median part of the population; -0.7 for the better off, -0.1 for the rich. 

However, it is not clear how Frisch determined these values, and in the case of the 

LES function, the minimum absolute value must be unity if the subsistence level of 

consumption were to be positive. Tulpule and Powell (1978) used a value of -1.82 

based on Williams (1978), a value also used by Dixon et al. (1982) in calibrating 

their own general equilibrium model. Based on this information and the 

unavailability of Frisch parameter estimates for the Maltese economy, the Frisch 

parameter in the Malta GETM was assumed to stand at -1.80. 
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The value of the Phillips parnmclct was also determined exogenously. Estimates for 

the pnnimeter for the Maltese economy showed a lack of evidence in favour of wage 

flexibility (author's calculations). Howeve1, it is not excluded that a relationship 

exi:st:s between wage growth and unemployment when a single equation based on 

annual data is used. In line with these calculations, the Phillips' parameter is assumed 

to be -0.06. 

o.1..2 Estimates tor Endogenously t:alibiated Para1m'hTs 

Dnto presented in the benchmark SAM together wilh esllnrnles fo1 exogenously 

obtained parameters as specified in the previous subsection were used to calibrate 

rrnrmneters for production and consumption sides of the economy. The calibrated 

share parameters presented in Table 6.2 arc consistent with the replication of the 

bend11m1rk data hy lhc model equilibrium solutions. The estimated parameters seem 

reasonable. Share parameters of all commodities of Cobb-Douglas an<l LES 

functions add up to one and estimates for efficiency parameters also seem 

reasonable. 

The '-::tlihrate<l parameters reveal a lot about the behaviour of the various agents in 

the Maltese economy. The marginal budgetary share of the household's LES 

limctinn shows th11t h011:;;d1olch !lpcnd more than half of th~ir im;ome on 

commodities of 'food, beverages, tobacco' and 'other manufacturing'. Likewise, the 

government spends more than half of its income of commociities of 'education, 

health an<l social work'. The share parameters with respect to the investment Cobb

Douglas utility function reveal that most of investment demand is directed towards 

other manufach1ring mmmo<lities, with a significant part due to investment in 

constrnction. 

In line with a priori expectations, the subsistence level of consumption is lower than 

the actual level of consumption, also suggestmg that the Frisch parameter estimate is 

also making economic sense. Most notably, for commodities with an elasticity of 

substitution close to zero, the subsistence level of consumption accounts for the 

entire consumption level. 
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aHi : marginal budget share of household's LES utility function 

pHi · 511h5i5tienrn> lieviel of ronsnmption 

yFi : distribution parameter of capital in the industries' CES production timction 

Fi : efficiency parameter in the industries' CES production function 

ltll : share parameter in the investment utility fundion 

af:Gi · 11onB11mption shnre of government's l'obb-Uou~la~ hmrtion 

aK.Ui : oupitul share of govemment'8 Cobb-Douglas func:tion 

aLU1 : labour share ot government's Cobb-Douglas function 

yAi : distribution parameter ot imports in the Armington function 

Ai : efficiency parameter in the Armington function 

yTi : distribution parameter of export~ m the ( 'FI' hmrtJon 

Ti : efficiency parameter ot the CET function 

Source: Authors' calculations 

The distribution parameters of capital anJ labom in the indusb ies prndudion 

function are also in line with data provided in the Malta SAM. For example, the 

'agriculture, fishing and mining' industry is capital intensive, whilst the 'education, 

health and social work' industry is labour intensive. The intensity ratio between 

labour and capital in the other industries tends to be smaller as outlined in Chapter 

l•'om. 

The distribution parameters of imports and domestic consumption also reveal much 

about the industries' input structure. The 'other manufacturing' industry and the 

'food, beverages and tobacco' industry have a higher marginal propensity to import 

in their production process than other industries do. Similarly, the distribution 

parameter of exports and domestic sales reveal that the share of exports is higher in 

the 'manufacture of textiles and wearing apparel' and 'other manufacturing' than in 

other industries. 
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6.2 MODEL CLOSURE 

Once the model has been calibrated and the bench1rnirk SAM replicated, the last 

requirement for the attainment of a solution to the model is the 'closure' condition. 

This requirement to a large extent affects the policy simulation results obtained by 

the computable general equilibrium model (Sen, 1973; Taylor and Lysy, 1979). The 

problem can be mainly interpreted in two ways. In mathematical terms, the problem 

boils down to the simple notion that the model must consist of an equal number of 

equations aml emlogenous vanahle~ (unknowns). Alternatively, itthe model is built 

in Walrnsi•m 1rndi1ion and all rlccisions nrc hnsoci on optimising behaviour, the 

closure rnlc problem muld he addressed by introducing macroeconomic constraints 

that impinge upon the microeconomic behavio11r of the inclividual agents. In that case 

one would have to introduce additional balancing equations. 

The m1mher of variables and equations in the Malta GETM amount to one hundred 

fifty-two (152) and one hundred forty-eight (148) respectively. For the sake of 

simplicity, the macro closure problem in the Malta GETM was solved by making 

some variables exogcno11s (thnt is, fixed), imt1J the number ot endogenous variables 

and equations was equal. Closure was obtained by fixing the variables for capital 

supply (KS), labour supply (LS), other transfers to households (OTR), government 

savings (Su) and foreign savings (Sr) 

Model closure assured that the number of equations and endogenous variables in the 

system were equal. However, when Walras' law applies, the number or independent 

equations is reduced to one hundred forty-seven (147), once again making the system 

underrletcrmincrl The low stntes thnt when there are n markets, and n-1 of them are 

cleared, then the nth market ai.1tomatkally dears. This result follows the fad that the 

various demand equations which were used to obtain the model solution have been 

determined such that the respective budget constraints are met with. Alternatively, if 

all markets are in equilibrium and all, but one, budget constraints are binding, then 

the last budget constraint is binding as well (Dinwiddie and Teal, 1988). Hence, even 

after dropping one equilibrium condition all markets would clear. In order to get a 

square system the market clearing of the labour market equation was removed from 

the model. 
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Consequently, the numlJm of equations and endogenous vuriables in the Malta 

GRTM was unequal. One last aJ.justment to equate the number of equations and 

unknowns was the choice of one variable to act as a numcrairc. In the Malta GETM, 

the price of labour was chosen as the numeraire such that the analysis assumes that 

prices are normalised by the wage's price. This assumption is possible because in the 

spirit ofWalrasian equilibrium only the determination ofrelative pnces matter. 

6.3 IIVIPLIVll!.:NTING AND S()] ,VIN<; THE MODEL IN GAlVIS 

Since the sd of sim11lhmeo11s eq1rntiom now consists of rm equal number of 

equations and endoeeno11s variables a model solution could he obtained. But the 

resulting equations are highly nonline-ar, so they mnst he solve<l using an iterative 

numerical procedure. A demonstration that the iterative process leads or converges to 

a steady state from nn nrhltrnry s1arling point can be regarded as a proof of existence 

of equilibrium in the model (Creedy, 1997). 

This iterative process can be understood as follows. Starting with an arbitrary total 

nmount of labour (the market clearing ecprntion which was assumed to clear 

automatically as the nth market), numerical values for all the market clearing 

conditions specified in the Malta GETM are obtained. If there is excess supply in any 

market, a lower input of labour is used and 1he process is 1 epei:11ed This prncess will 

converge to equilibrium in the various markets. At this point, the assumed total 

amount of !about may be compared with the total supply generated us a result of the 

factor and goods prices as:mciatcd with equilibrium lf there is an excess supply of 

labour, the total amount of labour assumed in the first stage is increased slightly and 

the process is reperite<l ronvergenc:e is reached when there is simultaneous 

equilibrium in the labour market and a11 other markets in the model. 

The early general equilibrium tax models typically used Scarfs algorithm for the 

solution of the iterative procedure (Scarf, 1967; Scarf and Hansen, 1973) and were 

solved with codes written in FORTRAN. In recent years, however, large scale 

general equilibrium modelling has become easier with the development of the 

GAMS optimisation software (Bhattarai and Whalley, 1998). The Malta GETM was 

thus solved using the GAMS software (Brook, Kendrick and Meeraus, 1992; 
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Ruthe1fo1d, 1995). All cquilibiium comlitions wore written a.s constraints for the 

optimisation problem, with an arbitrary objective function c,alleu the 'hypothetical 

objective function'. Any solution to the optimisation problem which lies in the 

constrnint set is, by definition, nn equilibrium. 

The Malta GETM written in GAMS syntax (see Appendix 3) is essentially a set of 

statements which declare sets, data, parameters, variables, equat10ns and assign 

model relationships. Optimisation solvers, MINOS5 1.md CONUPT, 111 c the mnst 

pop111nr for solving non-linear and lmear programming problems in CiAMS, while 

PATH is a more powerful solver for mixed complementarity problems (Dirkse and 

FP-nis, 199:1). The PATH solver has been use<l to solve the Malta GETM. 

A series of tests to ensme that. the calibrated model replicated the benchmark SAM 

were carried out. First, the smgle equation solution was checked in order to enable 

the isolation of offonding equations. Second, the simultaneous solution was checked 

to ensure coherence amongst equations, that is, to make sure that the implemented 

model is reprnducin~ the baseline uata. Third, it w11s d1cd~ed that Wahas' law was 

satisfied, that is, the clearance of the nth market is equal to zero or very close to zero. 

Fourth, the homogeneity test was carried out. Since the assumptions of optimisation 

imd i11te1 acti1m w1thm r.ompe:t1tive nrnrkcts imply that the model is homogenous of 

degree zero, multiplying the numeraire price by a constant k should have produced a 

3olution where real values remained unchanged but all nomim1l vnl11es were 

multiplied by k. Once the implemented model met all the necessary conditions, it was 

ready to be used for simulation purposes. 
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C1I1apter Seven 

EF1_1"'1ClENCY AND REALLOCATION IMPACTS 

OF TAX POLICY 

The Malta GETM developed in this study is used lo measure the economic impact of 

tnx policy changes. H u::ie::i comµmutive static analysis by c,1kulati11g di ffnenn:~ 

hotween the haseline solution (equilibrium prior 1o policy chm1ge) and the 

counterfactual solution (post-reform equilibrium). This is done using two main 

inclicators: the percentage changes of endogenous variables from the basclmc 

solution aml welfare measures usmg cqmvalcnt and compensating variations. 

In line with developments outlmed in Chapter Four, the policy simulations conducted 

address only reforms that have taken place since 2001 (the year of the benchmark 

SAM). To facilitate understanding of the impact created by each of these taxes in 

terms ot etliciency, Section 1.1 estimates lhe overall dislm tlonaiy costs cr~ated by 

each of these tax instruments in the benchmark economy. It does so by completely 

removing, in tum, only taxes on consumption (simulation 2), only taxes on income 

(si11111h1tion ''), only t;:ixcs on impmis (simulation 4) and finally all three tax 

instruments together (simulation 1 ). Analysis of these simulations is mainly focused 

on observing changes in welfare, GDP, tax revenues and household consumption 

rather than ltacing the rippl~ ;itfocts ot the resulting changes on the various markets 

and institutions, 

This is followed by tax simulations intended to mimic the actual measures 

implemented by the Maltese government since 2001. These include an increase in 

consumption taxes by approximately 1 percent of GDP (simulation 5), a decrease in 

income taxes by approximately 1 percent of UDP (simulation 6) and the removal of 

import levies (simulation 7). After simulations 5, 6 and 7, the study proceeds to 

analyse the impact of the resulting tax mix (simulation 8). Analysis of results is 

conducted by first focusing on the direct impact of the policy change and then the 

ripple effects on the various markets and institutions are traced. This enables the 
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identilkation of those agents who gum and those who lose following a policy 

change 

The study proceeds hy focusing on tax efficiency in Section 7. I, thereby addressing 

simulations 1 to 4, and then estimates the impact of tax measures implemented by the 

Maltese Government since 2001 in Section 7.2. It is important to emphasise that the 

results generated by the Malta GETM will not go beyond what has been built mto the 

model in tenns ot both structure anLl assumptions. Thus the inte1 pretation oi results 

hns to he framed within this context. ln the third pent ot the chapter, the key re~mlts 

will be analysed as regards to how sensitive they are to elasticity parameters, thereby 

revealing the robustness ot impact results outlined in Sections 7.1 and 7.2. 

7.1 TAXRFFTCJENCY ANALYSIS 

This section is mainly intcndccl to mca:mre tho overall di~;tortionary costs created by 

the presence of consumption, income and import taxes in the benchmark economy. 

As outlined in Chapter Four, the ITR on consumption stood at 12.3 percent, that on 

income at 6.1 pen.:ent and that on imp01is at ") 7 percent A compnrison hctween 

benchmark and eounterfochml eqmhbna was undertaken tollowing a number of tax 

policy experiments, such that the respective ITR of the instrument under 

consideration was reduced to zero. 

Sim11l::ition 1: Elimination of taxes on income, consumption and impo1is 

Simulation 2: Elimination of taxes on income only 

Simulation J: Elimination of taxes on consumption only 

Simulation 4: Elimination of taxes on imports only 

The ultimate goal of any policy measure should be the improvement or optimisation 

of welfare in the economy. Thus it is consistent that utility measures are used to 

evaluate macro impacts of policies. However, because the utility level is expressed in 

an absolute number, it does not provide concrete ideas about the welfare status from 

a viewpoint of actual economic activities. In order to overcome this shortcoming of 

utility as a welfare indicator, monetary measures of welfare effects were used to 

obtain quantitative evaluations of how much better off or worse off households 
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a.dually arc. The mo~t common rncosur~:oi ore equivalent and compensating 

vHril-1tions, a (letaile<..l explanation of which is given in Scdion A.2.6 and A.2.7 in 

Appendix 2. The equivalent vaiiation shows what would be the income change, at 

inirf'al prices, that is welfare equivalent to the observed change in prices, while the 

compensating variation shows the amount of money required to bring the household 

back to the same level of utility as in the benchmark equilibrium following a policy 

change. Thus, in essence there is no dit'terence between the two measures. 

The overall welfare cost of laxes, as presenteci in Tnhl~ 7.1, shows that the cost of 

using consumption, income and import taxes is obviously higher than using either tax 

on its own. Indeed, the overall <..listortionary impact in simulation 1 amounts to 20.6 

percent of benchmark GDP when measured usmg the equivalent variation and 18.8 

percent when using the compensating variation. The elimination of either the 

consumpt10n or income tax (simulation 2 or 3) leads to a decline in tax revenue 

collected by government of 14 percent, such that welfare comparisons presented in 

Table 7 .1 show the relative distortionary impact created by the two types of taxes. 

The elimination of only t'1xes on income has a pnsitivc effect on the household's 

utility which could amount up to 5.3 percent of GDP when using equivalent variation 

and 5.4 percent when using compensating variation. In comparison, taxes on 

consnmp1lon lrnve significantly higher distortions. Calculations suggest that the gains 

in money metric utility resulting from the elimination of consumption taxes could 

amount up to 11.4 percent of benchmark GDP when using equivalent variation and 

to 10.5 percent when usmg compensating variation. Households ultimately bear the 

burden of nll tnxes 

T bi 71 M Mt. UtTty a c . - oney enc 11 

Equivalent Variation (EV) Compensatinf.! Variation. (CV) 

Simulation 1 20.6% 18.60% 

Simulation 2 5.3% 5.4% 

Simulation 3 11.4% 10.5% 

Simulation 4 3.6% 3.5% 

Source: Author's calculations using the Malta GETM %ofGDP 

The macroeconomic effects of these tax policies on overall GDP, consumption, 

investment, government revenue and expendifure are shown in Table 7.2 below. 
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Clearly, in terms of GDP and household consumption the adverse macroeconomic' 

Impacts o[ laxes on wnsumplion arc higher than those imposed by taxes on income. 

The relatively gieater impact on the two variables resulting from the elimination of 

only the consumption tax in comparison lo the elimination of only the income tax 

stems from lower gross of tax prices faced by the consumers. If the prices are high 

because of taxes they can increase their utility by consuming less of the heavily taxed 

connnotlily. As prices gross ottax tall following the elimination of the consumption 

tax, both domestic and tore1t,TJ1 clemancl for mm1111Hlities increases. It should however 

be noted, that this reaction initfotes a series of second round effects 1esulting from the 

interrelation between the various markets and agents in the Malta GETM which 

ultnnately impacts upon the overall macrocconom1c vunables. Howeve1, this will be 

the topic of the next section. 

Table 7.2 - Macroeconomic Impacts ·-. 

Simi Sim2 Sim3 Sim4 
GDP 7.9% 1.0% 4.8% 2.2% 
Household consumption 21.8% 5.9% 11.6% 3.8% 
Investment 86% 60% 0.4% 2.8% 
Government consumption -43.6% -22.6%, ltl.8% -

11.0% 
Tax revenue -35.5% -14.4% -14.1 % -5.0% 

Source: Author's calculations using the Malta GETM % change from baseline 

Results also suggest that the level of investment is more sensitive to the imposition 

of a tax on income rather than on consumption. Under the income tax system, the tax 

liability i~ inrn1rrrni hcfore the individual decides what to do with his money This is 

not true in the case of the cornmmption tax. Here the tax liability is created only when 

the income is spent. Therefore, the elimination of only taxes on income results in 

higher net of tax income. Assuming the same marginal propensity to save, both 

investment and demand for commodities increases as savings and the consumption 

budget increase. As in the case where taxes on consumption are increased, the effect 

of an increase in taxes on income on cons11mptio11 nn<l snvings wi11 initiate second 

round effects, but their discussion is also postponed to the next section. 

The assumption of a balanced rest of the world account (together with the non

existence of foreign savings) necessarily entails an equal impact on imports and 

exports. Should this not have been the case, consumption led growth would not be 
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the best news fo1 a small open economy like Malta whose marginal propensity to 

import is higher than in most develoµeJ count1ies. Indeed, the increase in demand for 

composite eonnnoJities resulting from the elimination of the commodity taxes 

consists of a 4.8 percent increase in domestic output delivered to the home market 

and a 9.6 percent increase in imports. In this sense, it is preferable for growth to be 

driven by increasing investment, generating more production and ultimately exports. 

Under such circumstances, taxes on consumption are deemed to have a more 

desirable impact on the economy. Howt've1, this is no! Jfdkded in the model rc.:·mlts, 

i.i;iven the simplistic a.s.sumplions made 011 the 11>1 eign ,..,edm, l11v~shmmt and 

endogenous growth. 

Meanwhile, the removal ot nnport taxes brings about an improvement in welfare of 

3.6 percent of GDP when measured using equivalent variation and 3.5 percent when 

11s1nr; compensatmg variation. Clearly, the overall distortion created by import taxes 

in the Maltese economy m 2001 1s lower than the distortion created by either the 

consumption or income taxes. From a viewpoint of its effect on macroeconomic 

varfables, the rernovl'.11 or import tl:lxes would increase GDP hy 2.2 percent when 

compared to the benchmark level. This is mainly driven by the resulting increase in 

household consumption and investment, the effect of which is mitigated by the drop 

111 government expenditure as a result oflower tax revenues. 

7.2 IMPACTS OF MALTA'S TAX REFORM POST-2001 

In line with measures implemented hy the Maltese government in recent years (see 

Chapter Pour), this section simulates the changes in ITRs on consumption, income 

m1ct imports. Whilst the previous section addressed mainly the issue of tax efficiency, 

this section is mainly mtended to identify the winners and losers of tax rnform. It 

does so by tracing the reallocation of resources and readjustment between the 

markets and agents in the Maltese economy. Each simulation is explained by its 

direct impact and by the second round (indirect) effects it generates thereafter, where 

impacts are mainly a reflection of elasticities governing the respective choices made 

by either firms or households. The simulations conducted include: 
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Simulation 5. Inc10us0 in taxes on consumption by 1 percent of benchmark GDP 

Simulation 6: Reduction in income tax by 1 percent of GDP 

Simulation 7: Removal of import levies 

Simulation 8: The resulting tax mix from incorporating simulations 5, 6 and 7 

The results obtained for each simulation are presented in two tables showing 

percentage changes from the baseline for uggrcguto vunablcs und variables at a micro 

level respeutively. The vmiabli:s indud~d arc UDP, tax 1evcm1c, comlm1p1io11 hndgd 

and household income in ~ase of the fonner, mid vHrir1hles such as composite 

commodity prices (made up of imports and domestic production dcliven~Ll to the 

home markets), household consumption, government consumption, imports, gross 

domestic output, and capital and labour demand in case of the latter. A complete 

ovet view of results is given in Appendix 1. It is important to note that a potential 

problem with the use of percentage changes is that ir a paiametc1 is small, perc1::;nt.1gc 

changes may be large relative to those of other variables. In fact, if the initial 

parameter value is zero, percentage changes to the parameter are not defined. For 

these parameters, flhsollll e drnnges we1 e ohse1 ved. 

7.2.1 Increase in taxes on consumption by 1 percent of GDP (simulation 5) 

Following an increase in taxes on consumption, the GDP of the Maltese economy is 

likely to decline by 0.8 percent and consequently so would the welfare of the Maltese 

households. The main driver of this c!f~dine is the sisnificantly lower level of 

household consumpt10n, albeit thi::l being mitigated by increases in government 

r-ons11mption expenditure. Followmg the policy implementation, government revenue 

would also be expected to increase significantly (1.6 percent). A reallocation of 

resources between the various sectors constituting the supply side of the Maltese 

economy is the likely result, with gains being recorded by the 'education, health and 

social work' (Sec9) sector and the 'financial services (including real estate services)' 

(Sec8) sector while loses would be expected to be recorded in the 'manufacturing of 

food, beverages and tobacco' (Sec2) and in the 'manufacturing of textiles and 

wearing apparel' (Sec3) sectors. The impact of these policy changes is shown in 

Table 7.3 and 7.4. 
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Ta bk 7.1- Simulation::;: Impacts on variables at an ae:e:reuate level 
W>P 

Household Income 

Household Consumption Budget 

Tax Revenue 

Transfers to household 

Source: Authors' calculation using the Malta GETM 

-0.8 % 

-0.8 % 

-0.8 % 

1.6 % 

3.3 % 

% change from baseline 

An overview of the major rc!ipomc'.l gcncrntcrl hy the polir.y r.hnnge is represented in 

l'igurc 7 .1, showing developments at an aggregate level. As the commmption tnx 

increases, the tax-inclusive price of the taxed composite commodity faced by the 

cornmmm incrt:"lnses \.)<msing ov1::rall consumption to fall by 1.5 percent. Whilst the 

reaction of overall consumption is intuitive, the change m demand for the respective 

l:ommrnht1es is the result of the decisions made by the representative hout.iehol<l upon 

the infonnation conveyed to it hy commodity prices. Two forces are at play. First, 

the homlchol<l's ubility to react to the increase in the tax-inclusive price depend~ on 

the price elasticity of household demand. When this is high, the household's reaction 

to price changes is greater bP.cm1sP. 1hP. dem<lnd fo1 the gnod is relatively elastic. 

Second, the reaction of the household demand is obviously dependent on the relative 

price movements for the various commodities. The tax increases the relative price of 

the commodity on which the tax is levied, which results in A re<lnction in the clemnnrl 

for its use by the representative household for consumption and by non-taxed 

industries for intermediate inputs. It is noticeable, that the reaction to the increase in 

the consumption tux is eieater for tho.~e commodities in which both the relative 

increase in price and the price elasticity of demand are relatively higher when 

compared to other commodities. 

For example, the change in consumption is greater for 'other manufacturing' (Com4) 

commodities than for 'education, health and social work' (Com9) because both the 

price elasticity of demand and the change in relative price arc greater in the case of 

the former. On the other hand, the reaction of household consumption of 'financial 

intermediation' (Com8) is equal to zero simply because the price elasticity of 

demand for that particular commodity is zero. The greatest changes in consumption 

are observed in the demand for 'other manufacturing' (Com4), 'textiles and wearing 

apparel' (Com3) and 'food, beverages and tobacco' (Com2) products. On the other 
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hand, no change in consumption levels of 'electricity, gus and wa1er ~rnpply' (rom'i) 

and 'finandal se1 vices (induuing real cstntc services)' (Com8) occurred. 

Meanwhile, government's revenue increased by 1.6 percent such that overall 

government consumption also increased by 1.5 percent. This increase wus rctlootod 

in consumption for all commodities except for 'food, beverages and tobacco' (Com2) 

and 'textiles and wearing apparel' (Com3). This is explained by the fact that their 

respective shares in the government's consumption budget amount(~d to zero 
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At the sc1:.und kvd (imlin:ct effects), the tnx "xr.lnsivc prices and output (und 

import) levels must ran fu1 the markets tu dcai, kaJ.ing tu a rcJ.uction in demand for 

intermediate consumption aml p1imary factors by industry. Indeed, tax-exclusive 

prices fell for all products, reflecting the drop in the consumption level of the various 

commodities as well as developments in government consumption expenditure and 

investment. It is interesting to note that the price of taxed commodities increased 

relative to the benchmark level, but not by the tull amount of the tax. This highlights 

the importance ot general equilibrium interactions. 

The overall gross domestic output and import levels fell by 0.9 percent and 1.1 

percent respectively, with the largest declines recorded in the 'manutactunng oi 

food, beverages and tobacco' (Scc2) and the 'manufacturing of textiles and wearing 

apparel' (Sed) sectors. The varying magnitudes of variation bctwoon the output nnd 

hm1seholcl consumption levels stem from the increase in gove111111ent demand fo1 

most commodities following the increase in tax revenue generated by the increase in 

consumption tax. In particular, it is noticeable that whilst the largest drop in 

household consumption WH~ recorded in t.he 'othe1 manufacturing' (Sec4) sector, the 

decline m grnss J.omestic output was greater in 'manufacturing of food, beverages 

and tobacco' (Sec2) and 'manufacturing of textiles and wearing apparel' (Sec3) 

reflecting the fact that sectors 2 and 3 had a zero buJg~tary share in government 

consumption expenditure. Albeit the drop recorded in household consumption and 

investment demand, gross domestic output and imports recorded by the 'education, 

health Ftnrl sor.rnl work' (Sec9) sector increased reflecting the increase in government 

consumption of commodities produced by that industry. Whilst the government's 

incrense in demand for commodities is also true for other sectors, the share in 

government consumption with respect to commodities produced by sector 9 (and 8) 

is significantly greater than that of other commodities. This explains the increase 

(and non-decrease) in the gross domestic output of the two sectors. 

As the levels of gross domestic output declined, the demand for factors of production 

followed suit. In line with the decline in gross domestic production, labour and 

capital demand decreased in most sectors. The decline in the demand for both factors 

was mitigated by the increase in government demand for the respective factor. Whilst 

it is assumed that there is full employment of resources in the capital market, the 
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lubom mmket allows for unemployment. Part of the decline in labour demand was in 

fact reOecteu in an im~rease of 1.0 percentage point in unemployment to stand at 7.5 

percent. These uevelopments were reflected in falling household income level as the 

increase in transfers from government (3.3 percent) following the increase in 

unemployment was not enough to compensate for the decline in demand for capital 

and labour and their respective prices. 

7.2.l Decrease in hlxl~S on income by 1 percent ol UDP {simulation 6) 

Table'/.':> shows that sud1 a policy change is estimate<i to hring Hhout an increase in 

GDP of around 0.1 percent with an improvement in money metric utility amounting 

to almost 1 percent of GDP. It is noticeable that the change in GDP gcneratcu by an 

mcrease in the consumption tax is greater (albeit in the opposite dirootion) than the 

change brought about by reducing the income tax. Government' 3 income from tax 

revenue declined by 2.5 percent and is reflected in a significantly lower share in 

GDP. The dnvers of growth are in this case attributed to consumption and 

investment. Consequently, there is a reallocation of resources away from the 

'education, health rincl sodril work' (8ec9) anll 'financial services' sectors towards all 

other sectors, most notably the 'manufacturing of food, beverages and tobacco' 

(Sec2), 'manufacturing of textiles and wearing apparel' (See3) and 'other 

manufacturing' (Sec4) sectors. The impact of this policy change is shown in Tables 

7.5 and 7.6. 

Table 7.5 - Simulation 6: Impacts on variables at an a22regate level 
GDP 

Household income 

Household Consumption Budget 

Tax Revenue 

Transfers to household 

Source: Authors' calculation using the Malta GETM 

0.1 % 

0.2% 

11% 

-2.5 % 

1.0 % 

% change from baseline 

A graphical representation tracing the institution's responses throughout the 

economy is given by Figure 7.2. The direct impact of a decrease in the ITR on 

income entails an increase in household income (0.2 percent) and consequently a 

larger consumption budget (1.3 percent) and household savings (1.1 percent). Since 

the marginal propensity to save is constant, investment took up approximately 21 
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percent of the net of tax. i110rcasc in income. The increases recorded m mvcstmcnt 

reflected increnses Jn the demand fo1 ~ommoditii;;s prnduccd by the 'other 

manufacturing' (Sec4), 'financial se1vices' (Sec8) and 'education, health and social 

work' (Scc9) sectors. Meanwhile, government's revenue from taxation foll by 2.5 

percent leading to lower government consumption levels (4.0 percent). 

The increase in the consumption budget bro113ht i:iho11t nn increase in the 

consumption of<11l pro<lncts whose rrrnrgirrnl hndge1nry shnrn in the hmrnehol<l's LT\S 

utility function is greater than zero. The greatest increases were recorded in 

'manufacturing of foo<l, hevernges an<l tohacco' (Sec2) and 'other manufacturing' 

(Sec4) sectors simply because the marginal budgetary share of 'food, beverages and 

tobacco' (Com2) and 'other manufacturing' (Com4) products is relatively higher 

than that of other commodities. Meanwhile, no increase in consumption was 

recorded in the consumption of 'electnc1ty, gas and water supply' (Com5) and 

'financial services' (Com8) because their marginal budgetary share was equal to 

zero. It is important to note that in case of commodities for which the price elasticity 

of demand is perfectly inelastic, the subsistence consumption constitutes the entire 

expenditure on that commodity (see equation 5.5). Consequently, the marginal 

budgetary share would be zero. 
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Following the increase in consumption of most products, the prices of composite 

commodities rose across all sectors, including sectors ) and 8 The increi:ise in the 

price of these two composite commodities can be explained by the increase recorded 

in final demand expenditure, most notably investment. 

At the same time, the increase in household consumption generated an overall 

increase in domestic output delivered to the domestic market of 0.2 percent. From a 

sectoral perspective, domestic 011tp11t rep;istere<l increases in line with developments 

in final expenditure. The declme m output recorded by the 'financial services' (Sec9) 

sector 1s due to the sector's share in government's decline in consumption 

expenditure. It is also interesting to note that the decline in the sales of 'education, 

health and social work' (Com9) commodities was accompanied by a 0.2 percent 

increase in the price of the commodity produced by the very same sector. This is 

explained by the fact that government's expenditure on particular composite 

commodities is not directly dependent on price developments, but rather on the 

amount of tax revenues generated. 

The increase in household consumption expenditure also increased the demand for 

imported commodities (except sector 9). Indeed, overall imports increased by 0.9 
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percent when compared to the benchmark lewd. i\s imports together with gross 

domestic output constitute the supply of composite commodities, the developments 

in terms of impo1t by the va1i0us sectors were in line with the changes observed in 

gross domestic output, and hence also with household consumption expenditure. 

Developments in industries' capital and labour demand were in line with the changes 

recorded in gross domestic product10n. A reallocation o± resources is noticeable 

towards those sectors in w hkh gross domestk prndudion ine;rcascd, mainly away 

±rom 'hmmcial services' (<_'01118) an<i 'e<incation, health anci sod<ll work' (Com9) 

towards 'manufacturing of food, beverages and tobacco' (Com2) and 'manufactming 

of textiles and wearing apparel' (Com3) sectors. The sectoral increases in capital and 

labour demand were dependent upon the distribution parameters of capital and labour 

in the industries' CES production functions 12
. For example, an mcrcase m gross 

domestic production in sector 1 led to an increase in capital which was larger in share 

than the increase in labour. On the contrary, the larger share of the decline in sector 

9's gross domestic output was accounted for by labour demand. 

7.2.3 Removal of import levies (simulation 7) 

Estimates show that such a policy change should bring about an increase in GDP of 

around O.J percent and an improvement in household welfare of 0. 7 percent of 

benchmark GDP. Tax revenue declined by 0.9 percent and consequently so did 

government consumption. Meanwhile, a reallocation of resources towards the 

'nrnn11factm1ns of textiles and wearing apparel' (Sec3) is also noted. The impact of 

removing import levies is shown in Tables 7.'l and 7.8 and reflected graphically in 

Fi3me 7.?i. 

Table 7.7 - Simulation 7: Impacts on variables at au a22re~ate level 
GDP 

IIuu~elwlJ int;ome 

Household Consumption Budget 

Tax Revenue 

Transfers to household 

Source: Authors' calculation using the Malta GETM 

0.3% 

0.3 % 

0.3 % 

-0.9% 

-1.4 % 

% change from baseline 

12 Since percentage changes from the base could be misleading, absolute change were observed. 
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The elimim1tion of taxes on impm ls results in a dedine in the µtic,c of composite 

commodities that the househokls face, causing overall consumption of the composite 

commodity to increase by 0.6 percent (see Table 7.8). The increase in the purchases 

of composite commodities is higher in those sectors which are taxed relative to non

taxed sectors as reflected in the 'agriculture, fishing and quarrying' (Seel), 

'manufactming of food, beverages and tobacco' (See2) and 'other manufacturing' 

(SecJ) sectors. lt is only tho:-ie cmnmoditit'ls which ;~r.r,rnmt foi lmr,c slrnrcs in 

government consumption expenditure that experience a fall in rlem;md clne t.o lower 

tax revenues. Mainly this reflects two changes. First, it reflects the increase in 

household consumption for those commodities whose price elasticity of demand 11' 

greater than zero (that 1s, not perfectly elastic). Second, the lower price of imports -

which is nltinrntely reflected in a lower price for composite commodities has an 

ettect on the cost ot intc1111ediute consumption used by the vai lous industlies, 

particularly those with a high marginal propensity to import. This is particularly 

reflected by the domestic output delivered to the home market in sector 3 as it 

increases by 5 percent compared to ;:i 1.6 percent increase in the imports of the same 

commodity. 

The relative price of imports of commodities which are subject to tax is now lower 

than that of domestic commodities. For the given elasticities of substitution (ranging 

from 1.75 to 2.89) and the decline in import prices, the increase in import demand is 
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substantially highc1 relative to the d1angc in demand for domestically produced 

commodilics. This is most evident fm those sectors whose impmted commodities 

were subject to high import levies. 
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It is also noticeable that as gross domestic output rises, overall labour demand also 

rises (0 <> pen~1·mt), pi:nllcnlarly 111 those sectors which benefit the most from lower 

prices for their intermediate consumption, that is, the 'manufacturing of textiles and 

wearing apparel' (Sec3), the 'other manufacturing' (Sec4) sector and the 'electricity, 

gas and water supply' (Se~'5) se~tor. Mennwh1le, overall capital <lemand remains 

unchanged, but with n renllocntion of resources away from those sectors that produce 

products for which demand has fallen and towards those sector for which gross 

domestic output has increased, most notably the 'manufacture of textiles and wearing 

apparel' (Sec3) sector. 

As a result of increasing household and industry demand, on aggregate, imports 

increased by 1.4 percent, with the largest changes experienced by those sectors in 

which the ITR on imports was highest. In particular instances, the lower priced 

imports acted as a substitute to gross domestic output as evidenced mainly in 

'agriculture, fishing and mining' (Seel), 'manufacturing of food, beverages and 

tobacco' (Sec2) and 'education, health and social work' (Sec9) sectors. 
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7.2.4 Tbe ''new" tax polky mix (simulation 8) 

Simulation 8 brings together measures implementeJ by the Maltese government 

since 2001 in an attempt to i<lentify the winners anJ losers of the "new" tax policy 

mix and the resulting impact on welfare and GDP. These include an increase in 

consumptions taxes of approximately 1 percent of GDP, a decrease in consumption 

taxes of approximately 1 percent of UDP and the removal of import levies. The 

impact of these policy changes is shown in Table 7.9 and Table 7.10. 

Table '7 .9 Simulation 8; Impacts on variables at an aggre1Zate level 
GDP 

Household lnrom~ 

Household Consumption Budget 

Tax Revenue 

Transfers to hon.~chold 

Source: Au1hors' calculmion using !he Malta OJJTM 

-0.2% 

-O.J% 

0.9% 

-1.8% 

2.8% 

% chan,r;e.fh:;m baseline 

When compared to the benchmark level, the GDP resulting from the "new" tax 

policy mix fell by 0.2 percent. However, ii is suggested that the Maltese households 

are actually better off m terms of welfare by approximately 0.1 percent of GDP. This 

reflects the resulting increase in overall consumption (0.2 percent) which is, in turn, 

1he mrnlt of decline in both consumption and import taxes. The other <lriver of 

economic growth was the increase in investment. The seemingly contrasting outcome 

of an increase in welfare while GDP declined is expl::iineci by the fall in overall 

government consumpt10n (3.3 percent) as its revenue from taxes foll by 1.8 percent. 
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Most of the incrense in final demand was catered for by an incrense in imports (0.9 

percent), as a result of both the removal of import taxes and Malta's high marginal 

propensity to import. However, gross domestic output also increased by 0.1 percent, 

thereby increasing the demand for capital (0.1 percent). However, a drop in overall 

employment was recorded such that the unemployment rate stood ut 7.3 pt":n.:t:nt. 

Consequently, transfers to household increased, further depressing the government's 

consumption budget. 

Overall, the new tax policy mix also resulted in a reallocation of resources mainly 

towards the 'manufacturing of textiles and wearing apparel' (Sec3) and the 'other 

manufacturing' (Sec4) sectors from 'education, health and social work' (Sec9). 

7.2.S A note on the generation of tax revenue and behavioural responses 

Table 7.11 shows that following the reduction of tax rates on income (simulation 6) 

and imports (simulation 7), the behavioural response of the various institutions raised 

taxable income. Indeed, when no behavioural response is considered, the reductions 

in tax rates on income and imports would have resulted in declines of Lml7.l 

million and Lm6.5 million respectively. However, the tax revenue declined by only 

Lml2.7 million and Lm4.6 million when the institutions' behavioural responses were 

incorporated into the analysis. Therefore, while any tax rate cut that could 

completely pay for itself would be unusual, this study showed that taxpayer 
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bd1aviom can offset a ::mbslanlial po1lion or cslima.tod revenue loss. The same affect 

is ohservnhle in the opposite lllrection in simulation 5 as consumption lax increases 

by 1% of GDP. 

T bi 711 I t t a e . - mpac on ax revenue 
Tax revenue change in no Tax revenue change in case 
behavioural response case of behavioural 1·esponse 

Simulation 5 18.8 7.8 

Stnrnlatlon () I 7.1 12.7 

Simulation 7 -6.5 -4.6 

Source: Author's calculations Lm million 

7.3 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

Tlns sect1on r,1ves rin ove1 view or the results of a number of sensitivity analysis tests 

oht11lnc:ci with the n.irn or testing llrn unue1pi1111ings or the Malta GDTM. The 

elasticity parameter values used in the Malta GETM (see Section 6.1) are subject to 

error and change. In order to understand the implications of these potential changes 

or errors on conclusions drawn from the model in Sedions 7 1 mid 7.7., the 

robustness of the model is tested by means of sensitivity analysis of the results to 

eight sets of substitution elasticities between labour and capital, between domestic 

supplies and imports and between domestic supplies and exports. Thus, this section 

helps to gauge the correctness of the assumed elasticity values. 

Th" proccciurc micd for conducting sensitivity analysis was lo constrnct a umµ,c 

around the central estimate of the parameters used in the main model and comluct 

eight simulations, in each of which every elasticity value is varied by either plus of 

minus a particular range, keeping all other elasticities fixed. For simplicity, the 

results of the conducted experiments are compared to levels and changes in gross 

domestic output in the baseline scenario. 

Chart 7.1 shows the sensitivity of gross domestic output to assumptions made on the 

elasticity between capital and labour. The model appears to be quite robust to 

changes in the elasticity values between capital and labour. However, it is observed 

that the costs of an increase in consumption taxes (simulation 5) are higher in an 

economy which has a high elasticity of substitution between capital and labour. At 
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the same time, the gains from dccrcasmg mcomc (simulation 6) and import 

(simulation 7) taxes arc higher for an economy with a relatively high elasticity of 

substitution between the two vaiiablcs. It is also noted, that gross domestic output 

level is more sensitive to the reduction in consumption taxes than it 1s in the case of 

changes in income and import taxes (see Chart 7.2). 
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S~nsltivity analysis 1csults with rcspcd tu dastic·itics of substitution bctwrnm 

rlomestir. snpplies ::incl impor1s are shown in Chait 7.3 and 7.4. As the elasticity 

between the two parameters is varied by -80 percent to +80 pe1cent, the changes in 

the gross domestic output level docs not exceed 0.03 percent, suggesting that the 

results generated by the Malta GETM are robust. However as the elasticity of 

substitution increases, the costs of increasing consumption taxes and the gains of 
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reducing income and impu1 t taxes increase. ln line with a priori cxpcctutions, Chmi 

1.4 reveF1ls thFlt. taxes on consumption and impm ts tend tu be more sensitive to 

changes in elasticity values assigned to the Armington CES function simply because 

both taxes have a dirccl impact on prices of composite commodities while taxes on 

income do not. 

The robustness of the results obtained in Sections 7 .1 and 'J .2 have also been tested 

with rospoct to variations in the elasticity of tnurnformnl10n he1ween dnmes1ic snpply 

nnrl exports. Once again the results obtained appear to he rohnst (see Chart 7.1). 

Furthermore, it is observed that the cost of increasing taxes on consumption tends to 

he greF1ter for higher elasticity values. The positive effects on output for lower 

income and impm t taxes arc also higher for higher elasticity values between 

domestic supply and ex.ports. It is ubo noted that the sensitivity to these elasticity 

values is greater for changes m import taxes than for taxes on income and 

consumption (see Chart 7.6). 
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Overall, it can be conclmle<l that the results gene1 a.tell hy the Malta GETM in Section 

7.1 and Section 7.2 are robust and almost linear as commonly found in literature13
. 

This information is extremely valuable in policy analysis as it allows for a significant 

degree of confidence in recommending policy changes. 

13 See Bhattarai and Okyere (2005) 
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Chapter Eight 

CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

This sluuy sought lo provide an overview ot the fundamentals ot CUE modelling by 

addressing issues related lo lh~ com;ttuction i.Uld k)gk oJ <l :iA M fo1 the Mnltc'.ic 

economy, tollowed by a description of the fo111111lation, rnnnerkal cHiihrntion and 

solution of the Malta GETM. It has been pul into practice in an attempt to 

quantitatively analyse the dislorlionary impacts created by the presence of laxes in 

the Maltese economy and the affects of major tax policy measures implemented by 

the Maltose government since 2001. These include an increase in consumption taxes 

hy I percent ol UDP, a decrease in income taxes by 1 pcn:,cnt or GDP and the 

removal of import levies. '1 'he approach adopted uses comparative static analysis by 

calculating ditforences between the baseline solution and the counterfactual solution. 

At this point a cautionary note is warranted. Models such as this one often have 

lurking within them several key driving forces that originate in their SAM database, 

algeh1 i'ltC strncturc 11nd parameter assumptions, but whoso influence on the model's 

results remain hidden and open to misattribution. On this line of thought, an attempt 

was made to challenge the results until they were in accordance with economic logic 

and intuition. Fmihennore, 1t should be noted that the model's usefulness in policy 

analyses owes less to its predictive accuracy, and more to its ability to shed light on 

the economic mechanisms through which price and quantity adjustments arc 

transmitted amongst markets. This generates a great amount of information which 

has been summarised in the following sections. 

8.1 EFFICIENCY AND IMPACT ANALYSIS OJ.<' MALTA'S TAX POLICY 

In line with studies based on past experience (see Feldstein, 2006), the study 

concludes that cutting taxes stimulates economic activity. The behavioural changes 

raise taxable incomes, and that in tum reduces the revenue cost of lowering tax rates. 

While any tax rate cut that could completely pay for itself would be unusual, this 
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:study :showed that taxµuyci behaviour oan offset a substantial portion of estimated 

revenue loss. 

from a tax efficiency perspective, the prcscnco of oither consumption or income 

taxes had an impact of similar size on government's tax revenue collections, but the 

distortionary costs created by the fonner by far outweighed those created by the 

latter. This result is a reflection of the direct impact on pnces brought about by 

changes in consumption tax. However, it should be nol<~d 1ha1 1he rela1ivdy lowl.!t 

distortionary impact created by income trrxes is probably ::i mnseq11ence of the 

inability of the model to cater for the choice between work and leisure. 

Results also suggest that the distortionary impact of consumption taxes tends to fall 

more heavily 011 GDP and consumption levels. llowcvcr, the level of mvcstmont 

seems to be more sensitive to the imposition of a tax on income rather than on 

consumption. This result stems from the fact that under the income tax system, the 

tax liability is incurred before the individual decides what to do with his money. This 

is not true in the case of consump1ion 1axes. Here the tax liability is created only 

when the income is spent. 

Meanwhile, the ovcrnll distortion (in terms of welfare) created by import taxes in the 

Maltese economy in 2001 is lower than the distortion created by either the 

consumption or income taxes, reflecting the fact that its share in government revenue 

is relatively smaller. From a viewpoint of its effect 011 11111.c:rocconomic vnrlables, the 

removal of import taxes would increase GDP more than the removal of income taxes 

would, but less 1lrnn consumption taxes. 

Thus, the results derived from the Malta GETM reveal that generating a given 

amount of tax revenue is more distortionary in the form of consumption and import 

taxes than in the form of income taxes because of their direct effect on commodity 

prices. On the other hand, investment appears to be more sensitive to changes in 

income tax. Indeed, the conclusion reached from a tax efficiency perspective would 

have to be reversed if the model was reformulated to incorporate endogenous growth 

as reductions in income tax increase investment and in tum generate higher GDP 

growth. 
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Provirlerl with jnsight with respecl 1o the relative metits and Jemeiits of the vaiious 

tax instruments analysed, the impacts of the actual measures implemented by the 

Maltese government since 2001 were ostimuted. A change in the rate of any tax 

instrument - subject to experiment in this study - has a direct impact on government 

revenue and household consumption. The effect on these variables initiates a series 

of second round effects lninging change in output per industry, rcsultmg in u 

rnallocation ot resources (in terms ot capital und lubour) from lhose i11rh1s1Jies whose 

011tp11t rlocrnnses towards those mdustries whose output increases The t11111l effect 

will then determine the welfare of households, the improvement of which should be 

the. lllti1m1te goal of any pohcy measure. The four experiments conducted in this 

regard yielded the following conclusions. 

Firs1, i1 is snggested that incrensing 1hc tax rate on consumption by 1 percent of GDP 

would have reduced the GDP by 0.8 percent. As pnces increase, household 

consumption falls, resulting in a reallocation of resources from the 'manufacturing of 

too<l, heverages and tobacco' and 'manufach1ring of texliles mid wearing appa1e1' 

sectors towards the 'education, health and social work' and the 'financial services' 

sectors. In this case, government revenue increased by 1.6 percent. 

Second, according to the results derived from the Malta GETM, the lower tax rates 

on income in the Maltese economy relative to the 2001 ITR could have incre11serl 

GDP by around 0.1 percent while tax revem1e rleclmed hy '2..5 percent. Whilst in the 

previous experiment negative growth was <lriven hy a decline m consumption levels 

following an mcrease in the tax rate on consumption, contributions to economic 

growth are in this case allribulerl to improvements in both consumption and 

investment levels. These developments should have led to a reallocation of resources 

away from 'education, health and social work' and the 'financial services' sectors 

towards 'manufacturing of food, beverages and tobacco', 'manufactunng of textiles 

and wearing apparel' and 'other manufacturing' sectors. It can thus be concluded that 

the developments observed by simulating an increase in consumption taxation and a 

reduction in income taxation resulted in similar reallocation effects in the opposite 

direction. 
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The third 111aj01 ~x.pelimrnl was aimctl lo t:slimale the impact brought about by the 

removi=il of import levies. The results generated by lhe Malla OETM suggest lhal 

GDP could have increased by around 0.3 percent aml consequently so would the 

welfare of the Maltese households. While the increase in GDP exceeds that generated 

by a reduction in the income tax rate, the welfare improvements are significantly 

lower. This is explained by a relatively small mcrease m household consumption (0.6 

percent) antl a 1dalivdy small tledine in government consumption (0.8 percent). The 

latter contributes to Malta's GDP, but has no dilcct ctli:d on hom:d1okl wdfa1e. As a 

result ren.llocation of resources towards the 'manufac:turing of textile<; an<l wearing 

apparel' sector 1s also noted. 

The impacts of the "new" tax policy mix resulting from the implementation of all 

three~ mcHs1ircs 1o8c1hcr were estimated to reduce GDP by 0.2 percent. However, it is 

suggested th'1t M;.ille.se horn;eholds arc actually better off in terms of welfare by 

approximately 0.1 percent of GDP retlecting the overall mcrease in household 

consumption. The other driver of economic v-owth was mvestment. The seemingly 

contrasting outcome of an increase in welfare while GDP dedined is explainetl hy 

the fall in overall government consumption (3.3 percent) as its revenue from taxes 

foll by 1.8 percent. Overall, it is also suggested that the new tax policy mix resulted 

in a 1ealloeatio11 of 1esom1-,~s nrninly towards the 'manufacturing of textiles and 

wearing apparel' (Sec3) and the 'other manufacturing' (Sec4) sectors from 

'education, health and social work' (Sec9). 

The reallocation towards 'mam1fadminr; of textiles and wearing apparel' seems to 

contrast the actual developments experienced hy the Maltese economy in recent 

years. However, comparisons of this type are not considered to be appropriate, 

particularly because a number of other exogenous effects have influenced the 

performance of the Maltese economy during this period. The emergence of the 

Chinese and Indian economies as major competitors to Malta's manufacturing 

industry is just one of many. Therefore, as pointed out earlier, this type of modelling 

is not intended as a forecasting tool, but rather to shed light on the direction and 

extent of change recorded by endogenous variables within the Malta GETM 

following the implementation of a particular policy change. 
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Jlrnm a thc01ctkal pcrspcdivc, a numbci of points stand out from those experiments: 

• First, it is interesting to note that the reaction to the increase in the 

consumption tax rate is greater for those commodities in which both the 

relative increase in price and the price elasticity of demand are relatively 

higher when compared to other commodities. 

• Second, the (tax-inclusive) pike ol taxed l~ommorlilies increased relative to 

the benchmark level, but not by the full a11101mt This highlights the 

importance of general equilibrium interactions. 

• Third, folluwmg a 1cuudion in income tax rntos, the increase in the 

con:mmption budget brought about an increase in consumption of all products 

whose margrnal budgetary share in the household's LES utility function is 

greater than zero. These happen to be those products whose price elasticity of 

demand is not perfectly inelastic and consequently subsistence consumption 

does not constitute the entire expenditure on Hrnt commodity. 

• And lastly, the increase in consumption for commodities following the 

n;mov11l nf import lcvic~ i~ higher for those products to which an import levy 

applied relative to non-taxed sectors. The sectors that benefit most from this 

reform are those sectors with a high marginal propensity to import. 

8.2 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

The robustness of the results outlined ahove was checked by means of a sensitivity 

analysis. The impacts for varying values of elasticities of substitution between capital 

and labour, domestic supply and imports, and domestic supply and exports reveal 

thatthe results generated by the Malta GETM are quite robust. 

The analysis has also provided further insight into the possible effects of varying 

elasticities of substitution. First, it is observed that the distortionary costs and 

benefits of changes in taxation are higher in an economy with high elasticities of 

substitution, be it between labour and capital or between domestic supplies and 
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imp01ts 01 between Jomesti(; suµµlics aml exports. Second, it is noticeable that the 

gross domestic output level Is more sensitive to d1anges in consumption taxes than 

for income and import taxes for varying levels of elasticity of substitution between 

capital and labour. Third, taxes on consumption and imports tend to be more 

sensitive to changes in elasticity values between domestic supplies and imports than 

income taxes. Fourth, the sens1tlv1ty to varying values of the elasticity of substitution 

between domestic supplies and exp01ts is greater for changes in import taxes than for 

income and consumption taxes. 

8.3 POLICY RECOMlVlENDATIONS 

The conclusions reached from the conducted experiments constitute lhe basis f()r 

providing advice to policy makers as how to best use tax policy as a tool to meet the 

government's goals outlined in Chapter One, that 1s, to generate su1Ticient tax 

revenne ::inci to promote economic growth. However, the improved performance of 

the economy as a whole must not undermine the well-being of specific sectors or 

households in the economy. This section highlights how the conclusions reached in 

tlrn discussion above can be used to meet these goals R ecommencfations rirc hriscci 

on results dorivod from this study alone, ignoring the possibility of alternative 

assumptions. The robustness of the results outlined in the previous section allows for 

a s1gm±icant degree ot confidence in recommendations. The possibility of changes in 

taxes on imports is not considered here because EU rules do not allow the imposition 

of such levies. 

Tt can he said that reductions in tax rates of any tax instrument are likely to boost 

Malta's 1.?conomi<' rtrtivity The conclnsions rcachcci above snggcst thnt the gnins nre 

likely to be higher when the measures implemented are in the form of a reduction in 

consumption tax. However, consumption led growth is not the best of news for a 

small, open economy like Malta's that depends heavily on foreign trade. In these 

circumstances, a reduction on income taxes may be more ideal if the policy maker is 

aiming for investment led growth. 

Prom the perspective of generating tax revenue, income and consumption taxes 

appear to be equally effective. However, it should be noted that the imposition of any 
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tax. will lning about a change in behaviour of the various a.gents in the economy. 

With this in mind, the rcs1111s 0111lined above suggest that a tax. on consumption of 

commodities for which demand is highly inelastic is likely to generate relatively 

higher tax revenues for the government simply because household consumption of 

that commodity will respond relatively less to changes in the tax-inclusive price. 

However, the targeting of such commodities with the aim of reducing "harmful" 

consumption may prove unsuccessfol. 

Whilst the two goals ot hoostm~ economic activity and g,eneniting s11fticient tax 

revenue - were up to now addressed individually in this section, reality calls for the 

achievement of both goals simultaneously. Whilst striking a balance between the two 

is merely the policy makers' job, it shoulJ be pointed out that lower tax rates arc 

likely to imluce behavioural changes thut raise taxable income, and this in tum 

reduces that cost of lowerins 1ax rates. While the results showed that tax payer 

behaviour can offset substantial portions of estimated revenue loss, any tax rate cut 

that could completely pay for itself would be unusual. Thus, contrary to suggestions 

that such reforms may be self-financing, the results obtained in this sludy suggest the 

economy <loes benefit from such stimulus but at a much smaller pace than expected. 

The conclusion 1.rn1lin~d in Scc11011 8.). rilso revcal8 that higher elasticity values, for 

capital and labour in particular, are likely to amplify the effect of changes in taxation. 

This has important implications from a policy making perspectiw~ becm1se 

elasticities of substitution tend to be higher 111 the long run. This means that a tax rate 

cut is likely to increase GDP relatively more in the long run when compared to the 

short nm. 

And finally, the conclusions outlined in Section 8.J above highlight the usefulness of 

general equilibrium analysis for obtaining information on who gains and who looses 

following a policy change. Such information is revealed both in terms of agents (that 

is, industries and households) and in terms of aggregate macroeconomic variables. 

Therefore, it is recommended that general rather than partial equilibrium analysis is 

undertaken to evaluate the impact of major reforms in the Maltese economy to fully 

understand ultimate impact of the implemented measures. 
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8.4 LIMITATIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR FlJRTHER RESEARCH 

The recommendations were based on the results generated by the Malta GETM 

presented in this study, which arc in tum subject to a number of limitations that stem 

from the design and implementation of both the model and the experimental 

conditions under which it is simulated. For example, it is observable that most of the 

reallocation within the Maltese economy reflects changes in government's 

consumption. This deficiency results from the way in which the government 

imititution ha:,i been inco1pornted into the Malta OflTM The 11se of a rohh-Do11glM 

utility function for its specification has the short-coming of not being able to account 

for government's "subsistence" consumption. This is particularly problematic in 

cases of public administration expenditure - mostly directed towards the 'education, 

health and social work' sector - which tends to he highly melast1c. 

A second important limitation is the constancy of the net export position of the 

economy. A more realistic model would permit the trade balance to adjust in 

rc~.ipmrne to drnnges in aggregate income and domestic commorlity prices relative to 

world prices. Such modification is likely to reveal important information given the 

dependence of the Maltese economy on external trade. 

Another shortcoming is the treatment of both capital and labour as being in inelastic 

supply. Furthermore, both factors are modelled as homogenous, mobile factors 

whose input may be reallocated among industries in a frictionlcs::1 manner a::i relative 

pric~s drnne~. In rei'llity, rcrluctions in an activity arc likely to entail substantial 

capital "scrap" and associntcd short s1m cost~. 

Notwithstanding these limitations this study contributes by providing a detailed 

coverage of the multi-stage process of constructing a computable general equilibrium 

model, by providing further insight into the economic processes triggered by tax 

reform, and by setting the stage for further research. For example, if the policy maker 

requires better identification of the winners and losers of a policy change, the model 

could be extended to a multiple household model by incorporating data from a family 

expenditure. As for the recent suggestions made by the Maltese government that a 
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1cdudio11 in labom ine;omc lax rnlcs can adually iucn;L\Sc lax rc:vmuc: because people 

choose to work more and declare more income, the labom-leisure d1oie;e may be 

incorporated into the household's utility function. 

Furthermore, this is a static model and useful only for comparative static analysis 

between two equilibria. lt cannot say anythmg about the inter-temporal adjustment 

from one equilibrium to the next. In spite of this shortcoming the steady solutions of 

dynamic models arc ollcn close lo compmuliw static results of slutk. mod~ls. 

8.5 CONCLUSION 

Despite the limitations, this study produced interesting results in line with economic 

theory and intuition. In particular, it has shown how quantitative estimates of welfare 

and resource reallocation impacts con be ohtame<l hy an apphed OETM, making 

possible thP. nnnlysis of <listortionnry impacts create<l hy the various tax instmments 

and identifying the winners and losers following a policy change. This study thus 

sets out a framework to aid tax policy formulation in the Maltese economy by 

providing insight into how this economic tool c:m he uscci to recognise the extent to 

which taxos change behaviours. 
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Appendix 1 - Simulation Results Using the iVIalta GETiVI 

A.1.1 - Social Accounting Matrix (SAM) for the Maltese Economy 2001 lmllll0.1 
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Sectors Commodities Value Added Taxes 

Secto;~--······ 
Al 1-.1 AJ l~1 A1 A§ /\? M A2 AJ(l .~l1 Al.fr M~ i\H i\ I~ l\)(i Al7 A!~ Al9 A20 A2l A22 A23 A24 A25 A26 A27 A28 A29 A30 

1\uric11lt11w, fi'hinlJ anrl mining Al 4247 34224 1184 7249 114265 4546 165716 

Manufacturing of food, beverages and tobacco A2 17084 352 l l 11909 ?~7416 321620 

Manufacturing of textiles and wearing apparel A3 2515 38254 81649 122418 

Other manufacturing A4 12786 14922 13478 428815 14090 69570 1331 21162 209j62 26312 300871 1113700 

1-l~•·trtc.lty, gns nncl wnter supply A!' 3'581 5359 4057 976'.I 4445 7890 778 4171 14170 716 56005 

WhQl~~al~ and l'P.1ail trnd.1:1, Jlott'h and J't·~tamanl~ Al\ 11651 11696 12451 25096 17332 12357 38919 6910 1n11 103715 10027 1r,g431 

Tran:sport. stornq,e and comml1nication A7 6740 11842 32132 41684 40373 18631 12585 101464 5889 l/1339 

Fimmcial intP.nnedhttion; R~~I F~tatP. ~Ptvi~~i! AS 10181 15508 18090 8177 46422 36144 66918 13673 120586 23063 13524 392489 

Education, health and social work A9 4619 4719 2087 8862 104713 196791 591 322381 
Commodities 
Agriculture, fishing and mining AIO 131780 6691 138471 
Manufacturing of food, bewrages and tobacco All 163664 33717 197381 
Mnn11foeturing nf\e.•!ilo• on<l wearing npporo.l i\11 1179'i 89010 122.ll)~ 

Other mnnufncturlng AU 129891 ;11>919 ~81i8JJ 

Electricity, gas and water "'PPIY Al4 55947. 3261 59203 
Wholesale and retail trodo: Hotola and rcstouronts A15 237960 165598 40l5.58 
Transport, storage and communication Al6 196970 174878 371848 
Financial intennediation; Real Estate Services Al7 284270 68678 352948 
Education, health and social work A18 298717 40145 338862 
ValueAtlded 
Capital Al9 356'13 2754'/ 13799 151381 10132 148143 90415 162591 70039 15804 /.ll;2; 
Labour A20 10445 21627 18135 132384 8420 91977 66877 65828 153352 80588 649633 
Household A2l 731525 649633 134518 1515677 
Government A22 121064 118971 123696 41623 93121 498475 
Taxes 
Tn11. on Conunouilks (VAT) A2J 26017 13591) 1,~111 1011~ )~n 17106~ 

Tax on labour A24 6521 8650 8304 28329 6055 11140 12134 9154 28683 118971) 
Tax on capital A25 10126 8793 7125 27591 4641 17345 14602 21557 11916 123696 
Import duties and levies A26 5888 13225 7249 14061 1198 41623 
Tax on income A27 93121 91171 
Investment A28 ] 14986 314986 
Ilu1 oftht Wo1ld A29 280-M 118711 68231 70111 l 63 J017J 71J69 97972 19588 ,l,11!!_~17 -------- "" ____ ....._ 
Totill A30 165713 321620 122418 1113700 56005 268432 171339 392489 322381 138471 19'/381 122305 886833 59103 403558 371848 35295 l J38862 '/.11525 649633 15156'7'7 498415 121064 1189'/l 123696 41623 93121 314986 1138911 
Source: Author's Calc11lat10ns 



Table A.1.2 - P · f C c dif 
Commodity Scml Sim2 Sim3 Sim4 Sim5 Sim6 Sim7 Sim8 

1 Agriculture, fishing and m:ning 4.6% 1.7% 5.8% -4.0% -0.8% 0-3% -0.7% -1.2% 

2 Manufacturing of food, beverages and tooacw 3 ()%, 1.6% 5.3% -5.2% -0.7% 0.3% -1.0% -1.4% 

3 Manufacturing of textiles <::nd wearing appard -2.3% 1.2% 4.3% -10.2% -0.6% 02% -1.9% -2.3% 

4 Other manufactuiing 5 6% 1.5% 5.1% -1.3% -0.7% 0.3% -0.2% -0.7% 

5 Electricity, gas and water supply 78% 1.5% 5'W' ...... /'(} 1.4% -0.7% 0.3% 0.3% -0.2% 

6 Wholesale and retail trade; Hotels and resta1.11rants 8 7% 1.7% 5.8% 1.5% -0.8% 0.3% 0.3~~ -0.2% 

7 Transport, storage and communication 77'% 1.5% 5.4% 1.0% -0.8% 0.3% 0.2% -0.3% 

8 Financ:al intermediation; Real Estate Services 92% 1.8% 6.2% 1.5% -0.9% 0.3% 0.3% -0.2~{, 

9 Education, health and social work 4.3% 0.9% ,... ')0:' 
..) ...... 10 0.3% -0.5% 0.2% 0.1% -0.2% 

Source: Author's calculations using the Malta GETM % change from basel'ne 

Table A.1.3 - Price of Domestic Production 
Commodity Siml Sin:.2 Sim3 Sim4 Sim5 Sim6 Sim7 Sim8 

1 Agriculture, fishing and mining 7:S% 1.7% 5.9% 0.1% -0.8% 0.3% O.C% -0.5% 

2 Manufacturing of food, beverages and tcbacco 6 3'Y. 1.0•1o 5.4% -1.0% -0.7% 0.3% -0.2% -0.6% 

3 Manufactuiing of textiles and weaiing apparel 36% 1.3% 4.4% -2.8% -0.6% 0.2% -0.5% -0.9% 

4 Other manufacturing 65% l .5•1o 5.1% 0.0% -0.7% 0.3% O.C% -0.4% 

5 Electricity, gas and water supply 7.7% 1.5% "~ ... _,,L,dJ 1.3% -0.7% 0.3% 0.3% -0.2% 

6 Wholesale and retail trade; Hotels and restaurants 8.1% 1.6% 5.6% 1.1% -0.8% 0.3% O.L.% -0.3%, 

7 Transport, storage and communication 7.5% 1.5% " '.;;()" ...... _,,,.\) 0.8% -0.7% 0.3% 0.2% -0.3% 

8 Financial intem1ediation; Real Estate Services 9..+% 1.8% 6.3~·o 1.6% -0.9% 0.3% 0.3~o -0.2% 

9 Education, health and social work 4.:S% 1.0% 3.3~~ 0.7% -0.5% 0.2% 0.1% -0.2% 

Source: Awhor's calculations using the Malta GETM % change from basel.'ne 
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Table A.1.4 - Price of I 
Commoditv Simi Sim2 Sim3 Sim4 ~im5 Sim6 Sim7 Sim8 

1 Agriculture, fishing and mining -6.1% 1.6% 5.1% -17.0% -0.7% 0.2% -3.4% -5.3% 

2 Manufacturing of food, beverages and tobacco -0.6% 1.6% 5.2% -9.6% -0.7% 0.3% -1.9% -2.3% 

3 Manufacturing of textiles and wearing apparel -0.4% 1.5% 5.2% -9.2% -0.7% 0.3% -1.8% -2.3% 

4 Other manufacturing 5.4% 1.6% 5.2% -1.6% -0.7% 0.3% -0.3% -0.7% 

5 Electricity, gas and water supply 6.8% 1.6% 5.2% 0.4% -0.7% 0.3% 0.1% -0.3% 

6 Wholesale and retail trade; Hotels and restaurants 6.8% 1.6% 5.2% 0.4% -0.7% 0.3% 0.1% -0.3% 

7 Transport, storage and communication 6.8% 1.6% 5.2% 0.4% -0.7% 0.3% 0.1% -0.3% 

8 Financial intermediation; Real Estate Services 6.8% 1.6% 5.2:% 0.4% -0.7% 0.3% 0.1% -0.3% 

9 Education, health and social work 2.5% 1.6% 5.2:% -5.4% -0.8% 0.3% -1.0% -1.4% 

Source: Author's calculations using the Matte GETM % change fron; baseh"le 

Table A.1.5 - C ID d 
Sector Simi Sim2 Sim3 Sim4 Sim5 Sim6 Sim7 Shr..8 

1 Agriculture, fishing and mining 4.3% 5.1% 3.6% -5.9% -0.6% 0.9% -1.1% -o.-r1c 
2 Manufacturing of food, beverages and. tobacco 20.0"lo 8.5% 12.3G,~ -1.4% -1.8% 1.5% -0.3% -0.6% 

3 Manufacturing of textiles and wearing apparel 108.9% 10.8% 28.3G,~ 67.0% -3.4% 1.9% 8.3% 6.5~~ 

4 Other manufacturing 8.5% 3.8% 5.3% 1.2% -0.5% 0.7% J.6% 0.8% 

5 Elect1icity, gas and water supply 9.2% 1.3% 2.3% 5.1% -0.3% 0.2% J.6% 0.5~~ 

6 Wholesale and retail trade; Hotels and restaure:i.ts 3.8% 2.1% 0.6% 1.1% -0.1% 0.4% J.1% 0.4% 

7 Transport, storage and communication -2.7% 1.6% -1.3% -2.3% 0.1% 0.2~'0 -0.3% 0.1% 

8 Financial intermediation; Real Estate Services -6.6% -1.2% -3.0% -2.8% 0.4% -0.2% -0.5% -0.3% 

9 Education, health and social work -30.3% -A.4% -12.8% -4.4% 1.5% -2.6% -0.9% -2.0% 

Total 1.1% 0.6% 0.4% 0.1% 0.0·1 .• 0.1% J.0% 0.1% 

Source: At!thor's calculations using the Malta GETM % change from base/:•1? 
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Table A.1.6 - Labour Demand 
Sector Siml Sim2 Sim3 Sim4 Sim5 Sim!i Sim7 Sim8 

1 AgricJ:ture, fishing and mining 17.2% 7.6% 12.2% -3.9% -1 7% 1.4% -0.5%. -1.0% 

2 Manufacturing of food, beverages and tob3cco 32.1% 1•17% 193% C.3% -2 7% 1.<;'):;, 0 . l)/ . ,o -0.8% 

3 Manufacturing of textiles and wearing api:arel 143.5% 14.2% 423% 71.7% -4.8% :..4~~. 9.0% 6.1% 

4 Other manufacturing 26.4% 7.0% 16.9% 4.1% -20% 1.2% 1.2% 0.4% 

5 Electricity, gas and water supply 20.8% d..3% 12.9% 7.9% -: 7% J.7~4 1.2% 0.2% 

6 Wholesale and retail trade; Hotels aGd res1auram:s 21.0% 5.2% 11.£% 3.9% -: 6% J.3~~.p 0.7% 0.0% 

7 Transpmi, storage and communication 13.4% d..3% 9.5% C.5% -: 3% 0.8~ .. 0.3% -0.3% 

8 Financ:al inte1mediation; Real Estate Services 9.4% 2.0% 8.0% C.0% -: 1% 0.3~. 0.1% -0.7% 

9 Education, health and social work -18.7% -11.7% -3.3% - .. 8% LO% -2.1% -0.4% -2.4% 

Total !3.6% 1.1% 9.5% 3.5% - . .3% 0.1~ .. 0.6% -0.5% 

Source: Awhor's calculations using the Malta JETM % changef.'om baseline 

. ., 

Commodity Siml Sim2 Sim3 Sim4 Sim5 Sim6 Sim7 Sim8 

1 Agriculture, fishing and mining 14.8% 5.9% 6.:J% 3.3% -) 9% :.1~, 0.6% 0.7% 

2 Manufacturing of food, beverages and tobacco 31.9% <;.5% 15.9% E.3% -23% - "0-
~•I ,. J 1.1 ~,;, 0.5% 

3 Manufacturing of textiles and wearing apparel 67.0% 8.9% 23.S% 30.2% -2.9% ~-6~a 4.1% 2.5% 

4 Other manufacturing 16.6% 4.6% 9.6% 2.9% -: 1% 0.8~o 0.7% 0.4% 

5 Electricity, gas and water supply 17.4% 2.7% 7.C..% E.6% -: 0% 0.5~J 0.9% 0.4% 

6 Wholesale and retail trade; Hotels and res:aurants 12.5% 3.4% 5.5% 3.5% -J 8% 0.6'7a 0.5% 0.3% 

7 Transport, storage and communication 6.0% 2.5% 3 '7J' . /o (.3% -J 5% o.c..<:-:i O.N 0.0% 

8 Financial inte1mediation; Real Estate Sen.ices 1.1% C.1% 1.6% -0.4% -J.3% 0.0':-J o.oc,;, -0.3% 

9 Education, health and social work -22.3'% -12.8% -7.1% -:.3% t:·.u% -2.3% -0.3% 1.2% 

Total 12.3% 2.5% 6 '7J' . /o 3.3% -0.9% 0.4':-J o_ac,;, 0.5% 

Source: Ailthor's calculations using the Malta GETM % change from baseline 
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Table A.1.8 - G D tic 0 t . 
Sector Si ml Sim2 Si1113 Sim4 Sim5 Siu6 Sim7 Sim8 

1 Agriculture, fishing and mining 7.6o/. 5.8% 5.8% -5.4% -0.9% LG% -0.9"'" -0.8% 

2 Manufacturing of food, beverages and tobacco 25.3% 9.5% 15.7% -0.7% -2 2% 1.-:-% -0.1 c,;, -0.7% 

3 Manufacturing of textiles and wearing apparel 127.6% 12.7% 36.0% 59.6% -4.2% 2.2% 8.7'% 6.3% 

4 Other manufacturing 16.5% 5.2% 10.5% 2.5% -12% C.9% 0.9% 0.6% 

5 Electricity, gas and water supply 17.3% 27% 7.L% 6.5% -1 0% C.5% 0.9% 0.4% 

6 Wholesale and retail trade; Hotels and restaurants 10.1% 3.3% 4.-:-% 2.2% -0 7% C.c% 0.3% 0.2% 

7 Transport, storage and communication 4.0o/. 25% 3.2% -1.1 ~/. -0 5% c..:CJ·o 0.0% -0.1% 

8 Financial intermediation; Real Estate Services -2.2% -0.3% 0.1% -2.0% O.J% -0. ~ ~'0 -0.3°,ii -0.4% 

9 Education, health and social work -22.5% -12.6% -6.3% -2.6% 0.5% _,., '10/ 
-.-/0 -0.5°1o -2.2% 

Total 12.0% 24% 6.6% 3.2% -09% c.~% 0.5% 0.1% 

Source: Author's calculations using the .Malta GETM Yo ck,;:nge from baseline 

Table A.1.9 - D tic Outnut Deli d to the H Market 
Sector Sim: Sim2 Sim3 Sim4 SimS Sim6 Sim7 Sim8 

1 Agriculture, fishing and mining 7.7% 5.8% 5.9% -5.4% -J.9% l.0% -0.~% -0.8% 

2 Manufacturing of food, beverages and tobEcco 25.2% 9.5% 15.7% -1.0% -2.2% 1.7% -0.2% -0.8% 

3 Manufacturing of textiles and wearing apparel 87.8% 11.1% 30.7% 39.1% -3.6% l.9% 5.0% 3.1 o/. 

4 Other manufacturing 15.4% 5.0% 10.2% 1.2% -1.2% C.9% 0.5% 0.2% 

5 Electricity, gas and water supply 17.4% 2.7% 7.4% 6.6% -1.0% C.5% 0.9% 0.4% 

6 Wholesale and retail trade; Hotels and restaurants 11.8% 3.4% 5.2~-li 3.1% -::J.7% C.6% 0.4% 0.3% 

7 Transport, storage and communication 5.1% 2.5% 3..4% -0.4% -J.5% C.4% 0.0% 0.0% 

8 Financial intermediation; Real Estate Services -1.1% -0.2% 0..6<:-li -1.5% -J.~% C.0% -0.2% -0.4% 

9 Education, health and social work -22.9% -12.7% -6.8% -2.5% 0.6% -:..3"1o -0.5% -2.2% 

Total 6.2% 1.1% 4.8~-li 0.4% -::J.7% C.2% o.:% -0.4% 

Source: Author's calculations using the Malta GETM % ::hange from base/ire 
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Table A.1.10 - H holdC t" 
Commodity Siml Sim2 Sirr:3 Sim4 Sims Sim6 Sim"' Sim8 

l Agriculture, fishing and mining 13.0°-L 5.9% 3.8% 4.3% -0.6% .. I c,; 0.7'::·J 1.2% 

2 Manufacturing of food, beverages anj tobacco 35.8°-L 10.1% 17.3% 8.4% -2.4% .. !l% l .5'::·J J.8% 

3 Manufacturing of textiles and wearing apparel 3-i.2°-L 6.2% 16.9"/o 8.7% -2.9% 0.5% 1.0'::·J -0.1% 

4 Other manufacturing 4 7.4°-L 6.8% 34.3% 2.9% -3.6% )0. 
.. -!J 0.6~·J -1.9% 

5 Electricity, gas and water supply 0.0% 0.0% O.O"lo 0.0% ::.0% 0.)% O.O~·J J.0% 

6 Wholesale and retail trade; Hotels anj restaurants 1::.1°..;. 6.~% 3.9% 1.1% -0.6% 2.1% 0.2% 0.7% 

7 Transport, storage and communicaticn 7.4'}0 4.~% 2.7% o.9~o -0.4% 0.7% 0.2% 0.5% 

8 Financi;il intermediation; Real Estate Services 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% C.0% 0.)% o.oo..; 0.0% 

9 Education, health and social work 8.0% 3.4% 3 "'•/, . I ~ O 0.9% -0.5% 0.5% 0.2% 0.2% 

Total 21.8"·• 5.9% 11.6% 3.8% -l.5% l.J% 0.6% 0.2% 

Source: Author's calculations using the A.fa/ta :JETM % cnangefrom baseline 

Table A.1.11 - Investment 
Commodity Si ml Sim2 Sim3 Sim4 SimS Sirr.6 Sim7 Sim8 

I Agriculture, fishing and mining 0.0% 0.0% C.O':'O 0.0% C.0% O.Ct:-0 0.Cflo 0.0% 

2 Manufacturing of food, beverages and tobacco 0.0% 0.0% C.O':'O O.O~o C.0% O.C% o.0:1o 0.0% 

3 Manufacturing of textiles and wearing apparel 0.0% 0.0% C.O':'O 0.0% C.0% O.C% o.0°1o 0.0% 

4 Other manufacturing 8.~% 6.0% 0.4% 2.9% -0.1% 1.1% 0.5"1o 1.6% 

5 Electricity, gas and water supply 0.')% 0.0% 0.0':-0 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

6 Wholesale and retail trade; Hotels and res~aurants 0.0% 0.0% 0.o·::-0 0.0'% 0.0% 0.0% O.OLfc 0.0% 

7 Transport, storage and communication O.J% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% O.O'Yo O.OLfc 0.0% 

8 Financial inte1mediation; Real Estate Services 5.2% 5.7% -0.7% 0.0% 0.1% 1.0%i o.c<.f 1.1% 

9 Education, health and social work 100%. 6.6% :.z~,o 1.4% -0.3% 1.2% 0.}Lfc 1.2% 

Total 8.5% 6.0% 0.4% 2.8% 0.0% I. I ~1o 0 S"lc 1.6% 

Source: Aurhor's calculations using the Malta GETM %: change ]ram baseline 
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Table A.1.12 - E . 
Sector Siml S.im2 Sim3 Sim4 SimS S.io6 Sim7 Sim8 

1 Agriculture, fishing and mining 6.3% 5.6% 4.7'% -5.0% -0.7% .. C% -0.8°·o -0.5% 

2 Manufacturing of food, beverages and tc'.:>acco 26.2% 9.5% 15.4% l.0% -2.2% .. 7% 0.2% -0.3% 

3 Manufacturing of textiles and wearing apparel 141.6% ~:J.3% 37.9% S0.3% -4.4% 2.3% 10.0':'ii 7.5% 

4 Other manufacturing 17.2% 5.4% 10.8% 3.3% -13% . .C% 1.1% 0.8% 

5 Electricity, gas and water supply 15.5% 2.8% 7.4% 4.7% -:.0% 0.5% 0.6'% 0.1% 

6 Wholesale and retail trade; Hotels and restaurants 7.7% 3.1% 3.9% 0.8% -0.6% O.t% 0.1% -0.5% 

7 Transport, storage and communication 2.9% 2.7% 3.Co/. -l.8% -03% O.t'1. 0.0% 0.0% 

8 Financial intermediation; Real Estate Se~vices -6.6% -0.8% -2.0% -L:..3~1l (.3% -0 .. % -0. 7</o -0.6% 

9 Education, health and social work -19.5% -11.6% -3 .. % -~.1% C.0% -::.o~-o -o.6•.-o -2.6% 

Total 20.8% 4A% 9.5% 7.4% -:2% C.E~:. 1.3% 0.8% 

Source: Author's calculations using the Mal!il GETM % d1CY1ge .f'om baseline 

Table A.1.13 - Imoort 
Commodity Simi Sim2 Sim3 Sim4 Sims Sim6 Sim7 SimS 

1 Agriculture, fishing and mining 44.5% 6.2% 7M"J 40.6°/o -1.1% l. ~ %. 6.5% 6.5% 

2 Manufactming of food, beverages and tobacco 41.7% 10.4% 1- ""' '.L../O 16.7% -1.5% 'J ,.,, 
-.:lit. 3.7% 3.0% 

3 Manufacturing of textiles and wearing a:iparel 58.1% 8.0% 20.9% 26.L.0,,'Q -2.6% l.4% 3.6% 2.3% 

4 Other manufacturing 17.2% 4.4% 93% 3.7% -1.1% 0.:5% 0.8% 0.5% 

5 Electricity, gas and water supply 19.0% .. 6% 63% 7.9% -1.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

6 Wholesale and retail trade; Hotels and restaurants 18.0% 3.7% 7 3~-; 6.7~·0 -1.0% 0.6%. 0.9% 0.6% 

7 Transport, storage and communication 8.5% 2.4% 4.2% 2.oc:.o -0.6% 0.4% 0.3% 0.1% 

8 Financial intermediation; Real Estate Services 7.6% 0.8% 4.6% 2.8% -0.7% 1). l'}'(. 0 . .5% 0.0% 

9 Education, health and social work -18.7% -:4.3% -11.9% 16.1 % 1.4% -2.6% 2.8% 1.6% 

Total 20.9% 4.5% 9.6% 7.4% -1.1% ·).9};, 1.4% 0.9% 

Source: Author's calculations using the Malt:i GETM '.J.:) dii.nge Ji-am b:iseline 
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Table A.1.14 - G tC f 
Commodity Siml s· , lffi- Sim3 Sim4 Sio5 Simo Sim7 Sim8 

1 Agriculture, fishing and mining -435% -E3% -16.:% -02% _.4% 4 :::.1. 
- •-": 0 -0.4% -2.8% 

2 Manufacturing of food, beverages and tobacco O.C% 0..0% 0.0% o.oc;., 1}.C0,, O.G"'o J.0% 0.0% 

3 Manufacturing of textiles and wearing apparel O.C% 0..0% 0.0% o.o~, o..co,, O.G'% J.0% 0.0% 

4 Other manufacturing -43.8% -22.<JO/o -15.8% -2.5% _ ::01~ -4.'% -0.5% -2.9% 

5 Electricity, gas and water supply -45.0% -EO% -15.9% -52% LC°1:i -4. '% -I.I o/. -3.4% 

6 Wholesale and retail trade; Hotels and restaurants -454% -EO% -16.3% -52% .8°1·0 -4. ~% -1.0%, -3.3% 

7 Transport, storage and communication -44.9%, -22.<)0lo -16.0% -4 . .8% J.(O;:, -4.'% -0.9o/. -3.3% 

8 Financial intermediation; Real Estate Services -45.7% -2::..1% -16.7 % -5.2<;'.) 1.80,, -4.2% -1.0%, -3.3% 

9 Education, health and social work -43.1% -22.5% -14.2% -4.1 c:,.-; l.4'h -4.C% -0.8~'. -3.3% 

Total -43.E% -22.6.% -14.8% -4.0<;-; 1.5% -4.C'% -0.8% -3.3% 

Source: Author's calculations using the Malta GETM % change from baseline 

Table A.1.15 - Other Variable 
Variable Siml Sim2 Sim3 Sim4 Sim5 Sim6 Sim7 SimS 

Consumption budget 14.3% 7.6% 5.5% ·~.5% -0.8% 1.3% C.:J% 0.9% 

Householc: income 7.8% 1.0% 5.5% l.5% -0.8% J.2% G.3% -0.3% 

Government capital demand -47.9% -23.7% -19.0% -6.0% 2.2~10 -4.3% -_.2% -3.2% 

Government labour demand -40./% -21.7% -11.5% -3.8% 0.9'% -3.8% -0 .. 7% -3.5% 

Tax revenue -35.5% -14.4% -14.1% -5.0% 1.6% -2.5% -0_)1% -1.8% 

Transfers to households -21.4% 5.4% -213% -8.1% 3.3% 1.0% -_.-"-% 2.8% 

Gross Dooestic Product 7.9Gfo 1.0% 4.8% 2.2% -0.8% J.1% t.3% -0.2% 

Equivalen: variation* 20.5% 5.3% 11.4~, 3.6% -1.5% J.9% C.">% 0.1% 

Compensating variation* 18.3% 5.4% 10_5~, 3.5% -15% J.9% t-.7% 0.1% 

*Percent of GDP 

Source: Author's calculations using the Malta GETM 9--~ cliang2 from baseline 
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Appendix 2 - Mathen1atical Workings 

A.2.1 - Tbe Houseboltl Institution 

The household's constrained optimisation problem is to maximise its utility subject 

to its budget constraint. This is given by: 

II 

Max UH ~ IJ ( C; J-LH; )"11
' 

i=I 

Subject to i. CB= f (l+tcj)PjCj 
.1=1 

The Lagrange function for the constrained optimisation problem is given by: 

The tirst order conch110ns for 1111hty nrnximisa1ion rin~: 

dL(C;,l) = a.(c. - ,,u_)-1 U -1(1 +tc.)P. 
dC'. I I f-U.L, ' I I 

I 

dL(C~?-) =CB ~(I )PC L.i I tc1 t -·1 
dl i=I 

Using these equations, the demand equations for consumption were derived: 
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A.2.2 - The Industries Institution 

The t-irm's constrained optimisation problem is to minimise its tot(l] cost s11hject to its 

product10n function. This is given by: 

Minimise 

Subject to 

The Lagrange function for the constrained optlm1sut10n problem 1s given by: 

UK, T,, ;l) -(1 +tk )I'KK + (1 + tl)PrL + ;i.(xnl - F(yK p + (1 y)T, p tp) 

The first order conditions for cost minimisation are: 

Using these equations, the cfom1mrl ecprntion for c<1pit<1J an<l lahour were derived: 

Ki = Yt O"; ((1 + tki )PK tO"; ~i O"; ((1 + tki )PK y-a-; + (1-yi )O"; ((1 + tli )PL )-0"; t;/(1-o-;) (XDi IF;) 

Li = (1-ri)O"; ((1 + tli)PJ-0"; ~iO"; ((1 + tki)PK y-a-; + (I-ri )O"; ((1 + tli )PJ-0"; t;/(1-o-;\XD) F;) 
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A.2.3 The Investment Institution 

The investment institution's constrained optimisation problem is to maximise its 

utility subject to its budget constraint. This is given by. 

II 

Max ul =IT I;a; 

i=l 

Subject to 1. s 
/l 

2: 
1-1 

ii. 1 >a,; > 0 

The Lagrange function for the constrained optimisation problem is given by: 

The first order c:onilitions (FOC) for 11tility maximisation an~· 

dL(I,:t)=a.l 1U -A.P 
dl. I I 1 D; 

I 

dL(l,?i..) --S .::_,1' J. 
d 'l L...i D; I 

JL, i=l 

Using these equations, the demand equations for consumption were derived: 

-I 
f.=a1 P. S 

l i I 
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A.2.4 - The Government Institution 

The government's constrained optimisation prohlem ls to maximise its utility subject 

to its budget constraint. This is given by: 

Mnx rr = [I(rrriaCG; raaKG {,(raw 
i=l 

Suhjec11o i. TAXR = TRANSF-(CPINDEX)Sc 

The Lagrange function for the con3tmincd optimisation problem is given by: 

L(CU,KG,LG) = fJ(cG/'ca; 'f<-a"Au LGrt10 + A,(TAXR-TRANSF-(CPINDEX)Sc) 
i=l 

The first onier conrlitions for utility maximisation are: 

dL(CG,KG,LG) =a IT11 (ea.am; \r,,0 aKG LGawco.aca;-1 
dcG . CG; . I ~ 1 

I 1=1 

Using these equations, the demand equation for commodities, capital and labour 

were derived: 

CGi =ace; It (TAXR -TANSF -( CPINDEX)Sa) 

KG= aKa~-1 (TAXR-TANSF-(CPINDEX)Sc) 
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Ui = a,,0 Pi-1 (TAXR -TA NSF -(CPINDEX)Sa) 

A.2.5 - The Rest of the World Institution 

From a supply side perspec1ive, 1he fmeign sedm 's cnnstiained nptimisatinn 

problem is given by: 

Subject to i. x. = A.(r M.-PA; +(l-r )XDD.-PA; )-l!PA; 
I 1 A; l Ai I 

ii. 1 > r A, > o; 1 > p A, > o 

The Lagrange function for the constrained optimi~rntion prohlem is given hy· 

The first order conditions arc: 

f,(M,xnn,~,) =P -iVl-y)XlJ]) (11p)A(r M.-P.1; +0-r )XDD.-P•;)-(l+p)lp 
dXDD DD; \ A; I . A, . I 

L(M' XDD, J..) = x. - A. ( M. PA; + (1- )XDlJ. PA; )-11 PA; 
c/;1,, , , YA; , YA, , 

Using these equations, the demand equations for imports and domestic supply 

delivered to the home market were derived: 

M. = (YA; p -(lA; ( a,,; p 1-a,,; + (1- ) (YA; p I-a,,, )(YA; j(l-aA;) (x. /A.) 
, YA; M; r A, M, YA, DD; , , 
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XVV.='1-y )',.,·1;p "·';(r "·';P l"·';+(l-;1 )"·'·P 1,,.,,,)a.,;f(l-a.,;l(_y/A) 
I \ ,1; DD, A; M, ' A, JJJJ; ' I I 

From a demand side perspective, the foreign sector's constrained optimisation 

problem is given by: 

Max PF R. + Pnn·XDD. ; I I I 

Subject lo i. XD. = T. (· E.-f'i; + (1- )XDD.-Pr, )-!/Pi; , , YT, , . Yr, , 

ii 1 >yT, >0; 1 > f'T, >0 

The Lagrange function for the constrained optimisation problem is given by: 

Th~ first or<ler conditions are: 

L(E,XDD,Ji.) =P -Ji. £-<1+p>y( E.-P1; +(1-· )XDD.-Pr, )-O+p)lp 
d

D E, y r T, I r T, I 
r, 

L(E,XDD,Ji.) =P -Ji.(1- )XDD-O+Ply( .E.-Pr, +(1- )XDD.-P1; )-<I+p)lp 
dXDD DD; r Y1, , YT, , 

L(E,~~D,Ji.) - XD; -'I';(y.,;E;-Pr; + (l-Y1)XDD,-P1; tliPr, 
I /, 

Using these equations, the demand equations for exports an<l domestic supply 

delivered to the home market were derived: 

XDD. = (1- t'' P. -er,; ( crT; P, l-cr.1; + (1- t'i P. l-0-1; '):i-r,/0-crT; )(X./T) , YT, DD, Yr, M, Yr, DD, J , , 
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A.2.6 - The Theory of Compensating and Equivalent Variations 

The theory of compensating and equivAlent vAriAtions rlrnws llpon Hi~k's (1919) 

well-known work on welfare compadsons. Assume a two-good economy and 

suppose that the initial (benchmark) prices were (P8
). After some policy change, new 

( counterfactual) prices (Pc) are observed assuming, for simplicity, that nominal 

income is unchanged. The figure below shows that a higher level of utility is attained 

after the policy change, since utility Uc is further than rJ3 from the origin. 

A quantit::itive estimAte of the size of the impact ol' a polw.y diange 1s given by 

measuring the distance between the two indifference curves, at constant prices. 

Those prices could be final or initial ones. In case of the former, the measure is 

called the compensating variation (CV). It measures the amount of mon~y i~quir~u to 

bring a household back to the same level of utility as in the benchmark equilibrium 

following some policy changes. This can be written mathematically by: 

where E(UC,PC) is the expenditure necessary to achieve the level of utility uC at 

prices Pc. 

The consumer's consumption bundle associated with the benchmark equilibrium is at 

B. The relative prices faced in the original equilibrium are given by the slope of the 
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pncc line pR_ The new equilibrium, ns n res111t of A policy clrnnge, moves the 

consumer to a prcfcITcd consumption point C. Associated with consumption at point 

C is a different sot of equilibrium prices Pc. The calculation of CV begins at point C. 

The consumer's budget constraint is shifted from point C until a tangency point C' is 

reached with the original indifference curve. Compensating variation is the distance 

between the budget constramts tangent to the two points C and C' using price Pc. 

The second rne11s11re is callecl the ecp1iv1-1knt v1-1ri1-1tion, calc11lnti11g what would be the 

income change, al initial prices, that is welfare-equivalent to the observed change in 

prices. This can be written as: 

In the figure above, this is given by the distance between the budget constraints 

tangent to points Band B', each constructed using prices r. Point B' COlTesponds to 

the consumption point on the indifference curve achieved by the household in the 

new cq11ilihri11111, nncl fa mrnocrntecl with n pnce ]me that is parallel to the h11clget 

constraint faced in the original equilibrium. A comparison between point H imd H' 

illustrates how much the equilibrium change is equivalent to for this consumer. Thus, 

the difference between compensating an<l equivalent variation is the initial poml ol 

reference. 

A.2.7 -Applying EV and CV to the LES Utility 1''unction 

Estimates for different policy scenaiios using monetaiy measmes of welfare effects 

were used to obtain quantitative evaluations of how much better off or worse 

households are. The most common measures are the compensating (CV) and 

equivalent variation (CV), a detailed explanation of which is given in section A.2.6. 

The compensating variation compares the benchmark utility level to that in the 

counterfactual scenario. It measures how much the consumer needs to be 

compensated to bring him/her back to the original utility level after the changes in 

the tax take place. Obtaining the indirect utility function for equation (5.5) and 

solving for income, gives the money metric indirect utility function m(P,v) which is a 
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measure of the income needed to attain utility level v nt the vector of prices P 

Ponnally, the compensating variation can then be written as 

, ( c ( c c)\ ( B ( B ·B)\ c ( c ( fl a)\ CV=mP; ,vP; ,Y 'j-mI'; ,vP; ,Y 1=Y -mP; ,vP; ,Y I 

where superscripts C represent the respective variables at the counterfactual 

equilibrium, superscripts B represent the respective variables at the benchmark 

equilibrium and v(P, Y) is the indirect utility function. 

It follows that since the representative household is specified by an LES function, the 

CV is given by: 

where 

and 

Sic = ((!-lye )re -t (1 +tee )P,c µH, J 

Sln -((1-tyn)r• -&,(1+tc')P,'1tH,J 

where sf is the supernumerary income. 

The equivalent variations arc mc~1surcd us u variation in the money mohi0. ntility in 

the counterfactual scenario in comparison to the benchmark scenario. It shows how 

much are the benefits from the tax change equivalent in terms of the original 

equilibrium. Formally this can be written as 

In the case of a LES, the equivalent variation is given by: 
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where SI" ~ ( (1 rye )re t. (1 1 tc' )r,' µII, J 

and SI' -((1-ty')'' -t,(l+tc"~" µII,J 
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Appendix 3 - In1plcn1cntation of Malta GF.TM 

GAMS 

Sets sec commodities /secl *sec9 I; 

Alias (sec,secc); 

*Declaration of scalars and assignment of values 

Scalars 
PKZ 
PLL 
ERZ 
KSZ 
LSZ 
yz 
uz 
CPIZ 

fii~dl 
phillips 

sz 
SHZ 
SGZ 
Sf7 
CBZ 
UNZ 
KGZ 
LGZ 

TRYZ 
TAXRZ 
tyz 
ty 
rep h.. 
IRANSrL 
OTRZ 

Initial return to cupitul 
Initial wage iate 
Initial exchange iate 
Initial capital endowment 
Initial supply of labour 
Initial inwme level 
Initial utility level for the household 
Initial wnsurncr price index (commodities) 

Initial vnlw~ ofrri~r,h pammctcr 
Initial value of Phillips parameter 

Initial total savings 
Initial household savings 
Initial government savings 
Tniti:il foreign ~aving!l 
Tnitifil homwhol<l <"'Xp<'n<litnr<" 
Initial involunta1 y unemployment 
Initial govemment capital demand 
Initial govemment labour demand 

Initial income tax revenues 
Initial total tax revenues 
Initial tax rate on income 
Tax iate on income 
Ri.:ph1<..:..:mcnt rntc 
Initial total transfers 
Initial other transfers 

*Declaration of paramete1~s and assignnwnt nfvalues 

I 1 I 
/1 I 
I 1/ 

I l.00 I 

I 1 8 I 
I -0.06 I 

I 314.98568/ 
I 0.00 I 
I 0 00 I 

I 45.16167/ 
I 15.80384/ 
I 80.58809/ 

I 93.12085/ 

/()')()/ 

I 134.51835/ 
I 111.93755/ 

Parameters 
PDZ(sec) 
PZ(sec) 

Initial price of domestic output of firm( sec) /sec 1 *sec9 1/ 

PDDZ(sec) 

PWEZ(sec) 
PWMZ(sec) 

sigmaA(sec) 
I 

Initial price of domestic sales of composite commodities 

Initial price of domestic output delivered to home market 

Initial world price of exports 
Initial world price of imports 

Initial substitution elasticities of Armington function 
secl 2.12 
sec2 1.75 
sec3 2.80 
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/secl *sec9 1 I 

/secl *sec9 1 I 
/secl *sec9 1 I 
/secl *sec9 1 I 

. 
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sigmaT(sec) 
I 

s1gmal · ( sel,) 
I 

clasY(sci.:) 
I 

XZ(sec) 
XDZ(sec) 
XDDZ(scc) 
K7.(sAr.) 
LZ(sec) 

s;ec4 ? 80 
scc::i 2.63 
:sel,6 2.80 
sec7 2.80 
sec8 2.89 
sec9 2.80 I 

Initial elasticities of transtormation m CbT function 
secl -1.46 
sec2 -1.20 
sec3 -1.92 
set:4 -l.91 
SAr.) -1.80 
sci.:6 -1.92 
sei.:7 -1.92 
sec8 -I 98 
sec9 -1.92 I 

Initial CDS capital-labour substitutlon-cln:i1id1ic:> firm(:JCl:) 
SAC) () 9()() 

sec2 0.740 
sec3 1.180 
sec4 1.180 
sees 1.110 
scc6 1.180 
sec7 1.180 
sec8 1.220 
scc9 1.180 

Initial ini.:ome dustidties of Jemand for commodity( sec) 
secl 0.475 
sec2 0.79~ 

sec3 0.530 
sec4 0.530 
swr') 0 001 
sec6 0.489 
sec7 0.321 
sec8 0.001 
sec9 0.253 

Irutlal domestic sales of composite commodity( sec) 
Initial gross domestic production (output) level firm( sec) 
Initial domestic production delivered to home markets 
Tnitiiil 1-ilpitill clemilncl 
Initial labour demand 

CZ(sec) 
IZ(scc) 
EZ(sec) 
MZ(sec) 
PMZ(sec) 
PEZ(sec) 
IOZ(sec,secc) 
CGZ(sec) 

Initial consumer demand for commodities and leisure 
Initial investment demand 
Initial export demand 
Initial import demand 
Initial import price EX tariffs in local currency 
Initial price of exports in local currency 
Initial intermediate commodity demand 
Initial government commodity demand 

TRCZ(sec) 
TRKZ(sec) 
TRLZ(sec) 
TRMZ(sec) 

Initial tax revenue on consumer commodities 
Initial tax revenue on capital use 
Initial tax revenue on labour use 
Initial tax revenue on imports 
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tr7(ser) 
tc(scc) 
tk(sc1.-) 
tl(sec) 
tm(sec) 

Tnifoil trix rntF. on r.ornmmr.r r.ommodities 
Tax rate on consumer commodities 
Tax. rntc on l:<lpital use 
Tax rate on labour use 
Tariff rate on Imports 

io(se1,;,se1,;1,;) Technical coefficients 

gammaF(sec) CES distribution parameter in the production function 
r (sec) Efficiency parameter of CES pro<ludion fum:tion 
ganunaA(sec) CDS distribution parameter of Armington function 
A(sec) Ltliciency parnmctcr of Armington function 
gammaT(sec) CET distribution parameter regarding destination of domestic 
T( sec) Shift parameter in the CET function of firm 
rilplrnHJ ,hS(sec) Power i1111ested-ELES household utility function 
mnH(sec) '.fohsi"ikll•.: h•)ll'~L·]J,)]d <"•)JJ~nmption rp111ntitir..~ 
mps Household's marginal propensity to save 
alphaI(sec) Cobb-Douglas power in the bank's utility function 
alphaCG(:sec) Cobb-Dougla8 pow<~r Jn 8<>vcmmcnt utility function (C) 
rilphriK ( 1 < :ohh-1 )onglas power in government utility function (K) 
alphaLG Cobb-Douglas power in government utility function (L) ; 

*Data on mter-mdustry r.ommodtty flows tn the economy 

Table 
IOZ(sec,secc) 

secl sec2 sec3 sec4 sec5 sec6 sec7 secS sec9 
secl 4.2469 34.2243 l.1S35 7.24949 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
tmu2 17.08•'11 J.5.2llrl 0.000 0.000 0.000 11.9093 0.000 0.000 0 000 
sec3 2.5151 0.000 38.2537 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
sec4 12.7862 14.9220 13.4784 428.815 0.000 14.6903 69.5698 1.JJlJ 21.1618 
sec5 3.6S05 5.35S9 4.S571 9.76490 4.4454 7.SS9S 0.72S3 0.000 4.3733 
sec6 13.6511 13.6965 12.4507 25.0961 17.3320 12.3573 3S.91S9 6.9397 14.2169 
9,C'f'7 67199 1184?10000 1? 1116 0000 41.6841 40.172618.631412.5847 
sees 10.3S27 15.50Sl 0.000 3S.0903 S.1766 46.4219 36.1444 66.91S2 13.6735 
sec9 4.6190 0.000 4.71S6 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.0868 0.000 8.8618 ; 

*Data on capital, labour, trade and consumer, investment and government demand and tax revenues 

Table 
dutuz( * ,seo) 

secl sec2 sec3 sec4 sec5 sec6 sec7 sec8 sec9 
KZ 35.6735 27.5469 13.7991 157.3Sl 10.1324 148.143 90.4153 162.591 70.0393 
LZ 10.448 21.6271 lS.1354 132.384 8.4203 91.9769 66.8765 65.8283 1)3.3)2 
cz 114.265 231.398 68.0393 141.228 14.1705 103.745 101.464 110.339 101.SJ4 
IZ 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 300.S71 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 13.5238 0.59110 
EZ 6.6906 33.7172 89.0101 556.939 3.2607 165.59S l 74.S78 6S.6781 40.144S 
MZ 2S.0441 llS.714 6S.2S4 701.411 0.0625 30.4719 74.3691 97.9723 19.5SSO 
CGZ 4.5462 0.00001 0.00001 26.5119 0.7358 10.0274 5.SS92 23.0630 196.791 
TRCZ 0.000 26.0170 13.5900 6S.3339 0.000 0.000 0.000 10.2464 2.S781 
TRKZ 10.1261 S.7935 7.1247 27.5910 4.6410 17.3453 14.601S 21.5567 11.9159 
TRLZ 6.5211 S.6505 S.3037 2S.3290 6.0550 11.1403 12.1339 9.1537 2S.6S29 
TRMZ 5.SS4 13.2253 7.2493 14.0613 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 l.19S3 ; 

* Reading data and assigning initial values 

KZ(sec) = dataz("KZ",sec); 
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T 7(~er) = rfatiw("T 7",<>ec); 
CL(scc) ~ dutaz("CZ",sco); 
IZ( sec) ~ dataz("IZ" ,1:1cc) ; 
EZ(sec) = dataz("EZ",sec); 
MZ(sec) = dataz("MZ",sec); 
CGZ(sec) = dataz("CGZ",sec) 
TRCZ(sec) = dataz("TRCZ",sec); 
TRKZ(sec) = dataz("TRKZ",sec); 
TRLZ(sec) = dataz("TRLZ",sec); 
IRMZ(sec) = dataz("IRlVIZ", sec); 

* ralculating tax revenue and tax rates 

TAXR/, = sum(set.:, TRCZ(sec) + TRKZ(sec) + TRLZ(sec) I TRMZ(sec)) 1 TRYZ; 

tc(sec) = TRCZ(sec)/(CZ(sec)*PZ(sec) ) ; 
tk(sce) -TRKZ(sec)/(KZ(sec)*PKZ); 
tl(scc) - TRLZ(scc)/(LZ(scc)*PLZ) ; 
trz(<;ec) = tc(sec); 
tm(scc) - TRMZ(sec)/(MZ(sec)*PWMZ(sec)*ERZ) ; 

*Factor endowments 

KSZ = sum(sec, KZ(sec)) + KGZ; 
LSZ = sum(sec, T ,Z(sec)) + LGZ + UNZ; 

XDZ(sec) = sum(secc, ioz(secc,sec)) + KZ(sec) + TRKZ(sec) + LZ(sec) + TRLZ(sec); 

* Domestic output supplied on the domestic markets 

XDDZ(sec) = XDZ(sec) - EZ(sec); 

* Supply of composite goods 

XZ(sec) = XDDZ(sec) + MZ(sec) + TRMZ(sec); 

Jisplay 
XDZ, XDDZ, XZ; 

*Income, consumer expenditure, savings, income tax 

YZ = PKZ*KSZ + PLZ*(LSZ - UNZ) + TRANSFZ; 
ty = TRYZ/YZ; 
tyz = ty; 
CBZ = sum(sec, CZ(sec)*PZ(sec)) + sum(sec, TRCZ(sec)); 
SHZ = YZ-CBZ-TRYZ; 
SZ = SHZ + SGZ*CPIZ + SFZ*ERZ; 
mps = SZ/(YZ - TRYZ) ; 

display CZ, YZ, tk, tl, tc, tm, ty ; 
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* Parameters of LES utility function: commodities ( 6.31) 

alphaHLES(sec) = elasY(sec)*(l + tc(sec))*PZ(sec)*CZ(sec)/ CBZ; 

Scalar aux rescaling of marginal budget shares ; 

aux = sum(sec, alphaHLES(sec)); 

alphaHLES(sec) = alphaHLES(sec)/aux; 

* Calibration of muH 

muH(sec) = CZ(sec) + alphaHLES(sec)*CBZ/( PZ(sec)*frisch*(l + tc(sec))); 

*Initial utility level 

UZ - prod(sec, (CZ(sec) - muII(sec))**alphaIJLFS(scc)); 

*Parameters of CES production function 

ga111111al·'(sec) - 1/( 11 ((11 tl(scc))*PLZ)/((11 tk(scc))*PKZ) 
*(KZ(sec)/LZ(sec))**(-1/sigmaF(sec))); 

F(sec) = XDZ(sec) /( gammaF(sec)*KZ(sec)** 
( (sigmaF(sec)-1 )/slgmaF(sec)) + 
(1 - gammaF(sec))*LZ(sec)** 
( (sigmaF(sec)-1)/sigmaF(sec))) 
**( sir,maF(sec)/(sir,maF(sec) - I)); 

*Definition of import and export prices 

PMZ(sec) = (1 I tm(scc))*PWMZ(scc)*ERZ ; 
PEZ(sec) = PWEZ(scc)*ERZ; 

* Calibration of the parameters of the ARMING TON/unction 

gammaA(sec) = 1/( 1 + ( PDDZ(sec)/PMZ(sec) )* 
( MZ(scc)/XDDZ(sec) )**( -1/sigmaA(sec))) 

A(sec) = XZ(sec)/ ( gammaA(sec)*MZ(sec)** 
( (sigmaA(sec) -1)/sigmaA(sec)) + 
(1 - gammaA(sec))*XDDZ(sec)** 
( (sigmaA(sec)- l)/sigmaA(sec))) 
**(sigmaA(sec)/(sigmaA(sec) - 1)); 

*Calibration the parameters of the CET function 

gammaT(sec) = 1/( 1 + ( PDDZ(sec)/(PEZ(sec)) )* 
( EZ(sec)/XDDZ(sec) )**( -1/sigmaT(sec))) 
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T(se('.) - XD7.(sec)/ ( g11mm11T(~cr)*P7(..,rr)** 
( (sigmaT(see) -1)/sigmaT(sec)) + 
(1 - ga111111at(sc1,;))*XDDZ(c;c1,;)** 
( (sigmaT(sec)- l)/s1gmal(sec))) 
**(sigmal(sec)/(sigmaT(sec) - 1)) ; 

*Parameters of the bank's Cobb-Douglas utility junction 

alphal(sec) = lZ(sec)*PZ(sec)/SZ; 

*Parameters of government Cobb-Douglas utilityfunction 

alphaC<J(sec) = P/.(sec)*CO/,(sec)/(TAXRZ - TRANSPZ - CPIZ'~SGZ); 
nlphnKG PK7~'K<17./(Ti\ XR7- TR ANSP7 - r'PI7*SG7); 
alpha I .G = PLZ*LGZ/(TAXRZ - TRANSFZ - CPIZ*SGZ); 

Drnplay 
10 

elasY 
mps 
alpha! 
alphaHLhS, muH 
311mm11P, P 
alphaCG, alphaKG, alphaLG 
sigmaA, gammaA, A, 
sigmaT, ganunaT, T; 

Variables 

PK 
PL 
P(sec) 
PD(sec) 
PDD(sec) 
PE( sec) 
PM( sec) 
FR 
CPI 
KS 
LS 
X(sec) 
XD(sec) 
E(sec) 
M(sec) 
XDD(sec) 
SF 
K(sec) 
L(sec) 
C(sec) 
CB 
UN 
y 

SH 
s 
I( sec) 
SG 
CG(sec) 

Return to capital 
Wage rate 
Prices of r-omposite commodities and price ofleisure 
Domestic producer prices of cormnouities 
Price of domestic output delivered to home market 
Export prices in national currency 
Import prices in national currency 
l •:xchange rate 
Consumer pncc index (rommoclities) 
C::1pital endowment (exogenous) 
Labour supply (endogenous) 
Domestic sales composite commodity( sec) 
Gross domestic output 
Exports 
Imports 
Domestic output delivered to home market 
Foreign savings 
Capital demand 
Labour demand 
Consumer demand for commodities and leisure 
Consumer expenditure (commodities) 
Involuntary unemployment 
Household income 
Household savings 
Total savings 
Investment demand for commodities 
Government savings 
Public demand for commodities 
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KG 
LG 
TAXR 
TRAN SF 
OTR 
HOF 

Oovemment rapital <leman<l 
Gow111m011t labom tkmanJ 
Tax. revenues 
Total transfors 
Other transfors 
Artificial objective variable 

Positive vanables 
PK, PL, P, PD, PDD, PE, PM, ER, KS, LS, X, XD, XDD, K, L, C, E, M, 
CB, Y ,S, I, UN,CPI, CU, KU, LU, TRANSF, OTR; 

* Dr?daration of thrr mnr!Pf Prfllntinns nrrnrrlinf5 tn 5pPrifirntinns in thP Mnltn (Tf,TM 

F.quations 

*Household 

l:c:QC(sec) 
EQSH 

* Industries 

1-<:QK(sec) 
FQJ.(ser) 
EQPROFIT(se1,;) 

* Investment 

E()S 
EQI(sec) 

* Government 

EQCG(sec) 
tQKG 
EQLG 
EQTAXREV 
FQTRANSFFR 

* Imports and Exports 

FQFXPORT(sec) 
EQXDD (sec) 
bQPROrTlT(sec) 

UQIMPORT(sec) 
EQARMD(sec) 
EQPROFITA(sec) 

* Market Clearing 

*Others 

EQMARKETL 
EQMARKETK 
EQMARKETC(sec) 
EQTRADEBAL 

EQEXPRlCE(sec) 
EQIMPRlCE(sec) 

Consume1 Jemaml 101 wmmoJity{sec) 
Household savmgs 

Capital demand funct10n tirm(sec) 
r ,;iho11r <le1mmcl function firm( sec) 
Zern profit condition for the finns 

Total savmgs 
Investment demand function for commodities 

Government demand for C'ommocliti<">J 
Government capital Jemand fundion 
Government labour demand function 
Total tax revenues 
Tot;il trnnsfors 

Export supply 
Domestic supply of domestic good 
Ct I zero profit condition 

Import demand 
Demand for domestic goods 
Armington zero profit condition 

Market clearing for labour 
Market clearing for capital 
Market clearing for commodities 
Balance of payments 

Export price equation 
Import price equation 
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H)CPJ 
TIQINCOMD 
EQCB 
EQPHILLIPS 

* Objective Function 

OBJECTIVE 

T asp0yres r.onsumer index 
IIouscholJ ineomc 
IIou5chold expenditure on commodities 
Wage curve 

Objective function ; 

* Speczjicatzon oj Model J<:quatzons; 

*Household 

(l 111 (sL·c))*P(,.cr)*('(sec) P (11 t1'('lcc))*P(~cc)*m11TJ(~oo) 

+ alphaHLES(sec)*(CB-sum(secc, muH(secc)*(l+tc(secc))*P(secc))); 

SH =F.= mps*(Y - ty'"Y) ; 

* Industries 

H)K (<;Pr) K (sec) =h= ( X ])(seo)/r(se0) )~'( gammat(sec)/(l) +tk(sec))~'PK) )**sigmat(set:)~' 
( gammaF(sec)**sigmaF(sec)*( ( 1 +tk(sec))*PK)**( l-s1gmaF(sec)) 
1 (1-gmmnaF(scc ))**sigmaF(sec )*((1 +tl(sec ))*PL)**( 1 sigmaF(sec)) 
) **( sigmaF(sec)/(1-sigmaF(sec))); 

EQL(sec).. L(sec) =E= ( XD(sec)/F(sec) )*( (1-gammaF(sec))/((l+tl(sec))*PL)) 
**sigmaf(:scc )*( gannnaf(scc )**sigmuf(scc )*((11 tk(scc ))*PK)**(l-sigmaF(soo )) 
+ ( 1-gammaF(sec) )**sigma} (sec)*(( 1 +tl(sec ))*PL)'""-( I-sigma} (sec)) 
) ~'*( sigmaF(set:)/(1-sigmaF(sec))), 

* 7Prn pm.flt (implirit suppM 

EQPROFIT(sec) .. 

* Investment 

EQS .. 
EQI(scc) .. 

* Govermnent 

EQCG(sec) .. 
EQKG .. 
EQLG .. 

EQTAXREV .. 

EQTRANSFER .. 

*Foreign Sector 

PD( sec )*XD( sec) = E= ( l+tk( sec) )*PK *K( sec) +( l+tl(sec) )*PL *L( sec) 
+sum(secc,io(secc,sec )*XD(sec )*P(secc )) ; 

S =E= SH + SG*CPI + SF*ER ; 
P(sec)*I(sec) =E= alphaI(sec)*S ; 

P(sec)'1'CG(set:) =E= alphaCG(sec)*(TAXR -TRANSF - SG*CPI), 
PK*KG =E= alphaKG*(TA.XR-TR.AJ\TSF - SG*CPI); 
PL *LG =E= alphaLG*(T AXR - TRANSF - SG*CPI) ; 

TAXR =E= ty*Y + sum(sec,(P(sec)*tc(sec)*C(sec)+ 
tk(sec)*K(sec)*PK + tl(sec)*L(sec)*PL + 
tm(sec)*M(sec)*PWMZ(sec)*ER)); 

TRANSF =E= replc*PL *UN+ OTR *CPI ; 

EQEXPORT(sec).. E(sec) =E= (XD(sec)/T(sec))*(gammaT(sec)/PE(sec)) 
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EQXDD(sec) .. 

* Zero profit CET 

**sigmiiT(<>Pr)*( (giimmiiT(sAi'.)**sigmiiT(sf'c))* 
lPE(scc)**(l sigmaT(soo))) I ((1 gammaT(soo)) 
*+sigmaT(se1.; ))*(PDD(scG )**(l - signrnT(soo ))) 
) **(sigmaT(seo)/(l - sigmaT(sec))) ; 

XDD(sec.) =F= (XD(sAl'.)/T(sAi'.))*((I - p;amma l{sec))/PDDlsec)) 
**sigmflT( sPr)*( (gmnm<ff(sf'c )**sigmflT(sec ))* 
(PE(sec)**(l - s1gmaT(sec))) +((1- gammal(sec))**sigmaT(sec))* 
(PDD(sec)**(l - sigmaT(sec)))) **(sigmaT(sec)/(l - sigmaT(sec))) ; 

EQPROFITT(sec) PD(sAc)*XD(sec) =E= PE(sec)*E(sec) + PDD(sec)*XDD(sec); 

* lmport clf'man<l and demand of domesti<.: goods (from the Annington function) 

EQIMPORT(sec).. M(sec) =E= (X(sec)/A(sec))*(gammaA(sec)/PM(sec))**sigmaA(sec)* 
( (gummuA(seo)**sigmaA(sec))* (PM(sec)**(l - sigmaA(sec))) + 
((1 - ga111111aA(s1.x:))**slgmn1\(sc1:))'1' (PDD(snu)·~~·c1 tiigmaA(t!c1.;))) 
) **(s1gmflA(sef'.)/(I - sigmaA(sec))) ; 

EQARMD(sec).. XDD(sec) =E= (X(sec)/A(sec))* ((1- gammaA(sec))/PDD(sec)) 
~·*sigmaA(scc)* ( (gununuA(tiee)**sigmuA(seo))* 

* Zero profit Annington 

(PM(sec)**( I - slr,nrnA(sec))) + ((I - gammaA(sec))~'*sigmaA(sec))~' 

(PDD(soo)**(l si~muA(sec)))) **(sigmaA(sec)/(l - sip;maA(sec))) ; 

EQPROFITA(sec).. P(sec)*X(sec) =E= PM(sec)*M(sec) + PDD(sec)*XDD(sec); 

* Market Clearing 

EQMARKETL.. 
EQMARKETK .. 
EQMARKFTr( >iPr) 
EQTRADEBAL.. 

* Consumer price index 

sum(sec, L(sec)) +LG =E= LS - UN; 
sum(sec, K(sec)) +KG =E= KS 
r(ser)+T(sef'.)+<>11m(sAC'.C'., io(sef'.,Sei'.C'.)*XD(secc))+(Xr(sec) =E= X(sec) 
sum(:seL-, M(se1.;)•1·rwMZ(s01.;))-E- sum(801.;, PWEZ(s01.;)*E(scG)) I Sf, 

H2CP1.. CPI =E= sum(sec, (l+tc(sec))* P(sec) '1'CZ(sec)) I 
sum(sec, (l+tcz(sec))*PZ(sec)*CZ(sec)) 

* Import and export prices 

EQIMPRlCE(sec) .. 
EQEXPRICE( sec) .. 

* Income definition 

EQINCOME .. 

* Consumer expenditure 

EQCB .. 

*Wage curve 

EQPHILLIPS .. 

* Artificial objective 

PM(sec) =E= (1 + tm(sec))*ER*PWMZ(sec); 
PE(sec) -E- PWEZ(scc)*ER ; 

Y =E= PK *KS + PL *(LS - UN) + TRAN SF ; 

CB =E= (1-ty)*Y - SH; 

((PL/CPI)/(PLZ/CPTZ) -1) =E= phillips* 
((UN/LS) I (UNZ/LSZ)-1 ); 
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OBJECTTVF HOF-E- I; 

*Model declaration in NJ,P format 

Model MTGETM I 

* 

EQC 
EQSH 
EQK 
EQL 
EQPROFIT 
EQS 
E<)l 
r0ro 
EQKG 
EQLG 
EQTA..r"'CRTIV 
FQTRANSFFR 
EQEXPORT 
EQXDD 
EQPROrITT 
EOIMPORT 
EQARMD 
EQPROFITA 

EQMARKETL 
EQMARKETK 
EQMARKETC 
EOTRADEDAL 
EQEXPRICE 
EOIMPRICE 
EQCPI 
EQINCOME 
EQCB 
EQPHILLIPS 
OBJECTIVE I ; 

* Tndude initial (equilibrium) levels for the endo.r:enous variables 

PK.L 
PL.L 
P.L(sec) 
PD.L(scc) 
PDD.L(sec) 
PE.L(sec) 
PM.L(scc) 
ER.L 
XD.L(sec) 
XDD.L(sec) 
X.L(sec) 
K.L(sec) 
L.L(sec) 
C.L(sec) 
CPI.L 
UN.L 
Y.L 
SH.L 
S.L 

=PKZ; 
-PLZ; 
= PZ(sec) ; 
- PDZ(scc); 
= PDDZ(sec); 
= PEZ(sec); 
= PMZ(sec); 
=ERZ; 
=XDZ(sec) ; 
= XDDZ(sec); 
= XZ(sec); 
= KZ(sec); 
= LZ(sec); 
= CZ(sec); 
= CPIZ; 
=UNZ; 
=YZ; 
=SHZ; 
=SZ; 
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TT .(s~r.) 
JJ.L(imc) 
M.L(scc) 
CB.L 

CO.L(sec) 
KG.L 
LU.L 
TAXR.L 
TRANSF.L 
IIOl'.L 

= T7.(s~r-) ; 
EZ(so1.:) ; 
MZ(soc); 

=CBZ; 

= CUZ(sec); 
=KGZ; 
-LGZ, 
=TAXRZ; 
=TRANSFZ; 
= 1; 

*include lower boundarze.\' to prevent numerical problems in optimization 

PK rn 
PL.LO 
P.LO(sec) 
PD.LO(fleo) 
PDD.T .O(sec) 
PE.LO( sec) 
PM.LO( sec) 
ER.LO 

~ 0 001 *PK7. 
= O.OOl*PLZ 
= 0.001 *PZ(sec) ; 
- 0.001 *PDZ(floo) ; 
- 0.001 *PDDZ(sec); 
= 0.001 *PEZ(sec); 
= 0.001 *PWM7.(ser-); 
-0.00l*ERZ 

Xl>.H )(sec) = 0.001 *'XlJl(sec); 
XDD.LO(sec) ~ 0.001 *XDDZ(sec); 
X.LO(sec) 
K.LO(sec) 
L.LO(sec) 
C.LO(sec) 
CPI.LO 
UN.LO 
Y.LO 
SR.LO 
S.LO 
I.LO( sec) 
E.LO(scv) 
M.LO(sec) 
CB.LO 
CG.LO(sec) 
KG.LO 
T.n r.n 
TAXR.LO 

= 0.001 *XZ(sec); 
= 0.001 *KZ(sec) ; 
= O.OOl*LZ(sec); 
= 0.001 *CZ(sec); 

0.001 +cr1z, 
= 0.001 *UNZ ; 
= 0.001 *YZ; 
= O.OOl*SHZ; 
= 0.001 *SZ; 
= 0.001 *IZ(sec); 
- 0.001 *EZ(scc); 
= 0.001 *MZ(sec); 
= 0.001 *CBZ ; 
= 0.001 *CGZ(sec); 
- 0.001 *KGZ; 
- 0.001 *LG7.; 
= 0.001 *TAXRZ; 

* Exogenously fixed: capital and labour endowments 

KS.FX 
LS.FX 

=KSZ; 
=LSZ; 

* E:xogeno11sly fhed· othPr transfas and government savings 

OTR.FX 
SG.FX 

=OTRZ; 
=SGZ; 

* Exogenous~y fixed: foreign savin~s 

SF.FX =SFZ; 
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* Fixing of the 11umerazre 

PL.FX =PLZ; 

$ontext 
*Homogeneity test 

PL.FX = 2*PLZ; 

$offtext 

* Tax Policy Simulations 

·~$ontex 1 

* Simulation I: Removal of tc, ty and tm 

ty= O; 
tr(<;er) = O; 
tm(sec) = 0; 

*$offtext 

*$ontcxt 
*Simulation 2: Removal of ty only 

ty=O; 

'1'$offtext 

*$ontext 
*Simulation 3: Removal of tc only 

tc(sec) = O; 

*$offtext 

*$ontext 
*Simulation 4 Removal of tm mz(y 

tm(sec) = O; 

*$offtext 

*$ontext 
* Szmulatwn :J: Increase zn tc by approx I percent of GDP 

tc(sec) = l.15*tc(sec); 

*$offtext 

*$ontext 
*Simulation 6: Decrease in ty by approx I percent of GDP 

ty = 0.822*ty; 

*$offtext 

*$ontext 
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tm(gcc) = 0.8*tm(:icc); 

*$offtext 

*Option iterhm = 0 ; 
MTGETM.holdfixed = 1 ; 
Ml'GbrM.TOLINFREP = .001; 

option nlp = pathnlp ; 

Solve MTGETM using NLP maximizing ITOF ; 
*Solve MTGETM using CNS; 
+solve MTOfiTM Mrr TJSTNG Mrr; 

$ontext 

*Minimize objectivefimction 

Solve MTGFTM u:>ing NLP minimizing HOF ; 

$offtext 

* Calculate utility 

tJualm U, 

U =prod( sec, (C.L(sec) - muH(sec))"'*alphaHLES(set.:)), 

<lisphiy 
KS.L 
LS.L 
PK.L 
PL.L 
P.L 
PD.L 
PE.L 
PM.L 
ER.L 
CPI.L 
K.L 
L.L 
X.L 
XD.L 
XDD.L 
C.L 
SH.L 
S.L 
I.L 
E.L 
M.L 
CB.L 
Y.L 
CG.L 
KG.L 
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LG.L 
TAXR.L 
TRANSF.L 
UN.L 
U; 

*$ontext 
* Check whether Walras Law holds 

scalar walras ; 

walras surn(sec,L.L(sec)) + LG.L + UN.L - LS.L; 

di>1plny wrilni.~ ; 
*$offtext 

*$ontext 
*Equivalent and compensating variation 

scalars 

PLESZ 
PLESL 
PLESS 
SIZ 
SIL 

EV 
CV 

PLESZ 
PLESL 
PLbSS 
SIZ 
SIL 
EV 
<'V 

display 
~ii 

siz 
ev 
CV 

Price f.lS T hPnr.hrnnrk 
Price of proposed change 

Suprema<.:y in<.:ome T bendunaik. 
Supremacy income After proposed change 

Equivalent variation 
Compemntmg vnrrnt1on 

= prod(sec, ((l+tcz(sec))*PZ(sec))**alphaHLES(sec)); 
- prod( sec, ((1 +tc(sec))*P.L( sec ))**alphaHLES(~er. )); 
= PLbSL I PLbSL ; 
= ((1-tyz)*YZ) - sum(sec, ((l+tcz(sec))*PZ(sec))* muH(sec)); 
= ((1-ty)*Y.L) - sum(sec, ((l+tc(sec))*P.L(sec))* muH(sec)); 
= (SIL/PLESS)-SIZ; 
= Sll - (SJ'/,*Pl }'SS); 

plcss ; 
*$offtext 

*End of GA.MS code 
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